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PREFACE 
Construction, operating, and maintenance costs for comparable earth 
sheltered and conventional housing were compiled and then used to per-
form a life cycle cost analysis (LCCA). The life cycle costs were used 
to predict the length of time required for earth sheltered housing to 
pay back its usual higher initial investment. The payback period was 
also compared to the average home tenure to find if an earth shelter 
would pay off for the average homeowner. From the LCCA the cost factors 
having the most substantial impact on the break-even period were identi-
fied and ranked. 
Earth sheltered homes were found to have a favorable payback period 
under most circumstances. The earth shelters were found to not have the 
substantially higher first costs that other studies indicate. ~he often 
praised possible insurance reduction for earth shelters was found to be 
nearly non-existent. It also was found to be a very minor cost factor 
in determining the break-even period of an earth shelter. Relations of 
typical costs required for an earth shelter to be comparable to a con-
ventional home were outlined. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Brief History of Energy Awareness 
The dependency on fossil fuel by present-day society began around 
the turn of this century. Industry was rapidly expanding, the new auto-
mobile was quickly gaining popularity, and new uses for electricity were 
being developed. Fossil fuels were easily obtained and the reserves 
seemed almost infinite. Prior to the World War I era, people began de-
veloping an endless array of energy consuming lifestyle improvements. 
The American society of the post World War II period was rapidly 
growing and becoming more affluent. Building mechanical systems capable 
of providing comfort in any ambient conditions were having a great im-
pact on the architecture of this period. Buildings were designed with 
little or no concern for energy consumption. A mechanical system could 
usually be found that would provide comfort. 
Residential structures reflected the carefree energy attitudes of 
the early twentieth century. Many homes were built without insulation, 
and homes that did have insulation usually did not have much. Very lit-
tle effort was spent in making homes air tight. In the sun belt, reduc-
ing solar gain in the summer was mostly neglected~ instead, larger air 
conditioning systems were utilized. 
By the early 1970's, America was using far more fossil fuel than it 
was producing and the growing dependence on foreign oil, OPEC oil in 
l 
particular, was becoming substantial (see Figure 1) (1). The OPEC min-
isters decided they could command a much higher price for their oil if 
they cut production and in 1973 they did just that. Americans were sent 
reeling at the sudden impact of the oil embargo. Shortages of gasoline 
and fuel oil made headlines almost daily. The entire population was 
making a hasty scramble to reduce all areas of energy consumption. The 
national high-way speed limit was reduced to 55 mph and the President 
urged all Americans to roll back their thermostats to 68 degrees in the 
winter. Home insulation retrofit businesses were appearing everywhere. 
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Figure 1. Graph of u.s. Energy Consumption Vs. Production. 
Entrepreneurs were hawking "new" and "innovative" concepts for res-
idential construction nationwide. Passive and active solar systems were 
being developed. Super-insulated designs, like the well publicized 
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"Arkansas House" (see detail, Figure 2) (2), and double envelope designs 
were also being brought onto the building scene. Finally, some enter-
prising people "discovered" that underground homes used less energy and 
could be used to beat the energy crunch. 
DESIGN FEATURES OF THE ARKANSAS 
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Figure 2. Details of the "Arkansas" Well Insulated Home. 
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Going Underground 
Living in underground or earth sheltered space is not a new concept. 
In prehistoric times, man used caves for a home to protect him from the 
elements. The pioneers in this country, especially during the westward 
movement, often built sod houses as their first settlements. From the 
time of the western pioneers until the present, the use of partially or 
completely earth sheltered dwellings had not completely diminished. A 
few of today's most well known architects have been using some form of 
earth sheltering since long before the energy crises. Most of the pre-
embargo uses of earth sheltering, however, were for aesthetic purposes, 
to preserve an existing site, or for protection from tornadoes or pro-
tection from nuclear attacks and after effects (3,4). 
Energy Aspects 
Since the oil embargo, most people who build earth sheltered homes 
primarily want to reduce their heating, ventilating, and air condition-
ing (HVAC) loads and costs (5). Studies indicate that a well built 
earth sheltered home typically uses substantially (co~monly at least 50 
percent) less energy than a similar conventional above ground home (6). 
The reduced energy consumption of an earth shelter is due to the sub-
stantially reduced heating and cooling loads imposed on the building 
(see Figure 3) (7). At the present time there is a very wide range of 
opinion as to just how great the energy savings may actually be for a 
given design. Some sources indicate possibilities of a nearly 90 per-
cent energy savings over a conventional home (6,8). Others suggest that 
much lower, but still substantial, savings are ~o be expected {9). 
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This study does not attempt to prove or refute claims for either 
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abundant or sparse energy savings by earth sheltering. Rather, this 
study makes use of the earth shelter energy savings commonly found to-
day, as well as energy consumption data from conventional homes built in 
recent years. The primary reason for taking this approach is that while 
higher energy savings than commonly found may be realized, the cost of 
construction to obtain such increased energy savings could very well 
rise at a disproportionate rate, therefore, possibly making it uneconom-
ical at this time to save the greater amount of energy (10). Presently, 
there is very little known about the actual dollar cost of saving sub-
stantially more energy than is typically obtained with earth sheltering. 
In other words, there has not been enough experience gained in earth 
sheltering technology to know how much greater first cost would be re-
quired in order to obtain 10 percent more energy savings over conven-
tional homes than is currently obtained with earth sheltering~ it could 
take a five percent greater first cost or a 50 percent increase in first 
cost. With the current knowledge of costs of potential energy saving 
techniques, too little is known to make an assumption. 
Economic Aspects 
An inappropriately titled article about a United States Navy study 
reported that the Navy study revealed that earth covered buildings tend 
to cost more than either earth bermed or conventional buildings due to 
the added structural requirements (ll). Well known earth shelter archi-
tect Malcolm Wells generally uses the rule-of-thumb that an underground 
building costs about 10 percent more than a comparable above ground 
building (12). Many advocates of earth sheltering argue that earth 
shelters actually cost less to build than conventional homes. However, 
in many of the examples that such advocates point out, the owner is usu-
ally also the builder and has not included the cost or value of his or 
her own time spent building the house (8). Such inaccuracies in report-
ing earth shelter building costs result in much less overall accuracy 
for earth shelter building costs than costs for conventional homes. 
A study by the Underground Space Center revealed that earth shel-
tered homes, in the Minnesota area, had about the same cost per square 
foot as a well built custom conventional home. However, conventional 
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tract housing, for planned area development, was about 25 percent less 
than the earth shelters (13). From the information above, it seems that 
earth shelters are, on the whole, moderately more costly than conven-
tional homes, only very rarely are they less costly. 
To help offset the higher first cost of an earth shelter lower en-
ergy costs are a major factor. Some maintenance factors (such as exte-
rior painting, HVAC equipment replacement, etc.) will help an earth 
shelter over a life cycle but the cost of these factors is relatively 
low compared to energy costs, and therefore they are less significant. 
Because of lower HVAC loads in an earth shelter, the homes typically 
have somewhat smaller HVAC systems. These smaller systems are usually 
figured into the first cost but they are an economic help when it is 
time to replace the system in the future. An earth shelter typically 
has somewhat less exterior area that requires painting and this will 
result in lower maintenance painting costs. Assuming that the earth 
shelter does not develop costly waterproofing problems (which are not 
common when proper techniques are used and careful construction prac-
tices are followed) it will not have the expensive roofing replacement 
costs of a conventional home. 
Previous Studies 
To date relatively few studies have been conducted in the area of 
life cycle cost comparisons of earth shelters and conventional homes. 
One of the larger scale studies was done by Hanna Shapira at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL) (8). An earlier study on the topic was done 
by Donald McWilliams and Stephen Findley at the University of Texas at 
Arlington (UTA) (14). 
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory Study 
The ORNL group began their approach to the problem by dividing the 
country into geographic regions that had similar qualities. The six 
criteria used in creating these regions were: 1) heating degree days; 
2) percent of time that cooling is required; 3) percent humidity; 4) 
solar energy available; 5) termite probability; and 6) wood decay proba-
bility. Originally ORNL's plan was to study all of the 15 defined re-
gions, but budget shortfalls forced the selection of only 5 of the 15 
regions for study (see Figure 4) (8). Four housing types in each region 
were to be studied originally. The four types were conventional, con-
ventional with extra heat storing mass, extensively earth bermed, and 
earth covered (see Figure 5) (8). Again, budget shortfalls forced a cut 
back; the solution was to examine only conventional and earth covered 
homes. First the details of a "typical" house were reviewed for each of 
the five regions selected for study. Next, detailed plans and specifi-
cations were developed for both an earth shelter and a conventional 
house in each of the five regions selected. 
To estimate the energy consumption of all the proposed houses, two 
building simulation programs were used by ORNL. The programs employed 
were BLAST, developed by the Army Corps of Engineers (15), and SOLEST, 
developed by Davis Alternative Technology Associates (8). Each of the 
earth shelters was analyzed using both programs. All above ground con-
ventional homes were analyzed with SOLEST. ORNL also redesigned the 
conventional homes by adding extra insulation in both the roof and walls 
in a manner very similar to the approach taken in the "Arkansas House" 
study (2). This extra insulated house was called the "efficient" design 
and it was analyzed with BLAST (8). 
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1) . Minneapolis, MN 
2). FJoston, MA 
3). Salt Lake City, UT 
4). Knoxville, TN 
5). Houston, TX 
Figure 4. ORNL ' s Geographic Regions for Study. 
(2) 
I) Convention a I 
2) Conventional with added mass 
3~, Earth bermed 
4i Earth sheltered 
Figure 5 . Four types of Homes for ORNL's Study. 
The ORNL group seemed to bring factors into the study that either 
did not belong or unnecessarily complicated matters. For example, ter-
mite probability was included along with weather conditions in the 
9 
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climatic region definitions. Termite probability has nothing to do with 
the amount of energy a home consumes, also with proper precautions, ter-
mites are not a major problem in homes built today. Also many of the 15 
regions seem to be ill defined; the Arizona desert and southern Nebraska 
are in the same region. Most of Montana and Maine are also grouped to-
gether (see Figure 4) (8). A budget shortfall forced ORNL to only study 
5 of the 15 climatic regions. Three of the five regions selected have 
virtually no known earth shelter activity. In fact, in one region stud-
ied, the Houston area, earth sheltering could be counter-productive if 
used for energy savings alone, not to mention major problems with the 
high water table common to the Houston area. Victor Olgyay, a climatic 
design pioneer, suggests virtually no thermal mass for a climate similar 
to Houston's (16). 
Rather than have contractors in the selected regions actually bid 
on the very specific designs, drawings, and specifications that ORNL 
went to great effort to prepare, the authors instead hired one architec-
tural firm to prepare all cost estimates for all homes and then individ-
ually adjusted the estimates for the cost of living indexes in each 
city. This method may be accurate enough, however, it eliminates the 
very important factor of local earth shelter experience. Since the lo-
cal experience factor was neglected and very specific designs had been 
prepared, the estimates should at least have been spot checked for accu-
racy. For the energy analysis, the earth shelters were each analyzed by 
using both BLAST and SOLEST. Neither program was designed for primary 
use on earth sheltered buildings. The resultant outcome for each earth 
shelter was substantially different between the two programs. After 
observing such substantial differences in the output for the same house 
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from the two programs, the differences between the programs for both of 
the above ground cases should have been closely examined. such substan-
tial differences could mean a critical error in any of a number of 
areas, such as design assumptions, data input, weather information 
tapes, the copy of the program being used, or even in the program it-
self. Prudent judgement would call for carefully checking all possi-
bilities. 
In the life cycle cost analysis, the ORNL team utilized factors 
which seem unnecessary; most of the factors should be very similar for 
both cases. State and federal income taxes were figured by using the 
median per capita household income. Although one may realize some tax 
breaks for paying interest on a mortgage, there is really no way to say 
that a typical homeowner will have exactly the median income and will 
have other exact deductions in order to yield a value that is meaningful 
to the study and can be easily corr~lated to each case. Secondly, there 
seems to be little correlation between how close to the median income a 
family is and their interest in earth shelter. Sales tax was an includ-
ed factor that bears little relevance to the life cycle cost analysis 
(LCCA). Carpeting and floqring replacement costs were also included in 
the study. Since the two types of houses are very nearly the same size 
(so that they are comparable) the areas of flooring should be nearly 
identical and the types of flooring should be similar, so that the study 
compares "apples to apples"; therefore, the flooring replacement costs 
should be very nearly identical. Texts on life cycle costing advise 
that when doing a comparative analysis, such as this type of study, 
costs that are the same for both cases should be identified but removed 
from the comparative analysis (17). 
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To summarize the ORNL study, it seems that the ORNL group began 
with very high goals, hopes, and ambitions. Along the way they tried to 
include every factor they could possibly identify, often without consid-
ering whether that factor was sufficiently relevant to be included. The 
ORNL group ended up swamping themselves with so many trivial factors 
that they got stalled by trying to pin down hundreds of inconsequential 
costs. This "trivial pursuit" ended with the group's budget running 
short and they had to cut their original output goals by 80 percent. 
Rather than attempting to find the average income tax paid per capita, 
they should have been more concerned with the substantial differences in 
energy estimations from the two separate simulation programs used. 
University of Texas - Arlington Study 
The University of Texas - Arlington study was on a much smaller 
scale than the ORNL study. However, an attempt was made to take the UTA 
study farther than most previous studies. The UTA group not only esti-
mated all costs, but they also proceeded to actually build the two homes 
in order to more accurately study the costs. At the time of the UTA 
report (1978), the conventional house had been completed and the earth 
shelter was still under construction. Unfortunately, an update on this 
report has not become available. 
The UTA study, which was done about three years before the ORNL 
study, was far less complex. The UTA group eliminated any costs that 
would be similar for the two types of houses. Eliminating these types 
of costs eliminated concern about most taxes, family incomes, and the 
cost of replacing carpet. Rather than use an extensive building simula-
tion energy analysis program, the UTA group used actual energy costs for 
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conventional homes in the same area that were of a comparable size and 
also had comparable insulation values. They then derated the energy 
costs for the conventional home by a projected percentage for the earth 
shelter. 
The UTA study did not have problems with unnecessary complexities 
as did the ORNL study. A major problem area is that the UTA group actu-
ally created a bias against the earth shelter while trying to eliminate 
any bias. A primary example is that they only estimated the earth shel-
ter to use 25 percent less total energy than the conventional home. 
Twenty-five percent seems very low and directly conflicts with values 
typically found that are at least one and one-half (1-1/2) times this 
(6,18). Although there is some question about the values that the UTA 
study used, their approach seems rather sound. 
Summary of Other Studies 
Both of the other studies on this same issue followed a procedure 
similar to UTA's. The other studies generally examined a conventional 
and a below ground home, in one or more specific cities. One of the 
other studies utilized energy costs obtained by simulation programs and 
the other by a correlational method. Both of the studies consider per-
sonal income taxes and make an attempt to look at the houses as a prime 
investment. One took the point of view of looking at the basic purchas-
ing and operating costs directly associated with the two types of homes 
and tried to directly compare only the homes, without looking at some 
very specific issues such as the income tax break that a person might 
realize with either home. The other followed some of the same ntrivial 
pursuitn patterns as the ORNL study, however the meaningless costs that 
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it included were on a much smaller scale than the ORNL study (19,20). 
Summary of Results of All Studies 
Although all the previous studies use slightly different methods, 
they all arrive at the same basic conclusion; earth shelters do not pay 
off. All of the studies use earth shelter purchase prices that are at 
the very least 25 percent higher than the purchase price of a comparable 
conventional home, and some are as much as 80 percent higher. The most 
common mistake with respect to these costs is that most of the studies 
look at a conventional home which is basically a tract home, with all of 
the cost benefits of a tract home; while the earth shelter home is 
nearly always a custom home (with the lack of cost benefits gained with 
tract homes). These costs seem very much out of line when the growing 
popularity of earth shelters is considered. Earth shelters, while they 
are not taking the nation by storm, are steadily growing in popularity. 
If earth shelters actually cost about 50 percent more than a comparable 
conventional home, their popularity would probably be very much less 
than it is; most people do not have large amounts of money to throw 
away. By using these substantially higher costs for earth shelters all 
of the studies come to the conclusion that earth shelters take very long 
to pay for themselves, and some never do. 
Another common mistake is that some small meaningless costs, which 
happen to be equal for both homes, have been identified and included in 
the previous studies. One study included the cost of garbage collec-
tion, which it found was the same for both types of homes. The same 
study also chose to include the cost of replacing major appliances 
(ovens, ranges, refrigerators, etc.). This cost factor is meaningless 
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to the difference between the two types of homes and it could be rea-
soned, possibly without any research, that it should be exactly the same 
for both types of homes. If the authors felt that these costs should be 
presented, they should have presented the costs but not included them in 
the actual analysis. 
None of the studies gave serious concern to on the area of financ-
ing and downpayments. The values used were different for each study. 
One study used 80 percent financing for both homes, even though it is 
common for conventional homes to receive 90 or 95 percent financing. 
Another study did not indicate the financing rate used, but it seemed to 
be 100 percent, which is very rare. Still another study used the same 
dollar amount downpayment for both homes, although this led to the earth 
shelter receiving a higher financing rate than the conventional home. 
Most of the studies put the bulk of their life cycle cost analysis em-
phasis on the present value of all costs, rather than looking at the 
time required until the estimated lower operating costs of the earth 
shelter could offset its higher upfront costs. The study covering the 
widest scope, the ORNL study, did not even consider the break-even (or 
payback) period. None of the studies considered the possibility of a 
payback occurring if the home was sold after the "average home tenure" 
period (8,14,19,20). 
The ORNL study came to the conclusion that "few owners can afford 
the luxury of choosing a building form because it 'seems like a nice 
idea'". This study also takes the same attitude, however, in this study 
it is felt that earth shelters do not cost 50 percent more than compara-
ble conventional homes, and may not cost 25 percent more. Reasons for 
this stand are based on: l) the number of people currently building 
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earth shelters: 2) statements by people who are active in the earth 
shelter area (such as earth shelter architect Malcolm Wells, mentioned 
earlier) who do not find such cost differences: and 3) common sense, 
which says that a large number of mostly middle class people would not 
be spending substantially more for a home that, according to these prev-
ious studies, probably will never pay off. Of course there are many 
other important costs besides the purchase price of the two types of 
homes and these are also explored in this study. This study will avoid 
costs which are the same for both home types and will attempt to focus 
on and study the basic issue - "do the presumed lower energy consumption 
and maintenance costs of an earth shelter offset the usually higher 
first costs early enough in an economic life cycle such as to make an 
earth shelter less costly, and more desirable economically, to the 
owner than a conventional home?" 
CHAPTER II 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this study is twofold. The first purpose is to 
quantify some of the major cost differences between conventional and 
earth sheltered housing. The second is to look at the cost differences 
between these two types of housing over a life cycle economic period. 
The primary intent of this study is to examine the results of a life cy-
cle cost analysis (LCCA) and draw conclusions with respect to the basic 
issue of - "do the presumed lower energy consumption and maintenance 
costs of an earth shelter offset the usually higher first cost early 
enough in an economic life cycle such as to make an earth shelter less 
costly to the owner than a conventional home ?" As indicated in the 
first chapter, previous studies have had a similar objective. This 
study will, however, take a new and different approach to the problem. 
Studies up to this time have taken the approach of investigating a sin-
gle pair of houses in a single city and evaluating the life cycle econ-
omics of that specific situation. The approach of this study is to gen-
eralize all data used in the life cycle analysis, for a region rather 
than a specific city. All cost data are presented as an expected range 
of values, rather than single specific values for one case. The results 
of the life cycle cost analysis are then presented in a graphic format, 
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from which the reader may draw conclusions based on his own specific 
conditions. 
Goals and Objectives 
This study addresses both cost differences between conventional 
and earth sheltered housing and how those cost differences affect the 
cost of ownership over an economic life cycle. Specific goals include 
quantifying the magnitude of cost differences between the two types of 
housing studied. The goals are as follows: 
1). To suggest probable expected ranges for all major costs for 
both conventional and earth shelter homes. 
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2). To identify what cost ranges earth shelter homes will need to 
fall into in order to be comparable with, or possibly more 
favorable than, a conventional home in a life cycle cost anal-
ysis (LCCA). 
3). To identify those cost factors that have the greatest impact 
on the outcome of the LCCA. 
4). To identify desirable break-even periods between the two types 
of homes. 
5). To identify the average home tenure in the region and show how 
the tenure period compares to the desirable break-even period. 
The main objective of this study is to identify which of the two housing 
types is more economical over a life cycle, given current technologies 
in use and economic and market conditions. Personal goals for the au-
thor, in addition to those listed for the study, are to learn more about 
the advantages and disadvantages of earth sheltering as well as learning 
more about the techniques associated with both predicting and improving 
the energy saving performance of earth shelters. In addition, the 
author hopes to learn more about the importance and techniques of life 
cycle cost analysis. 
Scope, Limitations, and Base Assumptions 
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This study focuses on reasonable norms of building costs and energy 
consumption. No attempt is made to explore areas beyond such reasonable 
expectations. Construction costs and practices, energy consumption, and 
many of the other associated costs tend to be fairly consistent within a 
region. Therefore, this study only deals with Oklahoma, so that the 
study does not become so broad that its results become confusing and 
less certain. Oklahoma has been chosen because cost values are more 
easily obtained and more accurately verified, due to the study taking 
place in central Oklahoma. However, because cost ranges are used, the 
results of this study are not limited to Oklahoma. In fact, the results 
may be useful for regions that have similar economic and climatic condi-
tions as Oklahoma, as long as prevailing costs for that region fall into 
cost ranges identified for this study. However, much discretion must be 
used in extrapolation of results from Oklahoma to other regions, due to 
differences in building conventions and climatic design features. This 
study is limited to conventional and earth covered homes only. For this 
study, earth sheltered means earth covered; any "earth sheltered" homes 
that are not earth covered are be referred to as earth bermed. 
This study only includes clearly identifiable costs. Intangibles 
such as "an earth shelter is quieter than a conventional home" or "earth 
shelters offer a better sense of well being" are very difficult to de-
fine and even more difficult to apply a cost value. Also, the 
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importance of such intangibles to different people varies widely. The 
list of such environmental factors is long and is excluded from the cost 
comparison. The most identifiable factors on such a list are, however, 
covered briefly and the reader may draw his own conclusions about these 
factors. 
To assure that the earth shelter and conventional homes are com-
parable, even in the market place, some assumptions must be made. 
Although earth shelters are becoming less of an oddity and are more 
commonly seen, they are still a relatively new housing type and their 
resale marketability on the open market has not been adequately tested. 
Because of this, many real estate lenders would tend to view an earth 
shelter as a somewhat riskier investment (21). Usually interest rates 
rise as the risk of an investment rises; the required down payment, as 
a percentage of total cost, also rises (less leverage is allowed) (22). 
Although the financial environment at the time of this study is a 
"lenders" market, the assumption must be made that financing is avail-
able for both types of housing. If this assumption is not made, the 
study becomes meaningless because either one or both types of housing 
are not available to the average person. Another important point in 
comparing "comparable" homes is that they should be of the same housing 
class, that is both custom or both tract homes. crossing the two clas-
ses of homes (ie., studying a custom conventional and a tract earth 
shelter, or vice versa) is not covered because it goes against human 
nature. For example, at this time virtually all earth shelters are cus-
tom homes. A person considering going to the trouble of investigating 
a custom earth shelter home would usually not be satisfied with a tract 
home. Also, crossing the housing classes could create a cost bias 
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against one of the types and would not be acceptable due to misleading 
results of the study. Taking both types of houses to be tract homes is 
also not covered; the reason being that there is very litt}e tract earth 
shelter activity happening in the United States and no known activity in 
Oklahoma. Many feel that for earth shelter to make a substantial impact 
in the housing industry, earth shelters must do so in tract type hous-
ing. While this is not unrealistic, it is also not currently happening 
with much significance. Due to current policies on high risk specula-
tive investment ventures and consumer attitudes, the author feels that 
it may be some time before tract earth shelters make a substantial im-
pact in the housing market and by then the cost data in this study may 
be outdated. Therefore, earth shelters and conventional homes are corn-
pared only as custom class homes. 
Income tax laws are very complex and very few people who have the 
same income end up paying the same amount of tax. For this reason, in-
come and income taxes are not included in this study, unless there is a 
clear known cash value benefit. Property taxes also tend to vary widely 
between communities and are not. included as a part of the study. Al-
though the taxes themselves are not included, a reader who knows his tax 
position may be able to find, from the cost values presented, how his 
tax position may vary. 
Many costs for the two types of homes are either very similar or 
may vary widely because they are a function of personal preferences or 
lifestyles and, therefore, are not included. One such cost is water 
consumption. Some people may want to pour large quantities of water on 
their lawn even through the very hot late summer months, while others 
may never water their lawns and do not care if the lawns live or die. 
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Some earth shelters use rooftop vegetation to help lower energy consump-
tion (the energy consumption is lowered by reducing solar gain through 
the rooftop soil), in a case such as this the vegetation would usually 
require watering. However, many Oklahoma communities invoke a water ra-
tioning plan during the su~ner months which either partially or comp-
letely prohibits lawn watering, this would greatly affect the decision 
of using vegetation for energy aspects. Flooring replacement costs 
should be very similar if comparable flooring is used in both types of 
housing. If comparable flooring is not used in both, then the specific 
type used becomes a strong function of personal preference and it would 
be too confusing and meaningless (not to mention nearly impossible) to 
attempt to assign a cost estimate. Interior painting is another cost 
item that is deeply based on personal preference. Many times interior 
repainting is done more because a person is "tired of this color" than 
because the wall actually is in need of repainting. Small children 
equipped with crayons or markers are another highly variable cause for 
interior surface repainting. 
The economic life cycle that is used for this study is a typical 
home mortgage life of 30 years. Thirty years is much longer than the 
desirable pay-back period of 5 to 10 years, which is the recommended 
period for a higher first cost home to be more appealing to the average 
consumer (9). A 30 year planning horizon is chosen over a much shorter 
planning horizon. This is done so that break-even points under most 
circumstances will be present somewhere on the planning horizon, even 
though some of them may be beyond a desirable break-even period. Those 
break-even points that are beyond the desired 10-year break-even period, 
but are still present on a 30-year planning horizon, are important to 
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identify factors which have the greatest effect on the pay-back period. 
Thirty years is, of course, much shorter than the potential life of an 
earth shelter. The added life of the earth shelter may be accounted for 
by a potentially higher salvage value (resale value) at the end of its 
mortgage life. This stand is justified by the fact that most middle 
income families are not greatly concerned if their house is still stand-
ing 50 years after they die. Also, an American Institute of Architects 
(AIA) publication on LCCA suggests that the expected building life span 
not be used as the economic planning horizon, especially for concrete 
structures (23). 
CHAPTER III 
OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE ASPECTS OF STUDY 
General Statement 
There is both an objective and a subjective aspect to this study. 
Both types of factors are very important, however, they are also very 
different from each other. The objective factors are more or less clear 
cut and have a definable economic value. The objective aspect is embod-
ied in the actual life cycle cost analysis (LCCA) which yields a value 
or set of values that have a specific meaning. The subjective aspect is 
much less specific. By definition, a subjective factor has a different 
value to different persons. While the subjective factors are very im-
portant, they vary so widely between persons and cases that they cannot 
be included in a broad scoped study. An example would be: an earth 
shelter ho~eowner might say nMy earth shelter is much quieter than my 
old conventional home, the quiet is worth a lot to men. While the noise 
reduction aspects of an earth shelter are important to this homeowner 
another may say nmy home is in a very pleasant area and there is no 
noise problemn. Both homeowners have perfectly valid arguments, but 
there is no way to apply either situation to a broad group of people. 
Therefore, this study does not attempt to quantify these subjective fac-
tors, but rather presents some of the more prominent subjective factors 
for the reader to be aware of and to asses as to the importance of each 
factor. 
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Objective Factor: LCCA 
General History of LCCA 
Although life cycle costing (life cycle cost analysis) seems to 
have come about since the energy crisis, it has actually been around 
much longer. The early history of life cycle costing is somewhat ob-
scure. The first known text on the subject, nPrinciples of Engineering 
Economy", was written by Eugene L. Grant and published in 1930 (17). A 
few years later, in 1933, the u.s. General Accounting Office (GAO) began 
a policy that bids for the purchase of tractors for the government 
should include all costs associated with 8000 hours of use (17). The 
use of life cycle costing increased during the World War II er~ when 
many substitute materials and practices were being sought to help the 
war effort. In the early 1960's the military adopted a policy of life 
cycle cost comparison of purchases (24). Many large corporations use 
life cycle costing for most large investments or undertakings. 
Life cycle cost analysis techniques are new in the housing indus-
try. At present the LCCA is almost exclusively used in studies such as 
this, which compare a non-conventional house with a higher initial cost 
alternative housing design which has a lower energy consumption than 
typical conventional houses. Life cycle cost techniques are seldom used 
in the housing industry primarily because the federal financial mortgage 
assistance agencies, such as HUD, VA, FHA, FNMA, etc., are not actively 
updating their policies to allow for LCCA (21). These lending agencies 
are very slow to change their policy with the changing times. Before 
the rise in energy costs, the home which had the lower first cost was 
nearly always the better buy. Today, this direct correlation does not 
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always hold true. Many lending agencies have recognized the fact that 
higher utility bills decrease the percentage of income a person can use 
to make mortgage payments. Their recognition of this is reflected by 
being more conservative in cases where the borrower's PITI ratio (Prin-
cipal + Interest + Taxes + Insurance) is very close to the allowable 
percentage of the borrower's income. However, many lending agencies 
have not recognized the reverse of this, they do not have any system for 
a borrower to finance a higher mortgage and have the somewhat higher 
payments offset by lower utility costs. Life cycle cost analysis could 
be used in this type of situation. 
Purpose and Definition of LCCA 
Life cycle cost analysis is any technique which allows assessment 
of a given solution among alternative solutions on the basis of consid-
ering all relevant economic consequences over a given period of time 
(24). Life cycle costing is not a given equation which will positively 
indicate which alternative to use. Rather, it is a procedure, a set of 
operations, or a methodology to be employed when economically evaluating 
a situation involving two or more alternatives. 
A life cycle cost analysis is usually not an end in itself, but 
rather a tool to be used to help make the decision. Perhaps the reason 
that LCCA is not a final answer to a question is that the LCCA only con-
siders objective factors in the economic analysis which may be given a 
fairly accurate monetary value. Subjective issues, which are very dif-
ficult to assign a monetary value, are generally left out of an LCCA 
simply because of the lack of accuracy of assigning a monetary value to 
them. 
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An LCCA is an objective appraisal of a group of alternatives, how-
ever, a decision usually also requires the inclusion of subjective fac-
tors. In this study, the LCCA is performed with objective cost factors. 
The subjective factors are presented later in this chapter as a separate 
issue from the LCC~. To make a more knowledgeable decision as to which 
is a better choice of homes, the reader should review the subjective 
factors as well as the objective factors and draw conclusions based on 
his or her own preferences. 
Subjective Factors 
The factors covered in this section are those subjective factors 
which are not to be included in any part of the LCCA. The reason for 
this approach being any of the following; 1) it is impossible to put a 
cost value on the factor; 2) it is impossible to judge the frequency of 
occurrence of the factor; or 3) it it impossible to accurately rate the 
importance of the factor to each person in a large random group. The 
factors are presented in no order of importance. Typically, any advan-
tages of each factor are given first and the disadvantages second. This 
in no way is meant to indicate the importance or magnitude of the posi-
tive aspect over the negative aspect, of each factor, or vice versa. 
Privacy and Protection Aspects 
Windstorm and Nuclear Aspects. Virtually all storm and nuclear 
-shelters are built underground; either a basement or a separate cellar 
is typically used. In most of Oklahoma it is not common to add a base-
ment to a house; usually, doing so adds noticeably to the building cost 
of the house. An earth shelter (eacth covered) may perform as a 
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windstorm shelter if it is designed with this aspect in mind. Although 
some earth shelter homes have been designed as nuclear shelters, most 
built today are not. However, most earth shelters could be much more 
readily, and less costly, converted to double duty as a nuclear shelter 
than most conventional homes. 
Currently, earth sheltering typically costs somewhat more than con-
ventional housing (see chapters I and V). Building a basement under a 
conventional home also costs somewhat more (no research has been found 
to relate the two costs). With a conventional home with a basement, ad-
ditional living space is obtained for the extra cost as well as the 
storm sheltering aspects. The same space advantage would be gained with 
an earth sheltered house with a conventional house on top, but again 
there is the probability of a higher cost per unit area. Another option 
would be to get a ready-made cellar installed in the yard of a conven-
tional home. Again, no research has been conducted into the cost com-
parisons. 
Earthquake Problems and Protection. Although Oklahoma is not known 
for any current earthquake activity, building codes do have parts of Ok-
lahoma in a seismic zone that is higher than "minimal" risk. Most earth 
shelter advocates state that an earth shelter is in no danger at all 
from an earthquake. This is not entirely true. If no precautions or 
proper design techniques are used, an earth shelter could be severely 
damaged or destroyed in a small earthquake. However, with proper de-
sign, most earth shelters can withstand rather harsh earthquakes. 
The most severe, and possibly irreparable, damage that could occur 
is actual structural damage. Major cracks or even failure of walls and 
roof would be included in this category. This type of damage is easily 
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avoided for moderate earthquakes, by suitable design. A more likely 
damage is damage to the waterproofing. The waterproofing systems that 
are the most likely to withstand damage are the bentonite clay systems. 
Another type of damage could be the displacement oE water or gas supply 
pipes and sewage discharge pipes. Although a damage of this sort is 
much less severe than structural damage, repair of these pipe systems 
would usually require excavation and would be costly. 
Overall, earth shelters can provide more protection with respect to 
the structure, and to the occupants, if they are properly designed, than 
a typical above ground home. However, without correct design, which is 
typically inherent in a well designed and built earth shelter, an earth 
shelter can be less safe than other structures (28). 
Vandalism and Burglary. Many earth shelter advocates state that an 
earth shelter is less susceptible to vandalism and burglary. Vandalism 
of homes typically includes damaging the exterior of the building, de-
facing the building, and defacing the property (damaging trees, shrubs, 
etc.). In crimes such as vandalism and burglary, it is best to remember 
the old adage "where there is a will there is a way". If a party wishes 
to vandalize or burglarize a home badly enough, no design short of Fort 
Knox will stop them. In some cases an earth shelter can decrease the 
will to burglarize or vandalize the home. Many earth shelters have the 
means of access (the doors and windows) on only one side of the home, 
and if that side is facing a street then the will to attack the home 
could possibly be reduced. 
Possibly a more important aspect of how safe a home is, is the 
area in which it is located and the homeowner's own personal crime pre-
ventative measures. A possible reason that the vandalism and burglary 
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rate is lower for earth shelters than for conventional homes is that to 
date a large portion of earth shelters have been built in rural areas, 
and many of these homes cannot be seen from the road. This aspect of 
not knowing that the home is there is possibly as much of a deterrent as 
any other factor. 
Added Privacy. An earth shelter can offer a person much more pri-
vacy than most other homes. There are many reasons for this. Probably 
the greatest reason is that the home is underground. If the home is 
built in a more or less secluded area, it can easily be completely hid-
den. Even if the home is built in a suburban setting, the design of un-
derground homes can be such that it can be isolated from neighbors, who 
may be only a stone's throw away. Of course an earth shelter home can 
be designed that does not offer as much isolation, it can be as "unpri-
vate" as desired. 
Comfort Aspects 
Earth Shelters are Quieter. Due to the large mass of earth that 
surrounds an earth shelter, very little sound penetrates into the house. 
In some cases this can be a real advantage. If the circumstances are 
right, a noisy parcel of land might be bought for much less than the nor-
mal cost of land and an earth shelter which would reduce or eliminate 
any noise problem could be built on it. The Minnesota Housing Finance 
Agency (MHFA), in cooperation with other agencies has built a series of 
earth sheltered projects. One of the projects, the Seward Townhomes, 
were built adjacent to a busy highway on a previously undesirable (due 
to the highway noise) parcel of land. Due to the soundproof character~ 
istics of an earth shelter, the residents of the townhomes do not report 
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any problems with the highway noise. 
The soundproof aspect can also be a disadvantage. Many earth shel-
ter residents have found that the lack of exterior sound can be bother-
some at times. Normal household sounds, which are either inaudible or 
easily ignored in a conventional home, become very "loud". A clock 
ticking while trying to sleep or the dishwasher running can be very dis-
tracting. Some earth shelter residents have found that they must keep a 
small fan running constantly to provide some "masking noise". Earth 
shelter residents with small children may find it impossible to "keep an 
eye" on the kids, when they are playing outdoors, just by listening to 
their activities. 
I~proved Thermal Comfort. There are several aspects of an earth 
shelter which lead to improved thermal comfort. Many of these aspects 
may also be approximated in a very well built conventional home. One 
factor which leads to increased comfort is the lack of drafts. Drafts 
are felt (and cause discomfort) when either (or both) the air normally 
circulating ·in a space is at a high enough velocity that it is noticed, 
or if the circulating air is at a temperature which is noticeably lower 
than the room temperature. Earth shelters, by their design, are usu-
ally of a "tighter" construction than above ground homes. The tighter 
construction greatly reduces drafts. With very careful construction 
practices, an above ground home may also be built very "tight". Al-
though "tightness" does reduce drafts, it can also cause air quality 
problems, as discussed later. The large amount of thermal mass, due to 
the typically heavy construction of an earth shelter, as well as the 
capacitive insulative characteristics of the earth around an earth 
shelter, substantially increase the amount of time it takes for the 
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interior temperature to vary. The faster the temperature in a space 
changes, the more noticeable the temperature change becomes. When the 
temperature becomes noticeable and the change is away from a comfortable 
level then discomfort results. The time for temperature change is known 
as the "slope of drift" or the "rate of drift". A very well insulated 
conventional home can also have a very low rate of drift due to the 
resistive insulation slowing the rate of heat transfer to or from the 
house. 
Earth shelters also offer added thermal comfort because of more 
comfortable radiant temperatures in rooms which have earth contact 
walls. For an example of how radiant effects can affect comfort, imag-
ine sitting in front of a large window (or patio door) on a very cold 
day; the air temperature of the room may be very reasonable but heat is 
being radiated to the cold window and a person will "feel" as though it 
is cold in the room. With an earth shelter, the earth contact walls are 
cooler than most conventional walls in the summer; and warmer than most 
conventional walls in the winter. Many people who live in homes that 
are fully or partially earth sheltered have noticed this effect and are 
very aware of the added comfort from these conditions. 
Glare Problems. Glare is normally experienced when a source of 
light in the field of vision is substantially brighter than the remain-
der of the area being viewed. The more substantial the difference, the 
worse the glare problem. The possibility of having a glare problem in 
an earth shelter may be greater than in a conventional home. Some rea-
sons for this are that earth shelters typically only have windows on one 
or occasionally two sides of the house; also, the total number of win-
dows is typically reduced while the size of each window is possibly 
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larger. The result is that due to all. the natural lighting being 
brought into the house from a few windows on one wall, as opposed to 
many windows on several walls, the overall lighting in the house is very 
poorly distributed. This makes the ratio between the brightness of the 
windows and the brightness of the room more severe, therefore, glare 
results. 
With proper attention, most glare problems can be taken care of in 
the design stage of a home by a knowledgeable designer. One of the 
first steps is to partially shade windows by overhangs, louvers, or veg-
etation so that the light being received is not as intense. However, 
this method also reduces interior light levels. The second important 
step is to use interior materials which have a high reflectance (light 
colored) in rooms with windows. This will tend to even out the distri-
bution of light in the room and will also help the light to penetrate 
deeper into the room. Earth shelters typically experience glare prob-
lems due to poor or unknowledgeable design. With careful design, glare 
problems may possibly be avoided (29). 
Feels Like Living in ~ Cave. One of the first questions people who 
live in earth shelters get asked is "isn't living in an earth shelter 
just like living in a cave? Don't you feel closed in and doesn't it get 
damp and musty in here?" Some earth shelters do have dampness and con-
densation problems. However, these are usually the poorly designed or 
built ones. If proper attention is not given to the areas where a ther-
mal "wicking" effect could occur, then a good possibility exists for 
condensation and resultant dampness to occur. A well designed and built 
earth shelter should have eliminated problems such as thermal wicking 
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and, therefore, any condensation and resultant dampness problems should 
not exist. 
Condensation and dampness problems besides those caused because of 
poor thermal breaks can also exist in earth shelters. These problems 
are due to the "tightness" of construction typical with an earth shel-
ter. Other types oE "tight" home construction are also somewhat suscep-
tible to these problems. In tight construction, the humidity levels can 
be somewhat higher due to the very low air change rate and/or the great-
er attention to the design and installation of the vapor barrier typical 
of tight construction. As the humidity levels rise, so does the chance 
of condensation on surfaces which may be somewhat cool (they must be be-
low the dew point). While condensation can occur on the refrigerator, 
cold water pipes, etc. in any home, the earth contact walls of an earth 
shelter are usually cooler than walls in a conventional home and are, 
therefore, more susceptible to condensation. 
As for the closed-in feeling, it is hard to predict what a person's 
reaction will be. Most well designed earth shelters would not leave a 
person feeling closed-in. Some people who live in earth shelters are 
susceptible to claustrophobic effects, but they do not have any problems 
in their earth shelter home. Some people associate living in an earth 
shelter with going into an old cellar: they think living in an earth 
shelter would be cramped, cold, damp, dark, and musty. This is almost 
never true. Most people would not be able to tell that they were under-
ground from the inside of a well designed earth shelter. Everyday 
people who had convinced themselves that even visiting an earth shelter 
would be a terrible experience are very surprised to find that it is 
indeed a very pleasant experience. 
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Personal Factors 
Personal Liability. There seem to be an excess of underworked 
lawyers in today's society and some of them seem to have abandoned all 
cannons of ethics and have begun "ambulance chasing". The pendulum of 
personal liability is beginning to swing to the extreme. Today an indi-
vidual can be sued for nearly anything. With an earth shelter, a horne-
owner could be held libel if somebody, whether they were trespassing or 
not, fell off of his roof-top yard. The surest way to avoid the problem 
is to put up adequate railings and/ or barriers around the perimeter of 
the rooftop "yard". These barriers, whether they are put in place when 
the house is built or as a retrofit still add an additional cost to the 
horne. 
Energy Independence. When most people say that they are concerned 
with the amount of fuel it takes to heat their home or the miles per 
gallon their car gets, what they actually mean is that they are con-
cerned with how much that overall fuel consumption is costing them, in 
dollars. This particular aspect (the fuel cost) is included in the 
LCCA. Some people, currently a clear minority of Americans, feel that 
it is important, at least personally, to achieve "energy independence". 
These individuals want to "create" or satisfy all their energy needs 
with renewable resources, usually found "on-site". The overall plan for 
this energy independence first starts with a house requiring little or 
no non-renewable energy input for heating or cooling. The next step is 
that household electrical energy needs and hot water needs are reduced 
by self denial, and what needs there are taken care of by an alternate 
energy method, such as wind generators, photovoltaics, solar water 
heating, etc. 
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All of these alternative energy sources can be utilized no matter 
what type of house is considered. The very low energy input require-
ments for heating and cooling are usually much better achieved by an 
earth shelter than a conventional home. In climates which are colder 
than Oklahoma, super-insulated homes have performed at least as well as 
earth shelters in the low energy requirements area. The value of super-
insulation in hot climates is less substantial. 
Better Living Feeling. This subjective factor may be one of the 
most undefinable of all. Some earth shelter residents claim that living 
in an earth shelter gives them a good feeling about themselves (a sense 
of well being) and their lifestyle. One reason may be that the people 
are living in a new home. However, most likely the reasons run deeper 
than that. Most earth shelter residents are excited to be living in a 
new type of home, sort of a pioneer spirit. Many are also excited that 
they are actually saving energy, some are excited much more about the 
energy savings than_ the money. Another big factor in Oklahoma is the 
storm protection that an earth shelter oEfers, it usually only takes one 
close call with a serious storm or tornado to really appreciate the 
security offered by an earth shelter. 
One reason to build an earth shelter is to preserve an existing 
site. If the home is properly built on a beautiful site and blends the 
architecture with the land, then this would certainly give most people a 
much better feeling about their lifestyle. 
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Physical Factors 
Water Leaks. The waterproofing system of an earth shelter is very 
important! Research has resulted in waterproofing systems today that 
are both effective and reliable. However, proper application of the 
system is essential, this includes proper techniques and care that must 
be followed during backfill operations to assure the integrity of the 
system. The consequences of not properly handling both phases could be 
very costly and disastrous. Most manufacturers are confident that to-
day's earth shelter waterproofing systems will hold up over long periods 
of time, however, only the passage of time itself will substantiate 
these statements. 
1n a conventional home that develops a leak, the leak may often be 
pinpointed with little difficulty and repaired with either a few cents 
worth of sealer or a few dollars worth of shingle repair. Only rarely 
must a roofing leak be repaired by prematurely replacing the entire 
roofing assembly. Occasionally windstorms cause substantial damage to 
conventional roofs, however, such damage is often covered by homeowners 
insurance and although it is an inconvenience the cost of repair does 
not come out of the homeowners pocket. In an earth shelter a leak is 
typically more difficult to pinpoint and anytime the backfill or earth 
cover is removed, that means dollars. 
Ventilation and Related Problems. "Tight" construction (construe-
tion which allows a small air change rate) has been known to lead to a 
variety of air quality problems in homes that do not take adequate ven-
tilation procedures. Most conventional construction, even though it 
tends to be much "tighter" today than in the past, "leaks" enough air so 
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that ventilation requirements are taken care of naturally. Earth shel-
ters, and above ground homes that are specifically built tight, f~ll 
into the class of construction that is susceptible to air quality prob-
lems if proper planning is not taken to assure proper ventilation. 
Indoor air contaminants generally fall into four categories: dust and 
particulates, toxic gases, formaldehyde and other organics, and radioa-
ctive substances. Although all categories present problems, formalde-
hyde and radioactive problems seem to have received the most attention, 
and can perhaps cause somewhat more serious problems. 
Urea formaldehyde does not only come from foam insulation, but also 
from particle board, plywood, fabrics, and to a lesser extent combustion 
sources. Radon is potentially a greater problem in earth shelters than 
in conventional homes, because the major sources of radon gas are earth 
and concrete. Since radon and formaldehyde are both gases, proper ven-
tilation can reduce or eliminate any problems (25, 26, 27). 
CHAPTER IV 
PROCEDURE 
General Approach 
The procedure developed for this study has three main steps, with 
each step having several sub-steps or tasks. The first main step is to 
identify and compile all cost and other pertinent data required to per-
form the life cycle cost analysis (LCCA). Tasks in this first step in-
clude identiEication of the data by three methods~ one, a search of 
published literature on the subjects requiring cost data; two, personal 
contact with professionals in the various areas requiring cost data, 
such as insurance agents, etc.~ and three, non-personal contact, by the 
use of a mailed questionnaire, for areas that may require a response 
from a wider cross section of professionals than is practical on a per-
sonal basis. 
The second main step is to actually perEorm the LCCA. Although the 
LCCA could be done by hand, in order to speed up the analysis and to 
reduce the chance of error involved with lengthy hand calculations, a 
small, purely functional, computer program has been developed and uti-
lized to assist the study. Because of the increased speed and accuracy 
available with computer assistance, a greater number of cases can be ex-
plored in the same time frame. The third main step of the study is to 
evaluate the LCCA, draw conclusions, and suggest recommendations. 
A more in-depth discussion of the procedure for performing the 
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LCCA, as well as an example, is presented in subsequent sections in this 
chapter. The procedure for gathering the cost data is also given in a 
later section. The actual cost data, however, follows in a later chap-
ter. Conclusions cannot be drawn and recommendations made until the 
analysis is complete. Therefore, all conclusions and recommendations 
and the procedure used to derive them will be covered in the final 
chapter. 
LCCA Procedure 
The procedure 'used for the life cycle cost analysis is a standard 
"textbook" procedure. The scope of the analysis required to perform 
this type of study falls well 'Nithin the boundaries of commonly used and 
accepted life cycle costing techniques. It would therefore not be pro-
ductive or appropriate to attempt to devise a new LCCA technique. The 
major thrust of the LCCA is to examine the break-even period of the 
earth shelter versus the conventional home. The definition of the pay-
back (or break-even) period is: the length of time that is required to 
offset higher first costs with lower operating and energy costs. 
The procedure is to use the cost data, outlined in a following 
chapter, to arrive at the pay back period. First, all costs must be as-
signed to the year (or years) in which they occur on the planning hori-
zon. The financed portion of the first cost (the mortgage) is spread 
over all the years of the mortgage life by applying the interest rate 
and compounding period to the amount financed. To find the annual mort-
gage costs, the monthly payments are calculated as a sub-step and then 
summed into an annual total to match the annual format used for all 
other costs. Annually recurring costs, such as insurance and possibly 
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some maintenance costs, must be escalated by the appropriate rate, ei-
ther general inflation or the estimated differential escalation rate for 
each cost. After the annual recurring costs have been escalated they 
are then summed with the annual mortgage cost. 
The question of whether to show energy costs as a monthly or an-
nually cash flow is a difficult one. Energy costs occur monthly, but 
then again so does the mortgage cost and the latter is nearly always 
figured into an LCCA as an annual cash flow for a long term planning 
horizon. There are many arguments for using a monthly and for using an 
annual approach, however, it is much more common to study all costs in 
an LCCA as annual costs. Therefore, for this study, all costs, includ-
ing energy costs, will be _presented and used as annual costs (except for 
those costs which occur less often than annually). 
In cases where the downpayment and other first costs (such as clos-
ing costs, prepaid insurance, etc.) are larger for one home than the 
other, the difference is assessed an opportunity cost. The definition 
of an opportunity cost is: the cost of foregoing the opportunity to earn 
interest, or a return, on investment funds (30). In an LCCA, an oppor-
tunity cost is commonly used in cases like this study to represent the 
loss of potential interest earnings. In a case such as this study the 
downpayment and other first costs (upfront costs) typically come from 
money the home buyer has saved or has recently gained from a sale of 
other assets. In any case, the closing and other related Eirst costs 
may not be included in the home mortgage under Oklahoma law. Although 
some prospective home buyers get a portion of their downpayment by bor-
rowing from other sources, such as against a life insurance policy, it 
is more common that the cash Eor the upfront costs is "unattached 0 cash. 
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Under these circumstances, the opportunity cost becomes the lost divi-
dend revenue from potential investments, rather than interest payments 
if the money were borrowed. Today's investment scene encompasses a num-
ber of wsafe" investments such as money market plans, certiEicates of 
deposit (C.D.), etc. Due to the general nature and broad scope of this 
study it would be better to use a standard savings account, at six per-
cent interest, for the investment opportunity of the differential monies 
from the upfront costs for two two types of homes. For this study, the 
opportunity cost is included as a positive cash flow (a cash flow to the 
homeowner) to the case which has the lower upfront costs. In most en-
gineering economic analysis applications, the opportunity cost is as-
sessed over the entire planning horizon. In a case such as this, there 
is no basis to assume that the homeowner that paid the lower upfront 
costs, would retain the differential amount in investment opportunities 
and not spend it over the planning horizon. A more fair, but somewhat 
arbitrary (since it would be impossible to accurately estimate the per-
iod) assessment would be to assess the opportunity cost for the first 
five years and then cancel it. ~his assessment allows the homeowner 
with the lower upfront costs to earn revenue from the opportunity cost 
principle, but does not unfairly penalize the higher upfront cost home 
over the entire life cycle. An alternate method of taking the opportun-
ity cost into consideration would be to either (or both) invest the 
monies from the difference in first costs in a method of investment 
which yields more than six percent interest, or apply the opportunity 
cost over more than the first Eive years. Using an investment which 
yields a higher rate-of-return would account for those persons who are 
more willing than most people to invest in opportunities which have a 
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higher risk than the nsafe" investments of savings accounts. Applying 
the opportunity cost over a longer period of time would account for the 
fact that the homeowner who paid the lower upfront costs will have a 
somewhat better style of living for more than five years because he was 
able to use the money saved on the upfront costs very effectively to 
better his style of living. The difference in the two methods is that 
when a greater return on invested monies is estimated or if the oppor-
tunity cost is applied over a longer period of time the result is that 
the length of time to the break-even point is slightly increased. The 
difference could be from a few months to a very few years, depending on 
how much higher the rate-of-return is and how much longer the opportun-
ity cost is applied as opposed to the study parameters set forth above. 
Some costs, like painting, HVAC equipment, and some maintenance, 
are non-annually recurring, but rather occur at a limited number of 
specific years in the future. These costs must either be of an identi-
fied magnitude at a future date, or they must be escalated from their 
present value by an escalation or inflation rate. After the cost value 
in question has been escalated for the future, it is added to the total 
cost in the year(s) in which it has been identified to occur. After all 
first costs and costs that occur within the planning horizon have been 
added to the years in which they occur, the salvage value (resale value) 
of the house is estimated by appreciating the first cost by the resale 
appreciation rate. The resale value is placed as a positive cash flow 
(cash flow to the owner) in the 30th year. An alternate situation is to 
place the resale value at the end of the average home tenure (AHT) and 
to eliminate all cash flows beyond the average home tenure year. 
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In both cases above (both the 30 year and the AHT planning hori-
zon), the payback period for the two homes under each set of criteria is 
calculated in the same manner. The payback period is determined by sum-
ming the individual yearly costs of both housing types one year at a 
time until the year that the house with the higher upfront cost yields a 
cumulative cost which is either less than or equal to the cumulative 
cost for the house with the lower upfront cost. This is then the break-
even year. In the second case, where the planning horizon is taken to 
be the average home tenure, if break-even has not occurred by the AHT 
year, both of the homes' resale values will be subtracted from their in-
dividual cumulative costs. If break-even then occurs with cash from the 
sale, the higher purchase cost home has indeed paid back the higher ini-
tial investment needed for it. If break-even does not occur upon the 
sale, the lower purchase cost home is the more economical option. At 
this point, it is speculated that all break-even periods will occur 
within the 30 year planning horizon~ if they do not, then the same pro-
cedure as used in the AHT year is to used in the 30th year to determine 
if break-even occurs upon the sale at 30 years. 
LCCA Example 
In order to clarify the procedure used for the LCCA, a demonstra-
tive example is presented in this section. The cost values used in this 
example are purely for demonstration purposes and are not meant to 
predict or replace the actual cost values used in this study. Through-
out this example E/S represents the earth shelter home and A/G repre-
sents the conventional home. All values are rounded up to whole 
dollars. The cost parameters for this example are shown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
LCCA EXAMPLE: COST PARAMETERS 
Cost Value 
Purchase Cost 
Financing Ratio 
Closing Costs 
Closing Related Costs: 
Earth Shelter 
$90,000 
80% 
350.00 
Conventional 
$85,000 
90% 
350.00 
Same 
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Loan Origination Fee 
Private Mortgage Insurance 
Prepaid Homeowners Insurance 
Mortgage Rate (fixed 30 year) 
Points 
1% of Loan 
none 
14 mo. 
l3. 50 % 
2.00 
1/2% down, 
1/4% annually 
14 mo. 
l3. 50 % 
1.50 
Home Appreciation Rate 
Annual Energy Cost 
Annual Homeowners Insurance 
Exterior Painting @ 5 yr. int. 
HVAC Replacement @ 12 yr. int. 
Inflation = 5% per year 
Energy Escalation Rate = 2-1/2% 
6%/yr. to 10 yrs. 
945.00 
458.00 
300.00 
1800.00 
Same 
2100.00 
455.00 
1000.00 
2500.00 
per year (separate from inflation) 
PMI is cancelled after ~rincipal is down to 80 percent of original home 
value. 
The first step is to calculate the costs that must be paid upfront; 
these are 1) closing costs; 2) closing related costs (includes loan 
origination fee, private mortgage insurance, and prepaid homeowners 
insurance); 3) downpayment; and 4) points. The closing costs are as 
listed in Tables I and II; $350 for each home. The loan amount is fig-
ured by multiplying the purchase price (or value) of the home by the 
financing ratio (financing ratio is the percentage of the home value 
that the mortgage company will lend, the financing ratio is also known 
as the loan-to-value ratio). The loan origination fee (LOF) is simply 
one percent of the loan amount; Eor the E/S this is equal to ($90,000 X 
80%) X 1% = $720; for the conventional home the LOF equals ($85,000 X 
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90%) X l% = $765. The E/S requires no private mortgage insurance (PMI) 
since PMI is only required on any financing over 80 percent and after 
the principal is paid below the amount it would have been with 80 per-
cent financing the PMI can be cancelled. The PMI for the A/G requires 
that 1/2 percent of the loan amount be paid upfront, or $383. Prepaid 
homeowners' insurance is 14 months at the regular rate, less a 15 per-
cent discount for a brand new home. For the E/S the prepaid insurance 
is: (14/12)(458)(0.85)= $455: the A/G requires $452. The downpayment is 
very simply the purchase cost times one minus the financing ratio (the 
difference between the home value and the loan amount), for this example 
the downpayment for the E/S is $90,000(1-0.8)= $18,000, the A/G downpay-
ment is $8500. Finally the points; (a point is l percent of the loan 
amount) the E/S has two points (or two percent of the loan amount) which 
equals $1440 and the A/G's points are $1148. A summary of all closing 
and upfront costs is presented in Table II. 
TABLE II 
LCCA EXAMPLE: CLOSING AND UPFRONT COSTS 
Cost 
Closing Costs 
Loan Origination Fee 
Private Mortgage Insurance 
Prepaid Homeowners Insurance 
Points 
Downpayment 
Totals 
Earth Shelter 
$ 350 
720 
none 
455 
1440 
18,000 
$20,965 
Conventional 
$ 350 
765 
383 
452 
1148 
8,500 
$11,598 
The annual costs are broken into two parts, those that stay con-
stant and those that escalate over time. The only cost value that re-
main constant is the mortgage amount. By using the tables in Appendix 
c, the monthly mortgage cost for the E/S is ($90,000 X 0.8) X 11.45 
/1000 = $825, annually this relates to $9893. The A/G annual mortgage 
payment is $10,512. 
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The costs that escalate annually are also broken into two groups, 
those that escalate directly and those that escalate indirectly. Those 
that escalate directly are ones like energy, maintenance, and equipment 
replacement. These are figured quite simply by adding the escalation 
percentage to the previous year's cost. For example, the first year the 
E/S energy cost is $945, the second year it is two-and-one-half percent 
greater, or $967, the third year it is again two-and-one-half percent 
greater than the second year, or $993, and so on. At the 30th year the 
cost should be approximately $1,934 (if a person follows the example he 
may find that he is several dollars off, this is due to rounding error). 
The only cost that escalates indirectly is the annual insurance 
cost. The insurance cost is linked to the homes' value and the cost 
goes up as the value of the home goes up, but not necessarily in a di-
rectly proportionate ratio. Appendix c includes a table of normalized 
insurance costs (these are discussed in Chapter 5 of this thesis), which 
reveal the annual insurance cost for a particular home value. For exam-
ple, at the end of the first year the E/S home is worth six percent more 
than its original value (see Table I for home appreciation rate), this 
yields an insurance rate of $478. The second year the home has appre-
ciated to $101,124 and the resultant insurance is approximately $502, 
and so on. A summary of the annual costs for the first 15 years of a 30 
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year life span is shown in Tables III and IV. Table V gives a summary 
of both the annual and running total costs for the two housing types, up 
to the break-even year. 
As stated earlier, the numbers in this example are just for illus-
tration purposes. Some of them are actual numbers but this is not meant 
to be a prelude to the results of the actual thesis analysis. As can be 
seen, the payback occurred in the sixth year of the life cycle in this 
example. The payback was determined by adding the additional incremen-
tal costs from each year into a total summation cost. When the total 
summation switches to being lowest for the home with the highest first 
cost, then payback is achieved. 
TABLE III 
LCCA EXAMPLE: ANNUAL COST SUMMARY FOR 
EARTH SHELTER 
Mortgage Annual Annual Exterior HVAC Equip. 
Year Payment PMI Energy Insurance Painting Replacement 
l $9893 0 $945 $458 0 0 
2 9893 0 969 478 0 0 
3 9893 0 993 502 0 0 
4 9893 0 1018 526 0 0 
5 9893 0 1043 554 401 0 
6 9893 0 1069 578 0 0 
7 9893 0 1096 610 0 0 
8 9893 0 1123 638 0 0 
9 9893 0 1151 672 0 0 
10 9893 0 1180 715 537 0 
11 9893 0 1210 757 0 0 
12 9893 0 1240 757 0 3622 
13 9893 0 1271 757 0 0 
14 9893 0 1303 757 0 0 
15 9893 0 1335 757 719 0 
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TABLE IV 
LCCA EXAMPLE: ANNUAL COST SUMMARY FOR 
CONVENTIONAL HOME 
Mortgage Annual Annual Exterior HVAC Equip. Opp. 
Year Payment PMI Energy Insurance Painting Replacement Cost 
1 $10,512 191 $2100 $455 0 0 -562 
2 10,512 191 2153 458 0 0 -562 
3 10,512 191 2206 482 0 0 -562 
4 10,512 191 2261 502 0 0 -562 
5 10,512 191 2318 526 1338 0 -562 
6 10,512 191 2376 554 0 0 
7 10,512 191 2435 582 0 0 
8 10,512 191 2496 610 0 0 
9 10,512 191 2559 638 0 0 
10 10,512 191 2623 677 1791 0 
11 10,512 191 2688 677 0 0 
12 10,512 191 2755 677 0 5030 
13 10,512 191 2824 677 0 0 
14 10,512 191 2895 677 0 0 
15 10,512 191 2967 677 2397 0 
Opp. Cost = Opportunity Cost 
TABLE V 
LCCA EXAMPLE: TO'rAL COST SUMMARY 
Earth Shelter Conventional 
Year Incremental Total Incremental Total 
0 $20,965 $20,965 $11,598 $11,598 
1 11,296 32,261 12,696 24,294 
2 11,340 43,601 12,561 36,855 
3 11,388 54,989 12,829 49,684 
4 11,437 66,426 12,904 62,588 
5 11,891 78,317 14,323 76,911 
6 @@ 11,540 89,857 @@ 13,633 90,544 @@ 
7 11,599 101,456 13,720 104,264 
@@ = Break-even year 
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Cost Compilation Procedure 
The procedure used to compile cost data for the study is not nearly 
as structured as the one used for performing the LCCA. In fact, the 
procedure used for gathering the cost data began as a pursuit of a se-
ries of educated guesses as to where the data might be found and then 
following all of the leads connected with each source until the approp-
riate data were found. Although this procedure is mostly wunstruc-
tured", it does work rather well when an appropriate effort is put into 
the search. Also, this procedure is a very commonly used method that 
can be used for almost any type of information search. 
For information that would likely be published, the search started 
in both Oklahoma State's main and architecture libraries. The search 
consisted primarily of looking through the periodical indexes, especial-
ly through the ones published in the last two years, to get the most 
current information. For information that does not change rapidly, 
mostly historical type information, the card catalog was checked under 
the appropriate headings and/or authors. This initial search through 
the libraries revealed what information would have to be gained through 
other sources and what information could be pursued in the library. 
Some of the information found in the initial search of the library can 
be used later to substantiate information gathered by other methods. 
Cost data, such as insurance costs, etc., that were not likely to 
be published in a usable fashion, if at all, were found by approaching 
professionals in each particular field in which cost data were requiced. 
This method does have some drawbacks in that occasionally the profes-
sionals are somewhat wary of providing information in fear that the in-
formation they provide could somehow be legally binding. In this study, 
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all information gained through the help of professionals will remain 
anonymous in order to preserve the privacy of the individuals who pro-
vided information; also, so that they will not be put in·the awkward 
position of having any specific information, which may have become out-
dated, binding. In this area of cost data gathering, some of the infor-
mation found in the initial search helped by providing a sufficient 
background so that the proper questions could be asked in order to gain 
information that may ordinarily not be readily available. 
Another part of the cost data that could not be found in a useable 
format in the library search was information on the building costs for 
both types of homes. For this type of cost, personally contacting pro-
fessionals in the field, such as contractors and architects, simply was 
not time efficient. Instead, a questionnaire was distributed to a group 
of contractors who attended an earth shelter seminar hosted by Oklahoma 
State's Architectural Extension. Also, a questionnaire with the same 
content was mailed to architects and contractors who were recommended by 
Architectural Extension and faculty of the School of Architecture as 
having either interest or experience in building earth shelters and who 
could possibly furnish building cost information. This method worked 
moderately well, the largest single problem was a lack of response from 
the survey recipients. Those who did take the time to respond furnished 
valuable information. 
By using these three types of gathering data; literature search, 
personal contact with professionals, and mailed survey, most all of the 
data needed to perform the LCCA were compiled. Any data that were not 
available through any of the three methods above were found by an alter-
nate method. This alternate method was a very unstructured method of 
simply asking questions, about the required area for which cost data 
were needed, of any person who either might know the answer or be able 
to provide further leads to track down the information. 
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CHAPTER V 
QUANTIFICATION OF COST DATA 
General Format 
The cost data are broken down into four major sections for the two 
types of housing studied (both conventional and earth shelter). Each 
section relates to a difEerent phase of home ownership and purchase. 
The first section is the purchase and financing section. This section 
is chosen as the Eirst because of its position in the life of a home -
the house must be purchased before it can have annual operating costs. 
The second section covers the largest factor of the annual operating 
costs - it is the annual energy costs. The energy costs are separated 
from the rest of the operating and maintenance costs because the energy 
costs tend to be more substantial than the other operating and mainten-
ance costs and reduced energy costs are one of the largest factors that 
attract people to earth shelters over conventional homes. Third is the 
annual 9Wning costs. Costs that fall into this category are costs such 
as mortgage payments, home insurance, and annual maintenance. Lastly 
maintenance and replacement costs that do not usually occur annually are 
presented. Costs that will typically be covered in this section are 
major equipment replacement, major maintenance, etc. 
Purchase and Financing 
The purchase and financing section includes all costs related to 
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the purchase of the two types of homes. Costs in this section include 
1) typical total purchase price of the home; 2) down payment rate (ci-
nancing ratio or leverage); 3) closing costs, prepaid insurance andre-
lated costs; 4) resal~ appreciation rate; 5) mortgage interest rates and 
discount points (mortgage interest points). 
For this study a 1600 square foot home was chosen as the average 
size home on which to base all cost values. Although all costs are 
based on 1600 square feet, when the total costs are broken down to a 
"per square foot" cost they should remain fairly accurate for plus or 
minus 10 to 12 percent total square footage. The 1600 square foot basis 
was derived from a December 1983 article in U.S. News & World Report 
which listed the average home size for 1982-1983 to be about 1690 square 
feet and that the average size was decreasing somewhat. ?rom the infor-
mation given in this article, 1600 square feet seemed to be a good esti-
mate for the coming several months (30). The value of 1600 square feet 
was also validated by interviewing a real estate broker, John Edmunds, 
in Tulsa. He said that the average size home currently being built in 
the Tulsa area (according to their research) was about 1400 square feet. 
However, that value included a recent burst of very small "starter 
homes", which fall into the 1000-1200 square foot range. Edmunds felt 
that if those very small homes were taken out of the picture the average 
would be about 1600 square feet. He also indicated that associates in 
the Oklahoma City area were reporting similar findings (32). The 1600 
square foot size for the earth shelter is somewhat smaller than indi-
cated by findings from the Center for Natural Energy Design (CNED); how-
ever, the average size of 2042 square feet found in CNED's survey may 
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have been skewed somewhat by a very few homes with as much as 5000 
square feet (5). 
Total Purchase Price 
To find the typical purchase price of each type of home, a ques-
t]onnaire was sent to various architects and contractors who had 
experience with both conventional and earth shelter building. The ques-
tionnaire and details of the results are too bulky to be included in the 
text and are, therefore, in Appendix B of this thesis. The results of 
this questionnaire are by no means "the definitive guide to home 
prices", however, they are good average numbers foe a broad based study 
such as this. A list of the values for custom homes is given in Table 
VI (only custom homes are given here since they are the focus of the 
study rather than tract homes, for a complete listing of the results, 
see Appendix B). 
Housing Type 
Earth Shelter 
Conventional 
TABLE VI 
PURCHASE COST OF CUSTOM HOMES 
Minimum Cost 
$ 81,200 
$ 73,040 
Average Cost 
$ 90,960 
$ 84,000 
!>1aximum Cost 
$ 100,720 
$ 94,960 
Broken into per square foot costs, the conventional homes range 
from a minimum of $45.65 to a maximum of $59.35 with the average at 
$52.50. The average cost relates very well to the estimated cost of 
approxi~ately $45.00 per square foot for new conventional tract homes 
(32). From the survey (covered in Appendix B), custom homes average 
about 10 to 15 percent more than tract homes. This would place the 
$45.00 per square foot for tract homes very close to $51.00 to $52.00 
per square foot for custom homes. 
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From the survey conducted for this thesis, the cost per square foot 
for an earth sheltered home was found to range from a minimum of $50.75 
to a maximum of $62.95, with an average of $56.85. For comparison a 
project io the Denver area, being developed by Charles Lane, which was 
started in the winter of 1983-1984, includes duplex and 4-plex earth 
shelter tract homes which the developers plan to be able to sell for ap-
proximately $52.65 per square foot (33). If earth shelters achieve the 
same 10 percent advantage for tract homes as conventional homes exhibit, 
this would yield a cost of approximately $58.00 per square foot, which 
is slightly higher than the cost estimates from the survey done Eor this 
study. However, the project mentioned above is for the Denver area, 
which has a higher cost of living factor than does Oklahoma. Another 
project reported early in 1983 was a subdivision in Wisconsin, which had 
a restrictive covenant which required that every home built must be an 
earth shelter with at least 50 percent of the roof with earth cover. At 
the time of the report, the homes in the subdivision were being built 
for about $50.00 to $55.00 per square Eoot (34). Escalating these costs 
by inflation over the past year and allowing for the higher cost of 
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living in the Wisconsin area, these costs also fall very close to those 
found in the survey done for this study in Oklahoma. 
Financing Ratio 
With rapidly rising home costs and interest rates in the past 
years, financial lending institutions have devised a number of alternate 
financing schemes, such as adjustable rate mortgages, graduated payment 
plans, etc. All of these alternate plans are in addition to mortgage 
underwriting by the Veterans Administration (VA) and the Federal Housing 
Administration (FHA). For this study a standard conventional financing 
plan has been used for a number of reasons. According to recent re-
ports, the standard conventional mortgage is still the most popular, 
although the alternate plans are beginning to be somewhat more accepted 
by wary homebuyers (31.32). Also, using a plan such as the VA for a 
study such as this would not be reasonable due to the restriction of 
having to be a veteran. A similar argument must be used against FHA 
financing. In order to get FHA to underwrite a mortgage, the horne must 
be FHA approved. In the past FHA has been somewhat erratic about ap-
proving homes, and they have generally stayed away from anything that is 
a deviation from the norm, including some energy efficient above ground 
homes. Also FHA tends to be more aligned toward lower income (but not 
poverty level) and first time buyers, the lending ceilings that FHA has 
would not allow financing on some of the upper home values which are to 
be used in this thesis. 
The financing ratio (sometimes called the loan-to-value ratio) for 
homes is usually determined by how easy it is for a lending institution 
to sell the mortgage to an underwriting agency. The easier it is for 
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the lending agency to sell the mortgage, the higher ratio of financing 
they will provide. Mea~ing, if they can sell a mortgage to a mortgage 
UAderwriting institution easily, then they will be much more willing to 
lend a greater amount toward the purchase price of the home, which means 
a smaller downpayment. For conventional loans on most new conventional 
housing, the financing ratio is usually more a function of the homeown-
er's financial position and credit rating than a function of the home. 
However, on non-conventional homes (which an earth shelter would defi-
nitely be classified as) the lending agencies look at the marketability 
of the property (both the land and home). If they think that they could 
easily regain their investment if the homebuyer were to default, then 
they would be willing to loan at a higher ratio than if they did not 
feel that they could easily regain their investment. The key word here 
is "easily", the lending institution is not in the real estate business, 
it is in the money business. If they have some property that they have 
had to repossess, they do not want to hold that property, but rather get 
rid of it very fast. 
~ntil recently most of the traditional federal mortgage underwrit-
ing agencies have been very wary of and have tended to avoid, under-
ground homes. Recently the Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA) 
has broken tradition and has started buying loans secured by earth shel-
tered properties. The only restriction that FNMA has is that the finan-
cing ratio not be more than 80 percent (35). Earth sheltered homes are 
still fairly new on the housing scene and for most areas of the country 
(Oklahoma included) they have not been adequately tested on the resale 
market. This does not mean that it is impossible to obtain financing, 
in fact many earth shelter residents have not had any major trouble 
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obtaining financing, however, it does usually mean that the financing 
ratio (loan-to-value ratio) is lower. This means that an earth shelter 
is much more likely to only receive 80 percent financing rather than the 
90 or 95 percent common to new conventional housing. Lending agencies 
are very conservative and no lender wants to be the first to start a new 
trend in lending, so for now most are content to wait until earth shel-
ters have established themselves in the resale market before they start 
lending higher ratios. 
In a recent earth shelter "speakout" (March 16-17, 1984), sponsored 
by Oklahoma State's Architectural Extension, Dottie Kasey from Liberty 
Federal savings and Loan in Enid, the speaker on the financing of earth 
shelters, indicated that most lenders in Oklahoma tended to stay with 
the 80 percent lending rate for earth shelters. John Edmunds, a Tulsa 
real estate broker, said that he had not encountered any lenders that 
had any experience with earth shelters and that most lenders would prob-
ably stay with the 80 percent lending rate for non-market-tested hous-
ing. Edmunds said that currently, most people who can qualify for a 
mortgage on the home that they are trying to buy have no problem obtain-
ing 90 or 95 percent financing, with 90 percent financing being slightly 
more popular. Edmunds also said that 100 percent financing is very rare 
for any type of mortgage (32). In summary, the primary financing ratios 
used for this study are 90 percent for the conventional house and 80 
percent for the earth shelter. 
Closing and Related Costs 
The closing costs, prepaid insurance, and other related costs 
(these costs along with the downpayment and loan "points" are the 
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upfront costs) vary somewhat from area to area and also vary with dif-
ferent insurance companies and financing institutions. These costs can 
be (and have been) "generalized" fairly well by lending agencies and 
real estate companies. The actual prepaid insurance cost is presented 
in a later cost section, however the usual policy is that the amount is 
equal to 14 months at the normal rate (32). Typical closing costs for 
80 and 90 percent conventional mortgages are as shown in Table VII. 
TABLE VII 
TYPICAL CLOSING COST SUMMARY 
Buyers Closing Costs 
Appraisal Fee 
Credit Report 
Survey 
Recording Fee 
Mortgagee's Title Ins. 
Loan Origination Fee 
Photographs 
Amortization Schedule 
Attorney Fees 
Escrow Fee 
Underwriting Fee 
Private Mortgage Ins. 
Totals 
80 percent 
financing 
$150.00 
30.00 
& 
18.00 
30.00 
1% of loan 
8.00 
2.00 
75.00 
30.00 
18.00 
0 
361.00 + LOF 
90 percent 
financing 
$150.00 
30.00 
& 
18.00 
30.00 
same 
8.00 
2.00 
75.00 
30.00 
18.00 
2% @ 
361.00 + PMI + LOF 
& - Normally the lender obtains a survey so there is no need for the 
homebuyer to also obtain one. 
LOF - Loan origination fee. 
PMI - Private mortgage insurance. 
@ - Normally 1/2% of the loan amount is paid at closing and 1/4% 
annually. 
Source: Reference (36) 
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Resale Appreciation Rate 
The resale appreciation rate of real estate fluctuates with the 
economy. However, when the economy is in a depression period, real es-
tate usually does not decline, but rather holds steady or increases very 
slowly. In the past decade, the annual appreciation rate on homes has 
reached as high as 10 to 12 percent, here in Oklahoma. This high point 
was only temporary and the current rate is back to a more normal 6 per-
cent. ~ home will appreciate at this rate for about the first 10 years 
of its life. After the first 10 years, the appreciation is much more 
sporadic and relates strongly to the buy/sell activity and the current 
demand in the immediate area around a home. Looking ahead after 10 
years of appreciation it becomes very difficult to predict with any ac-
curacy the further appreciation rate of a home (32). 
Mortgage Rates and Discount Points 
Mortgage interest rates and discount points change constantly, usu-
ally they change every Thursday when the new rates on "T-bills" (U.S. 
treasury bills) come out. Mortgage rates a few years ago (October, 
1981) reached an all time high of 17.5 percent. Since then mortgage 
rates reached a periodic low of 12.5 percent, for fixed rate federally 
insured mortgages, late in 1983 (31). currently, the mortgage rates for 
FHA and VA are back up to 13.00 percent with 4.5 discount points. While 
fixed rate, 30 year conventional mortgages are currently running around 
13.50 with only 1.5 to 2.0 points for 90 or 80 percent financing respec-
tively. Edmunds reports also that most lenders are expecting that the 
Fed's (U.S. Federal Reserve Board) tight money policy is going to drive 
interest rates back up to 17 to 18 percent by the end of 1985. The 
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lenders are getting their information from the well known financial for-
casters at places such as E. F. Hutton and Merrill Lynch (32). To back 
up these predictions of much higher interest rates, many economists, 
financial experts, and forecasters shown or interviewed on national 
nightly news programs are also predicting much higher interest rates by 
the end of 1985. These economists state both the Fed's tight money pol-
icy and the current estimated growing national debt as the prime reasons 
for the likely much higher interest rates. 
Annual Energy Costs 
To find the costs of energy consumption for the two types of homes, 
the first step was to look directly for information concerning the total 
energy costs for homes. This type of information is very rare and most-
ly incomplete. Part of the reason is the personal privacy issue, people 
just do not want their energy bills to be public information. An alter-
native to the method of using actual energy bills was chosen. It is 
relatively easy to obtain information concerning the total energy con-
sumption of a selected home or group of homes and the rates that the 
utility companies charge is public knowledge by law. 
About four years ago, the Center for Natural Energy Design (CNED) 
working in the College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology at 
Oklahoma State University surveyed persons in nine states, including 
Oklahoma and surrounding states, who either lived in earth shelters, 
were interested in building an earth shelter, or were currently building 
one. A part of this survey included obtaining permission for the local 
utility company to release information concerning the homes' energy con-
sumption. Later an OSU graduate student, Lanny Seals, did his thesis in 
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an area which required more information about energy consumption for 
both earth shelters and conventional homes (40). The energy consumption 
values used in this thesis are derived from the research done by Seals 
and CNED. Although the research done by Seals and CNED covered nine 
states, only the information for Oklahoma is used, for reasons covered 
in the scope and limitations chapter. 
The decision to use total energy consumption as opposed to only the 
energy consumption needed to condition the home was based on findings by 
CNED (in the survey mentioned above). CNED found that since most earth 
shelter residents have utility bills which are substantially lower than 
the ones for their previous conventional home they make little effort to 
utilize some of the many energy saving lifestyle modifications that most 
people who live in conventional homes practice (6). These modifications 
are ones such as keeping the home warmer than desired in the summer and 
cooler in the winter, using a limited number of rooms so that little 
conditioning is required for the non-used ones, etc. 
The energy consumption data gained through the research by Seals 
and CNED took all energy from petroleum based fuels that was used on 
each site and converted it all into an electrical equivalent. Most of 
the houses in the study were either total electric or primarily elec-
tric. The finding for a typical modern, but not specially built, con-
ventional home in Oklahoma was approximately 13.93 kWh per square foot 
per year, this relates to 22,285 kWh per year for the 1600 square foot 
home used in this study. At least 50 percent of the earth shelters were 
found to consume approximately 10.80 kWh per square foot per year 
(17,275 kWh per year) and nearly 16 percent of the homes consumed as 
little as 6.87 I<Wh per square foot per year (10,989 kWh per year), less 
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than one half that of the conventional home. Both the lower and higher 
values for the earth shelter are studied to find their relative effect 
on the overall life cycle payback. 
Utility rates vary somewhat around the state, depending on which 
major utility company serves a particular area, if the local utility is 
a major utility (such as OG&E or PSO) or if the local utility buys elec-
tricity from a major utility and then adds a service charge to it. An-
other factor, which is impossible to predict, is the fuel adjustment 
charge. This charge is an adjustment factor for the varying price which 
the utility has to pay for natural gas. If the price of natural gas 
exceeds a limit set by the Oklahoma Corporation Commission, then the 
extra cost is passed on to the consumers via the fuel adjustment charge 
(if the price is lower it means a larger profit for the utility). Also, 
there are varying charges for summer and winter usage (on-peak and off-
peak). Some utilities also have varying rates for varying consumptions, 
the more that is used, the less it costs per unit. Through an informal. 
phone survey of some of the major utilities, an average cost of approxi-
mately five-and-one-half cents ($0.055) per kWh was determined. The 
$0.055 per kWh value is an average value and the actual cost in a par-
ticular case could be a few percent higher or lower. Using this cost 
per kWh yields annual energy costs for the conventional home to be about 
$1225 and for the earth shelter a range from $950 for a high down to 
$605 for a low. 
Predicting the inflation of energy costs is a very uncertain task. 
Those people who have found that they can accurately predict the in-
crease in prices are too busy becoming millionaires to tell what the 
price is going to do and those who only thought they could accurately 
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predict the price are in bankruptcy court. In Oklahoma, most electri-
city is generated in natural gas fired plants. ~he ongoing deregulation 
of natural gas could have a tremendous effect on the price of electri-
city. Forecasters tend to agree that the cost of energy is going to 
increase, however, they disagree on the rate by which it will increase. 
Some, such as Ulf Lantzke, head of the International Energy Agency, feel 
that with the recent weakening of OPEC, energy costs will keep pace with 
the general inflation rate and will only exceed it by a small amount, if 
at all (41). Others feel that the deregulation of natural gas will send 
energy costs in Oklahoma, "through the roof". Although much has been 
published on where energy costs have been, very little has been pub-
lished on where they are going. For this study two stages of energy es-
calation will be studied; 1) energy escalation to be at the same rate as 
the prevailing general inflation rate (5.7 percent); and 2) energy es-
calation to be twice the general inflation rate. 
Annual Owning Costs 
Annual owning costs encompass such costs as the mortgage payments, 
insurance payments, and any annually recurring maintenance that may be 
substantially different for the two types of homes. The mortgage cost 
is purely a function of the following three factors: 1) the amount of 
the loan; 2) the mortgage interest rate; and 3) the life span (or term) 
of the mortgage. The first factor, the amount of the loan is simply the 
cost of the home less the downpayment, the amount of money that the 
mortgage company has loaned for the home. ~he second factor, the mort-
gage interest rate, is impossible to predict with accuracy because it 
varies from week to week (as covered in an earlier section in this 
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chapter). For this reason the interest rates used in this study cover a 
range from the current 13.50 percent up to the projected 17.0 to 18.0 
percent by the end of 1985. The third factor is the life span (or term) 
of the mortgage, for this study the common 30 year mortgage has been. 
With the new and varied financing plans available today, new mortgage 
terms have come available also, such as a variable term (very similar to 
an adjustable interest rate mortgage except the payment stays constant 
but the term of the mortgage varies). However, the 30 year mortgage 
term is still the most popular by far. To calculate the annual mortgage 
payment requires a set of mortgage tables which lenders use, or the 
equation which all of those tables were derived from (the equation re-
quires a calculator which will perform exponential calculations). The 
P+I (principal and interest) tables are bulky and are therefore given in 
Appendix C. The equation is as follows: 
Monthly P+I =Loan Amount X ((i(l+i)hn)/(((l+i)hn)-1)) 
Where: i the annual percentage rate divided by 12 months 
n = term of the mortgage in years X 12 months per year 
= symbol meaning "raise to the power of" 
Note: The equation is normally rounded to the fourth signif-
icant digit. 
Source: Reference (30). 
Insurance costs are dependent on a wide variety of factors, such as 
the location of the home, type of finishes, exterior facade materials, 
the company's experience with a particular home type (when the home is a 
new type as is earth shelter), etc. Insurance companies base a large 
portion of their rate structure on the risk history of various condi-
tions that affect a home. Insurance companies also are like lending 
institutions, in that they are very conservative and an'individual 
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company does not want to be the first to set a new trend in establishing 
insurance rates and policies. Some earth shelter advocates state that 
an earth shelter home is so safe that it does not require any insurance 
at all. This type of thinking is not very wise. One reason is that if 
a mortgage company has a lien on the property, they usually require that 
the property be insured for at least the value of the mortgage and some 
require full replacement value to be carried. Another reason is that no 
matter how safe a home is, Murphy's Law of Trouble; Bif anything can go 
wrong, it will at the most inappropriate time"; is almost always in ef-
fect. Why should anyone risk losing what is probably one's greatest in-
vestment and have no financial recourse to replace all one's belongings 
because there was not an insurance policy in effect? For this study, 
the option of the earth shelter not requiring any insurance is consid-
ered non-logical and a non-valid case and has not been considered as a 
factor. 
As stated earlier, insurance rates vary depending on many factors. 
Insurance rates also vary depending on what company is chosen to do bus-
iness with. When a lender checks a potential homebuyer out to see if he 
can qualify for a particular mortgage, the lender uses a normalized in-
surance schedule. This normalized insurance schedule is like an average 
of what rates can be expected; the actual rates may be slightly higher 
or lower, but they usually vary by only a few percent. These normalized 
rates will be used for the conventional home, since they are more con-
stant than the almost infinite variety of actual rates that are avail-
able to a homeowner. A partial listing of the annual insurance costs is 
shown in Table VIII (for a complete listing see Appendix C). Most in-
surance agencies offer insurance discounts for new homes, through about 
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the first seven years. A list of common discounts for new homes is 
shown in Table IX (37). 
TABLE VIII 
NORMALIZED HOMEOWNER INSURANCE RATES 
Home Annual Home Annual Home Annual 
Value Premium Value Premium Value Premium 
$70,000 $378 $74,000 $396 $90,000 $458 
71,000 380 75,000 401 95,000 478 
72,000 385 80,000 417 100,000 498 
73,000 390 85,000 455 105,000 518 
Source: Reference ( 3 6) • 
TABLE IX 
NEW H0t1E INSURANCE DISCOUNT 
Year Discount Year Discount 
Ne•tl 15 % 4 8 % 
l 10 % 5 6 % 
2 10 % 6 4 % 
3 10 % 7 2 % 
Source: Reference ( 37). 
Some earth shelter advocates claim that very substantial insurance 
savings may be gained with earth shelter homes. This is only true to a 
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certain degree. A recent study by Earth Shelter Living magazine re-
vealed that some insurance companies do offer some discounts to earth 
shelters and other energy conserving designs. However, substantial is 
relative, the discounts range from 10 percent to 30 percent, <Nith most 
falling more toward the lower end. The most important finding of this 
study is that most of these discounts are not automatic to an earth 
shelter, each individual case must be reviewed by the insurance inspec-
tors and company to determine how much, if any, discount is to be ap-
plied. A full set of house plans with both a registered architect's and 
registered engineer's seals on them is mandatory for the evaluation. 
Another interesting aspect found in the Earth Shelter Living study \vas 
that most of the insurance companies listed as offering discounts are 
primarily located in the northeast part of the country and are virtually 
unknown here in the southwest (38). 
The lack of published information on insurance discounts for earth 
shelters required that further study be done in this subject area. The 
most direct method of gathering information was chosen - go directly to 
the insurance companies and/or their representatives. For this phase of 
the study an interested insurance agent, Mary Edmunds of Broken Arrow, 
Oklahoma, was of great assistance. Many insurance agents, both company 
agents and independent agents, were contacted about any policy that 
their company (or companies) might have. The results were that in Okla-
homa, there is almost no set policy toward discounts for earth shelters. 
The findings were that each case would have to be closely examined indi-
vidually. Then there was no guarantee that an examined case would be 
granted a discount. Most representatives reported that the feelings of 
their company were that they (the company) did not have enough 
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experience in insuring earth shelters in order to have historical track 
record information on which to base a discount. Also they felt that if 
a discount was granted, it would likely not exceed 10 percent (37). 
Therefore, for this study, earth shelters are considered to only receive 
no discount to a maximum of a 10 percent discount over rates for the 
conventional home. 
The primary factor in determining the escalation rate of insurance 
costs is related to the appreciation rate of the house. General rate 
increases come sporadically when the state board allows increases. To 
predict these increases is virtually impossible. In order to keep the 
cost data as accurate as possible, the only escalation considered here 
are the increases due to the property increasing in value and the cover-
age increasing correspondingly. 
This study has not revealed any annual maintenance costs directly 
related to the homes that would be substantially different Eor the two 
types of homes. Some studies have identified HVAC equipment maintenance 
as a point of substantial difference (14), however the major cost item 
for most preventative maintenance programs is the labor cost of having 
a maintenance check performed; the actual parts costs are usually minor 
compared to the labor cost, except for when a major problem is discover-
ed. Therefore, no annual maintenance cost will be included in the LCCA. 
Non-Annual Maintenance 
This section covers maintenance such as exterior painting, major 
equipment replacement, and roofing replacement. The maintenance and re-
pair items in this list do not occur annually under normal conditions. 
As mentioned earlier in this study, maintenance and replacement for 
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items such as interior painting, flooring replacement, etc. are not in-
cluded in this study for the reasons stated in the scope and limitations 
chapter. There are two different ways to examine the exterior painting 
costs and both are valid. One is the cost of the paint and miscella-
neous supplies for the do-it-yourself job, and the other is the cost for 
a professional paint job. Both of these methods of house painting are 
commonly used, the major difference in the results is the effect the 
paint job has on a homeowner's bank account. For a conventional house, 
the do-it-yourself job can typically cost less than $100 and easily cost 
less than $200. To have the same house professionally done would easily 
cost five times that amount and maybe more. In an attempt to be practi-
cal about the painting issue in this study, a cost middle ground between 
a do-it-yourself and a professional job has been used. The reasoning is 
that in all except rare and isolated cases, the cost of painting will 
not be one of the primary reasons for selecting one type of home over 
the other, rather the cost of painting will normally either be an added 
benefit or an accepted burden. To help backup this stand, the cost of 
painting is small in relation to many of the other annual costs and only 
makes a difference of a very few months in the life cycle (quite possi-
bly a difference of only one month). With the relative uncertainty and 
generalizations of many costs in this study a difference of one month 
should not be a deciding factor as to which house is actually better. 
The University of Texas - Arlington (UTA) study gave average pro-
fessional painting costs for the year that the study was done (1978) 
(14). By increasing those costs by the increase in the consumer price 
index from then to now (early 1984) a fairly accurate value should be 
obtained. From 1978 to late 1983 the consumer price index rose by a 
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factor of approximately 107 percent (39) while the average cost of 
building construction only rose 69.3 percent over the same period (42). 
Using this increase would yield painting costs of approximately $400 for 
the conventional house and approximately $70 for the earth shelter. By 
estimating costs for a do-it-yourself job to be $130 for the convention-
al, and the same ratio as the costs above for the earth shelter, or $23, 
and then averaging with the professional costs yields costs of $265 for 
the conventional and $47 for the earth shelter. The time frame of 
painting every five years, as researched in the UTA study, is very 
reasonable and has also been used in this study (14). 
The UTA study also researched the average life of a typical HVAC 
system and the cost of replacing a system (14). The typical life span 
that UTA arrived at was 10 years, which has been used Eor this study. 
The costs found by UTA have been increased by the Means building cost 
index increase over the time period from the UTA study to present. As 
mentioned above, the Means cost index increased 69.3 percent over this 
period. There was no appreciable difference in the increase of cost in-
dices between Oklahoma and Texas, therefore the 69.3 percent increase 
was applied directly to the cost value given in UTA's study. By ap-
plying this increase factor to UTA's findings the following costs for 
HVAC replacement are found: $1120 for a conventional home and $450 for 
an earth shelter. 
The question of roofing replacement is a very difficult one. Ac-
tually it is simple for the conventional home, roofs are known to last 
only a certain number oE years on the average and replacement costs are 
reasonably consistent within a region. For the earth shelter the ques-
tion is not so simple. The correlating aspect to the conventional house 
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would be the "roof's" waterproofing system on an earth shelter. The 
waterproofing systems presently on the market that are performing best 
are Eor the most part not tested over long periods of time, mainly be-
cause earth sheltering is relatively new. These waterproofing systems 
are thought to be very good and reliable and to have extended life 
spans. However, they have not been field tested over a long period of 
time and there is a question of how long they really last. It has been 
decided for this study that this question will remain not fully an-
swered. This study's primary focus is on the Eirst years of the life 
cycle and a factor that will only affect the life cycle costs very late 
in the life cycle will have no effect on the early year's results and 
should not warrant extended study. This is not to say that the aspect 
of possible future waterproofing repairs are not important in the decis-
ion of which home is economically better, but rather that it is out of 
the scope of this study. 
The UTA study handled the question of the longevity of waterproof-
ing systems in a very similar manner as chosen for this study. UTA's 
approach was to estimate that, at the same time interval for convention-
al roofing replacement, the earth shelter would also need some repair 
that would not require major removal of earth cover. The costs that UTA 
assigned each situation were $3000 for a conventional roof and $600 for 
an earth shelter (14). However, the house used in the UTA study was 50 
percent larger than the house size used in this study. Most roofing 
companies base their price for roofing replacement solely on the total 
roof area. Therefore the costs from the UTA study should be reduced by 
correspondingly for the conventional home and also for the earth shel-
t~r. Raising the reduced costs by the Means building cost index results 
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in approximately $3575 for the conventional and $720 for the earth shel-
ter. The cost for the conventional home seems in line with current 
costs for roofing replacement. The average roofing replacement schedule 
for roofing is about 15 years (14). 
All of the non-annual costs must be escalated by either a general 
inflation rate or an escalation rate for each specific cost. Since no 
information is available as to what the specific escalation rates may 
be, the general economic inflation rate is used. Recently (1980), in-
flation has reached as high as 12 percent. Most international analysts 
are predicting a 5 percent inflation rate for the industrialized nations 
over the next five years (1984-1988), with the United States being some-
what higher at 5.7 percent (41). 
CHAPTER VI 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Purpose of Sensitivity Analysis 
A sensitivity analysis is used in this study in order to identify 
those cost factors that have the greatest impact on the life cycle cost 
analysis (LCCA). The cost factors in this study that have been identi-
fied as the most likely to significantly alter the results of the LCCA 
are as follows: 1) purchase price of the homes~ 2) financing ratio 
(loan-to-value ratio)~ 3) mortgage interest rate: 4) mortgage 'points'~ 
5) possible insurance reduction for earth shelters~ 6) total energy 
costs~ 7) exterior painting costs: 8) roofing maintenance, repair and 
replacement costs: 9) real estate appreciation rate~ 10) general infla-
tion: and 11) inflation of energy costs (which is studied separately 
from the general inflation rate). 
In order to examine the effects of varying the previously mentioned 
factors, each factor was first assigned a baseline value. These base-
line values were mostly derived from the actual cost values which are 
used in this study and are covered in Chapter V. The baseline values 
for purchase price are the only ones which do not match the values given 
in Chapter V. The reason Eor this was that there was a need to examine 
a wider range of purchase price differentials than those found in 
Chapter v. 
Basically, the sensitivity analysis consists of varying each cost 
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value for each type of home (one at a time) by a magnitude which is rea-
sonable and anticipated to be realistic. Next, an observation of the 
effect that varying each value has on the break-even period, as compared 
to the break-even period resulting from the base-line parameters, is 
made. For this study most of the baseline values that were varied were 
the values for the earth shelter, the reason being that most of the cost 
variables (such as purchase price of the home, energy costs, etc.) list-
ed above are somewhat less certain for earth shelters than for conven-
tional homes. Some variables (such as the interest rate, mortgage 
'points', etc.) may change as the economy changes, and may also vary 
between housing types, therefore, both situations were studied. Vari-
ables such as inflation rate and energy cost escalation rate are func-
tions of the economy and will always vary by the same magnitude for each 
type of home. The baseline values used for the sensitivity analysis are 
shown in Table X. 
The procedure for performing each case of the sensitivity analysis 
is exactly the same as studying a case in an LCCA. The procedure is ex-
plained and an example is worked in Chapter IV. Since the sensitivity 
analysis procedure calls for varying only one cost factor at a time and 
leaving all other factors at their respective baseline values, it does 
not make any difference in what order the cost factor variables are ex-
amined. The cost variables are not examined in any order of importance 
here. A complete breakdown and summary of the annual totals and total-
to-date costs for each case is given in Appendix D. Each particular case 
is identified by a case number specified when that case is being discus-
sed. The reader may consult Appendix D for details of each particular 
case. 
TABLE X 
BASELINE VALUES FOR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Cost Variable 
First Cost 
Financing Ratio 
Mortgage Interest Rate 
Mortgage Points 
Annual Energy Cost 
E/S Insurance Reduction 
Basic Closing Costs 
Exterior Painting 
Roof Repair/Replacement 
HVAC Equipment Replacement 
General Inflation 
Conventional 
$ 85,000 
90% 
13.5% 
1.5 
$ 1225 
361 
265 
3575 
ll20 
Energy Cost Escalation: (not including 
general inflation) 
Real Estate Appreciation Rate 
Barth Shelter 
$ 93,500 
80% 
13.5% 
2.0 
$ 950 
0 
361 
47 
720 
450 
Results of the Sensitivity Analysis 
Baseline Case 
5.7% 
5.7% 
6% 
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The baseline values (case number 1) result in break-even occurring 
in the 15th year. At this point in the analysis a 15 year break-even 
period is not considered either good or bad, it is simply the break-even 
period resulting from the baseline values and is, therefore, the base by 
which all other results of the sensitivity analysis are judged. 
First Cost 
The first parameter to be tested for sensitivity was the first cost 
(or purchase price) of the home. By lowering the cost of the earth 
shelter from $93,500 (which is the often quoted 10 percent higher than 
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the cost for the conventional home) to the same ($85,000) as the conven-
tional home (case number 2), the break-even period was reduced from 15 
to 7 years, a very substantial reduction. When the cost of the earth 
shelter was increased to 20 percent higher than the conventional (or 
$102,000) (case number 3) the break-even period increased from 15 to 30 
years, also a very substantial change. From this observation, the 
purchase price of the home appears to be a very powerful factor in 
determining the break-even period of the LCCA and could have a very 
significant effect on whether or not the earth shelter is economically 
better than the conventional home. 
Financing Ratio 
The second cost parameter examined was the variance of the financ-
ing ratio (the loan-to-value ratio). The financing ratio Eor the con-
ventional home remained constant in this case, because it is very common 
for a homebuyer to receive 90 percent financing on a conventional home. 
The financing ratio for the earth shelter was varied, because earth 
shelters are not well established on the resale market and there is a 
greater chance for the financing ratio to vary. The results of this 
case were quite different than expected. When the financing ratio for 
the earth shelter was reduced to 70 percent (case number 4) from the 
base of 80 percent, the break-even period was reduced from 15 to 12 
years. In this case the total upfront cost for the earth shelter was 
almost three times that of the conventional home, but the annual mort-
gage cost of the earth shelter was reduced by 12.5 percent, which made 
the difference. 
The next case looked at increasing the financing ratio for the 
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earth shelter to 90 percent (case number 5), the same as for the conven-
tional home. Increasing the financing ratio of the earth shelt~r to 90 
percent pushed the break-even period all the way to the 30th ye~r. This 
was not expected, since the upfront costs for the earth shelter were 
only slightly over $1000 more than for the conventional home. The rea-
son for the substantially increased break-even period in this case is 
that the mortgage payment for the earth shelter was greater than for the 
conventional home. To explain this case, when the earth shelter has a 
higher purchase price than the conventional home, then the amount being 
financed for the earth shelter is greater. By financing a greater 
amount, the mortgage payment is higher and it takes much longer Ear the 
reduced operating costs to make up the difference. This particular sit-
uation (case number 5) is somewhat different when the first costs are 
the same. As the purchase price of the earth shelter approaches that of 
the conventional home, the undesirable effects of the 90 percent financ-
ing ratio are reduced. 
Mortgage Interest Rate 
The influence of varying the mortgage interest rates was examined 
by first lowering the interest rate for both homes to 12 percent, from 
13.5 percent (case number 6). Lowering the interest rate the same 
amount for both homes slightly increased the break-even period, however 
it still occurred in the 15th year. The only difference was that mort-
gage payments for both homes were reduced proportionately. When the in-
terest rate was raised to 18 percent for both homes (case number 7) the 
break-even period dropped slightly, to the end of the 14th year. Al-
though this case did have a reduction in the break-even year, the 
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change was again only a few months. The total change of the break-even 
period for varying the mortgage interest rate from 12 to 18 percent was 
less than 12 months. Although the total change in the break-even period 
was very small, it was strange that the lower interest rate caused a 
longer break-even period and vice versa. No logical explanation could 
be found. 
When the interest rate for the earth shelter was raised to two 
percent higher than the interest rate for the conventional home, 12 vs 
14 and 18 vs 20 percent (case numbers 8 and 9, respectively), the break-
even period increased all the way to the 30th year, assuming a sale of 
the homes at that time. This is very significant in that the interest 
rate for an earth shelter must be virtually the same as for the conven-
tional home if the earth shelter is to compete with the conventional 
horne. In this section the mortgage interest rate was examined only for 
one cost differential and one financing ratio. In the next chapter the 
LCCA will examine the mortgage interest rate more thoroughly, through 
varying cost differentials and financing ratios. 
Mortgage Points 
The fourth cost parameter to be examined was the mortgage points. 
Varying the points will affect the upfront costs which may affect the 
break-even period. In the first situation used to examine the sensitiv-
ity of the mortgage points, the points were held equal for both types of 
homes. In the first case the points were reduced to 1.0 for both types 
of homes (case number 10), the second case raised the points for both 
types of homes to 4.0 (case number 11). For both cases, holding the 
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points equal for both types of homes, whether the points are lowered or 
raised, has no affect on the break-even period. 
A second situation, where the points are much higher for the earth 
shelter, was analyzed. The points for the conventional home were held 
at 1.5, while the points for the earth shelter were raised to 4.0 (case 
number 12). This case showed only a few months difference in the break-
even period, the actual break-even year did not change. While increas-
ing the points for the earth shelter do not substantially affect the 
break-even year, it does add a few thousand dollars to the upfront costs 
of the earth shelter. The reason that the break-even period does not 
show any significant change is the the annual costs of both homes are 
into the tens-of-thousands dollar range and after a few years the impact 
of paying 2 or 3 thousand dollars extra upfront is lessened. Although 
the break-even period is not significantly altered by increasing the 
points for the earth shelter only, the added upfront costs could have a 
substantial impact on whether a home buyer could afford the upfront 
costs. 
Insurance Reduction 
The next cost parameter to be examined was the possibility of an 
insurance reduction for the earth shelter. In the first case analyzed 
the insurance for the earth shelter was reduced by 10 percent (case num-
ber 13). A 10 percent reduction had a very small effect on the break-
even period, the break-even period was reduced by only a few months, 
from the 15th year to very late in the 14th year. The second case was 
to apply a 25 percent discount to the insurance costs for the earth 
shelter (case number 14). This greater reduction had a larger impact on 
the break-even period; however, it still did not cause a major shift. 
The break-even period was reduced by just more than a year from the 10 
percent reduction, or to late in the 13th year. 
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The insurance cost reduction for the earth shelter does have an 
effect on the break-even period; however, it does not seem to have the 
magnitude of impact that one would expect, considering the attention 
that a possible insurance discount receives from strong earth shelter 
advocates. If all other conditions were such that the break-even period 
was very close to a desirable length, the insurance cost could possibly 
affect the decision to go with the earth shelter rather than the conven-
tional, but the possible insurance reduction will not produce enough of 
an effect by itself Lf the other cost factors are not favorable to the 
earth shelter. 
Energy Costs 
The sixth cost parameter examined was energy costs. The only vari-
ation explored was a reduction of the base annual energy cost for the 
earth shelter from the high value of $950 given in Chapter V, to the 
lower value of $605 (case number 15). Reducing the annual energy cost 
for the earth shelter to this lower amount reduced the break-even period 
from 15 years, for the baseline cost parameters, to 10 years. The $605 
value represents a cost which is 49 percent of the energy cost for the 
conventional home. This finding is notable, it shows that the energy 
savings afforded by an earth shelter are very important in the results 
of the LCC~. 
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Non-Annual Maintenance Costs 
The next two cost parameters examined were non-annual maintenance 
costs. The first was the exterior painting cost. The exterior painting 
values were held constant for the conventional home and were varied from 
no cost for the earth shelter (case number 16), to $200 (case number 17) 
which represents an amount over four times greater than the baseline 
value. The results, which were as expected, for both of these cases 
were that the costs involved did not cause any substantial change in the 
break-even period. The reason for this is that the non-annual costs 
make up only a small portion of the cumulative annual costs and, there-
fore, varying them produces only small effects. 
The second non-annual maintenance cost parameter examined was the 
roofing repair cost. This cost, like the exterior painting, was not ex-
pected to have a major impact on the break-even period. The two cases 
examined ranged from no roofing maintenance cost for the earth shelter 
(case number 18), to $2000 at the normal 15 year interval (case number 
19). The results were just as expected, varying this parameter was not 
enough to alter the break-even period from the 15 years obtained from 
the baseline parameters. 
General Economy Factors 
The next three cost parameters examined were those which are not 
specific to a housing type, but rather vary due to variations in the 
general economy, alone. They are the real estate appreciation rate, 
general inflation, and energy cost escalation (which is considered sep-
arately from general inflation). The real estate appreciation rate was 
raised from 6 percent annually to 10 percent annually (case number 20). 
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Raising the real estate appreciation rate had no effect on the break-
even period. The only change in the annual costs was the insurance 
costs, which are tied to the appreciation rate for home replacement 
value. Next, the general inflation rate was doubled from 5.7 percent to 
11.4 percent (case number 21), a position it has held until recently. 
Raising the general inflation rate had a small impact on the break-ev2n 
period, it was reduced by only a few months to the 14th year. The rea-
son for this small impact is that the general operating and maintenance 
costs for the earth shelter are less than those for the conventional 
home. When the costs are escalated over time by the inflation rate, the 
lower costs for the earth shelter remain lower. Since the inflation 
rate has a compounding effect, the difference between the higher and 
lower costs becomes greater than if the costs are escalated linearly. 
Lastly, the energy cost escalation was also raised from 5.7 percent 
to 11.4 percent (case number 22), a position that it has also held until 
recently (the energy escalation rate does not include the general infla-
tion rate, they are completely independent from one another in this 
study). Raising the rate by which energy costs rise affects another 
important aspect of the desirability of earth shelters. Since earth 
shelters typically use less energy, the compounding effect of the energy 
cost escalation makes the difference between the cost Eor the earth 
shelter and the cost for the conventional home even greater. The impact 
on the break-even period was notable, the break-even period was reduced 
from 15 years to late in the 12th year. The energy cost escalation fac-
tor, tied to the overall energy cost factor, can make a very significant 
impact on the break-even period. Both the energy escalation and general 
inflation rates are examined in more detail in the LCCA. 
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Conclusions From Sensitivity Analysis 
From the results of the sensitivity analysis, the most significant 
factors seem to be: 1) the difference in the purchase price of the two 
types. of homes; 2) difference in energy c~sts between the two types oE 
homes; 3) energy cost escalation rate; and 4) financing ratio. Any of 
these four costs can substantially affect the decision as to which type 
of house is economically preferred. Costs which had a noticeable effect 
on the break-even period, but by themselves probably could not substan-
tially affect the decision as to which type of house is economically 
preferred, include; 1) insurance reduction for the earth shelter; and 2) 
general inflation. The remainder of the cost factors examined had very 
small impacts on the break-even period. These latter Eactors probably 
could not have any substantial impact on the economic decision, but 
could only offer a slight reward or penalty, depending on which type 
house is chosen. One factor, the mortgage interest rate, fell into two 
categories, depending on how it was varied. If the interest rate is the 
same for both types of homes, very little effect is seen regardless 
whether the rate goes up or down. However, if the rate is higher foe 
the earth shelter, the break-even period quickly extends well beyond a 
length of time which would be favorable to the earth shelter, either 
with or without a higher purchase cost than the conventional home. 
The factors which have shown an ability to significantly affect the 
LCCA are varied for actual study analysis in the next chapter. Those 
factors which have virtually no effect on the break-even period are only 
varied for purposes of examining the minimum and maximum break-even per-
iods. At all other times they are held at the median levels described 
in Chapter V and shown in Table X in this chapter. 
CHAPTER VII 
LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS 
Analysis Approach 
The basic approach taken in this chapter was to put the findings 
of the previous sensitivity analysis chapter to use, to find both prac-
tical expected payback periods and the minimum and maximum payback 
periods for the cost values described in Chapter V. Specific points 
addressed in this chapter include; l) the minimum and maximum expected 
payback periods for the cost data found and used in this study; 2) how 
the payback periods compare with the average home tenure; 3) some typi-
cal payback periods; 4) desirable cost relations between the two types 
of homes; and 5) example cases that differ from the parameters set in 
Chapter v. 
Minimum and Maximum Break-even Periods 
The expected minimum and maximum break-even periods were found by 
setting all cost factors at their minimum and maximum expected extremes, 
respectively. The expected minimum was found by using the following 
parameters (also see Table XI): l) the corresponding purchase prices for 
earth sheltered and conventional homes with the lowest comparative per-
centage differential in price (see Table VI, Chapter V); 2) all non-
annual maintenance costs were taken to be zero for the earth shelter; 3) 
the energy costs were taken at the lower value (an annual base rate of 
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$605); 4) the energy escalation was taken to be the highest value (11.4 
percent, twice the general inflation rate); and 5) a full 10 percent in-
surance reduction was applied to the earth shelter. In summary, all 
cost factors were taken to be those most favorable to the earth shelter. 
The minimum break-even period was found to be seven years. For a de-
tailed printout of all life cycle costs for the minimum break-even peri-
od analysis, see Appendix E, case number "CASE NUMBER: MN". 
TABLE XI 
COST VALUES FOR MINH1UM BREAK-EVEN PERIOD 
Cost Variable 
First Cost 
Financing Ratio 
Mortgage Interest Rate 
Mortgage Points 
Annual Energy Cost 
E/S Insurance Reduction 
Basic Closing Costs 
Exterior Painting 
Roof Repair/Replacement 
HVAC Equipment Replacement 
General Inflation 
Conventional 
$ 94,960 
90% 
13.5% 
1.5 
$ 1225 
361 
265 
3575 
ll20 
Energy Cost Escalation: (not including 
general inflation) 
Real Estate Appreciation Rate 
Earth Shelter 
$100,720 
80% 
13.5% 
2.0 
$ 605 
10% 
361 
0 
0 
0 
5.7% 
11.4% 
6% 
To find the maximum expected payback period, all costs were taken 
to be those least beneficial to the earth shelter (see Table XII). The 
parameters used were as follows: l) the purchase prices of the homes 
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with the greatest percentage difference between the two types of homes 
were chosen~ 2) no special insurance reduction for the earth shelter was 
assumed~ 3) all non-annual maintenance costs for the earth shelter were 
taken to be more than twice as much as the base rate~ 4) the energy 
cost, for the earth shelter, was the higher value covered in Chapter V 
(a $950 annual base rate)~ and 5) the energy escalation was chosen to be 
the same as general inflation (5.7 percent annually). For this case the 
payback period varied from 13 to 15 to 30 years by using financing 
ratios for the earth shelter of 70, 80, and 90 percent respectively. 
TABLE XII 
COST VALUES FOR MAXIMUM BREAK-EVEN PERIOD 
Cost Variable 
First Cost 
Financing Ratio 
Mortgage Interest Rate 
Mortgage Points 
Annual Energy Cost 
E/S Insurance Reduction 
Basic Closing Costs 
Exterior Painting 
Roof Repair/Replacement 
HVAC Equipment Replacement 
General Inflation 
Conventional 
$ 73,040 
90% 
13.5% 
1.5 
$ 1225 
361 
265 
3575 
ll20 
Energy Cost Escalation: (not including 
general inflation) 
Real Estate Appreciation Rate 
Earth Shelter 
$ 81,200 
varied 
13.5% 
2.0 
$ 950 
0 
361 
125 
1700 
850 
5.7% 
5.7% 
6% 
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Results of the LCCA 
To perform the LCCA, the five cost factors which were found by the 
sensitivity analysis to have the greatest effect on the outcome on the 
life cycle cost analysis (LCCA) were varied and studied. Those vari-
ables were 1) the purchase price for each of the two types of homes; 2) 
energy costs for the two types of homes; 3) energy cost escalation rate; 
4) financing ratio; and 5) insurance costs for both homes. An exception 
to varying only these five variables occurred when the minimum and maxi-
mum break-even periods were found. Another exception occurred when it 
was necessary to study other variables besides the five listed above in 
order to help show ·~ither the lack of significant effects or unusual ef-
fects by the other variables. 
From observing the results of several cases in the LCCA, it was 
found that for the typical costs outlined in Chapter V, the percent dif-
ference of purchase price for the earth shelter over the conventional 
home was more accurate than the absolute difference between the two 
types of homes when to showing the effect of the cost differential on 
the break-even period. For example, it was found that when the homes 
were in the $70,000 range and the absolute differential was $5000, the 
results were quite different than when the homes were in the $100,000 
range with the same absolute differential. However, it was found that 
when the homes were in the $70,000 range and the percent differential 
was, for example five percent, the results were the same as when the 
homes were in the $100,000 range and the percent differential was the 
same, five percent. To find the percent differential, the following 
equation (on the next page) is used: 
(1-(A/B)) X 100 =percent differential 
Where A = lowest purchase price 
B = highest purchase price 
To further explain the reasoning for using a percentage differen-
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tial rather than an absolute differential, two examples are shown here. 
For the first example, take a situation where the conventional home has 
a purchase price of $70,000 and the earth shelter $77,000. The earth 
shelter costs 10 percent more than the conventional home and the abso-
lute difference is $7000. For the second example, the conventional home 
costs $100,000 and the earth shelter costs $110,000. Again the earth 
shelter has a 10 percent higher purchase price than the conventional 
home, but in this case the absolute difference is $10,000 as opposed to 
$7000 in the previous case. For these two cases, each was examined us-
ing several different sets of fixed cost parameters. Other cases were 
also examined using the same sets of parameters. These other situations 
included cases where 1) the absolute differential was the same for both 
homes and the percent differential was different and 2) the percent 
differential was smaller than the 10 percent described above. The re-
sults were essentially the same for all cases studied, the percent dif-
ferential in costs was a more accurate indicator of the break-even 
period than the absolute differential for the cost ranges used in this 
study. For this reason, the next several figures in this chapter (con-
cerning how the break-even period varies with both the cost differential 
and another variable) all describe the cost differential as a percent 
differential as opposed to an absolute differential. 
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Factors with the Greatest Influence 
The life cycle cost analysis demonstrated that the difference in 
purchase price of the homes was the most significant factor controlling 
the break-even period. No matter how the other costs were varied, the 
break-even period always increased as the percent difference of the pur-
chase price of the earth shelter over the conventional home increased. 
The financing ratio was also found to be very important. In cases where 
the earth shelter had a financing ratio of 90 percent and the earth 
shelter's purchase price was more than about three percent higher than 
for the conventional home, the effects of the difference in purchase 
price were gre~tly magnified (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Effect of Financing Ratio and Purchase Cost 
differential on the Break-even Period 
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In this range (earth shelter purchase costs more than three percent 
higher than for the conventional home) the financing ratio was found to 
be more favorable (yielded a lower break-even period) to the earth shel-
ter when it is either 70 or 80 percent, than when it is 90 percent. A 
drawback with using the lower ratio (70 percent) is that a prospective 
home buyer may not be able to afford the larger downpayment which re-
sults from the lower financing ratio, especially as the prices of both 
homes rise. As the percent cost differential between the two homes ap-
proaches zero, the 90 percent financing ratio increasingly becomes more 
favorable for the earth shelter than either the 70 or 80 percent ratio. 
All of the cases above assume a 90 percent financing ratio Eor the con-
ventional home. 
The third most significant factor was found to be the energy costs. 
As the percent difference in purchase price of the earth shelter over 
the conventional home increases, it becomes increasingly more important 
to achieve lower energy costs for the earth shelter in order for it to 
break-even in a timely manner (see Figure 7). When the percent differ-
ence in purchase price of the two types of homes is high the energy es-
calation rate is a close fourth behind the energy costs. The importance 
of the energy escalation rate drops somewhat as the percent difference 
in the purchase prices decreases (see Figure 7 for energy effects). 
The reduction in insurance costs by 10 percent for the earth shel-
ter was found to have little effect on the break-even period. In fact, 
noticeable changes in the break-even period, when the insurance reduc-
tion was applied, were observed only when both the cost differential of 
the earth shelter over the conventional home was the greatest and the 
annual energy cost for the earth shelter was at its lowest base value 
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(see Figure 8). In other words the insurance reduction has the most 
effect when 1) an earth shelter has an increasingly higher first cost 
compared to a conventional home and, therefore, a cost reduction in any 
annual cost will help; and 2) energy costs are low. To explain this 
second reason, when the energy costs Eor the earth shelter are at a 
higher level they are more powerful than most other factors in keeping 
the break-even period high. The energy costs become a dominant force in 
controlling the break-even period, which is evident from Figure 7. When 
the energy costs are lower their power to control the break-even period 
drops. This allows other annual costs to become more important in con-
trolling the break-even period. 
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Figure 8. Effects of an Insurance Reduction Eor the 
Earth Shelter on the Break-even Period 
The results of varying the five most important factors are summa-
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rized in Table XIII. Although this table is somewhat difficult to read 
and understand, the reader should be able to see trends develop as each 
variable changes. The information contained in this table is the source 
of dat~ used to develop Figures 7 and 8. The basic format of Table XIII 
is such that there are three main sections from left to right, the sec-
tions represent the lowest percent purchase price differential at the 
left to the highest at the right. Within each main section there are 
four categories from left to right (A to D) which are given in order of 
decreasing importance left to right. Following down the rows in each 
main section, the values in each category change systematically (the ar-
rangement of values B, c, and D are the same in all three main sections 
across a row). As the more important categories change values, a dif-
ference in the break-even (payback) period can be observed. 
TABLE XIII 
SUMMARY OF LCCA CASE STUDIES 
LOWEST COST DIFF. MIDDLE COST DIFF. HIGHEST COST DIFF. 
CASE CATEGORY PAY- CASE CATEGORY PAY- CASE CATEGORY PAY-
NO. 1\ B c D BACK NO. A B c D BACK NO. 1\ B c D BACK 
1 l 0 1 1 8 9 2 0 1 1 9 17 3 0 1 1 
2 1 0 0 1 8 10 2 0 0 1 9 18 3 0 0 1 
3 1 0 1 0 8 11 2 0 1 0 9 19 3 0 1 0 
4 1 0 0 0 9 12 2 0 0 0 10 20 3 0 0 0 
5 1 1 1 l 10 l3 2 1 1 1 ll 21 3 l 1 l 
6 1 1 0 1 10 14 2 1 0 1 12 22 3 1 0 l 
7 1 1 1 0 10 15 2 l 1 0 11 23 3 1 1 0 
8 l 1 0 0 10 16 2 1 0 0 12 24 3 1 0 0 
For details of each case no. refer to the printouts in Appendix E. 
NOTE: do not confuse these cases with those from Chapter VI. 
KEY: Category A: purchase price differential: l ; lowest 
middle 
highest 
(see Table VI, Chapter V) 2 
3 
Category B: earth shelter base annual energy cost: 0 $605 
l $950 
Category C: energy escalation rate: 0 = 
l = 
5.7 annually 
11. 4 annually 
Category D: insurance reduction: 0 
l 
no reduction 
10 percent reduction 
Factors with a Lesser Influence 
9 
10 
10 
10 
l3 
15 
l3 
15 
In the last chapter, the results of the sensitivity analysis re-
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vealed that for the one price range and one financing ratio studied, the 
interest rate had little impact on the break-even period. In this sec-
tion of the LCCA, the effect of varying the interest rate was evaluated 
by varying a range of interest rates through a wide range of percent 
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cost differentials and two financing ratios for the earth shelter. To 
examine these effects, the procedure used was like the one for the sen-
sitivity analysis in that all variables not being studied were held at 
the base values given in Table X. The difference between this part of 
the study of the interest rates and the study done in the sensitivity 
analysis is that three variables, and their interactions, rather than 
one variable are being varied and studied. The results of this analysis 
were so strange that several of the cases were re-worked by hand in or-
der to verify the computer program being used. The hand worked cases 
showed that there was no error in the computer program, the cases were 
in fact correct. 
The interest rates used to examine the effect of varying the inter-
est rate, were 12, 15, and 18 percent. The financing ratio for the con-
ventional home was held at the 90 percent base for all cases and the 
financing ratio for the earth shelter was varied between 80 and 90 per-
cent. The 80 percent financing ratio is shown in Figure 9 and the 90 
percent ratio is shown in Figure 10. The graphs follow very irregular 
trends. Part of the odd fluctuations shown in the graphs is easily ex-
plained, while some of it is nearly impossible to explain. The 80 per-
cent financing figure (Figure 9) shows a general upward slope of the 
curves from the lowest to highest percent cost differential (left to 
right). This is a reflection of the fact that as the purchase price of 
the earth shelter increases in relation the purchase price for the con-
ventional home, the mortgage payments for the earth shelter increase and 
tend to negate the savings from lower energy and other reduced cost 
factors for the earth shelter. 
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Figure 9. Effect of Interest Rate and Purchase Cost 
Differential on the Break-even Period 
(part l) 
For 90 percent financing (Figure 10) the same reasoning for the 
trend toward an upward slope from left to right is also true. For 90 
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percent financing (for the earth shelter) this trend is amplified by the 
fact that with the greater percent financing, more money is being bor-
rowed and financed than with 80 percent financing, which tends to great-
ly extend the break-even period. As the percent difference in purchase 
price drops toward zero, the performance of the 90 percent financing 
gets better than the 80 percent financing. This is because with the 
higher financing ratio at higher cost differentials the mortgage payment 
for the earth shelter is greater than for the conventional home. The 
higher mortgage payment takes away some or all of the cost saving advan-
tages of the earth shelter. As the percent purchase price differential 
drops toward zero the difference in mortgage payments also drops until 
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the mortgage payments of the earth shelter are equal to or less than 
those for the conventional home. At this time the cost saving aspects 
of the earth shelter begin having a greater influence on the break-even 
period than the mortgage costs and the savings force the break-even 
period downward. 
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Figure 10. Effect of Interest Rate and Purchase Cost 
Differential on the Break-even Period 
(part 2) 
An aspect which cannot be explained is why the 18 percent interest 
rate is slightly better (leads to a shorter break-even period) for the 
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80 percent financing than the lower interest rates and the opposite is 
true for 90 percent financing. One would expect that for any case, if 
one interest rate were better than the others, it would be a lower rate. 
~nether aspect for which there is no explanation is that the curves do 
not follow smooth and logical trends, but rather they tend to vary wide-
ly at some points and are nearly equal in others. The curves also have 
more than one inflection point (change in direction). Both aspects are 
especially true for the 90 percent financing graph. Such irregular and 
unpredictable trends tend to make predicting a general case, with any 
accuracy at all, virtually impossible. Only the 80 and 90 percent fi-
nancing ratios were studied, by no means were all possible cases exam-
ined, from Figure 6 it is also evident that the 70 percent financing 
ratio becomes the least desirable for optimum break-even period as the 
percent cost differential approaches zero. 
Another cost factor which was found in the sensitivity analysis to 
have little effect on the break-even period was the general inflation 
rate. The general inflation rate was checked through a wider range of 
conditions here in the LCCA. Two cases were examined. In the first 
case, the general inflation rate was raised to twice its predicted value 
of 5.7 percent annually (see Chapter V), or to 11.4 percent, while the 
energy cost escalation rate was held to 5.7 percent annually. In the 
second case the energy cost escalation rate was also raised to 11.4 per-
cent annually. The results of both of these cases, along with a base 
case where all values are held to the values shown in Table X, are shown 
in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Effect of General Inflation Rate and 
Energy cost Escalation Rate on the 
Break-even Period 
Average Horne Tenure 
The average horne tenure (AHT) is the the length of time that the 
average homeowner lives in one ~orne before moving to another. This 
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value varies due to a large number of factors, mostly economic. In Ok-
lahoma the range has historically been from 5 to 10 years. With Okla-
homa's fluctuating population in recent years, the AHT has dropped 
slightly. Part of this is due to the oil boom and bust and correspond-
ing trend of people migrating into and out of the state. The most re-
cent reports show the AHT to be in the range of 6 to 8 years (32). For 
this part of the study a value of eight years was chosen in order to 
reflect the likely trend of the AHT increasing back to its historic 
value due to a somewhat more stable economy. 
As covered in Chapter III, the method used to find whether the 
earth shelter home would pay back its higher initial investment within 
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the AHT is to sum all cumulative costs up to the AHT year. Next the 
estimated value of each home at the AHT year, less the rem~ining loan 
principal (assuming no prepayment penalty), is subtracted from the cumu-
lative costs for each home. The estimated value of the home represents 
the future sale price of the home. For the cases studied in the LCC~, 
only the practical minimum case achieved break-even before the AHT year. 
However, all achieved break-even upon the sale of the home at the AHT 
year. This is due in part to the fact that the earth shelter typically 
had a higher initial purchase price than the conventional home. When 
the higher initial price for the earth shelter is compounded by the real 
estate appreciation rate, the market value of the earth shelter becomes 
increasingly higher than the conventional home. 
A drawback to this increasingly higher market value is that if the 
demand for earth shelter homes does not grow at a fast enough rate (no 
information is available as to what the rate must be), the market value 
for the earth shelter may be higher than a homeowner could realistically 
expect to obtain by selling the home. This would mean that the "actual" 
value of the home is in fact less than (maybe even much less) what is 
projected here and the result would be that the earth shelter may not 
break-even after the sale of the home in the AHT year. If the opposite 
is true, that is the demand for earth shelter homes grows at a higher 
rate than necessary for the value of the homes to keep even with the 
real estate appreciation rate, earth shelters will be undervalued and 
the homeowner could expect to obtain more for his home. At this point 
it is impossible to predict which case will be true. If earth shelters 
do appreciate at the rate used in this study (6 percent annually for the 
first 10 years) and the other cost parameters, especially the percent 
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first cost differentials, hold true, it could in fact be economical for 
a family planning to only live in a horne for the AHT period (approxi-
mately eight years) to p11rchase an earth shelter which would be predict-
ed to not break-even until after the AHT year. 
Desirable Break-even Periods 
One of the goals set forth for this study was to find if the earth 
shelter achieved break-even early enough in its life cycle such as to be 
more desirable to a horne owner than a conventional home. Of course the 
answer to this question must be tempered by the subjective factors cov-
ered in Chapter III. There is not a single definitive answer to this 
question, but rather the answer depends upon what the prospective home 
buyer is looking for. 
If the prospective home buyer is looking for a prime investment, 
one which will pay off in a very short number of years, (probably less 
than three years) then the earth shelter option, when considering the 
cost factors found in this study to be average, would not be a good 
choice. If the prospective home buyer is an average home buyer and will 
be in the home approximately the AHT number of years (8), then by eco-
nomics alone the earth shelter could very well be a good choice, as-
suming of course the prospective home buyer had also considered the 
subjective factors to be favorable to the earth shelter. Of course it 
would be essential to fully analyze the decision by taking the individ-
ual's own personal tax position into consideration, and also considering 
the long term capital gains tax upon the sale of the home, as well as 
local property taxes. Since these taxes vary widely from person to 
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person and area to area, it was decided that it would not be practical 
to include them in the study. 
If the prospective home buyer is very interested in earth shelters 
and is planning to own the home for much longer than the AHT, possibly 
the rest of his life, then the earth shelter option should be consider-
ed. In a case such as this, the earth shelter would not have to be cap-
able of breaking even in the first few years. The important point here 
is that if the earth shelter does not break-even in a relatively short 
time period (the earth shelter must, however, break-even in a length of 
time which is reasonable to the home buyer) the home buyer must be will-
ing and able to: 1) spend the higher amount of money required for the 
upfront costs, 2) forego possible short term earnings on the additional 
upfront money, and 3) wait several years before he is paid back by cost 
savings from the lower operating costs. The two main concerns in a case 
such as this are that the mortgage payment for the earth shelter must be 
nearly equal, or less than, the one for the conventional home and the 
earth shelter must be well built so that the maintenance costs and ener-
gy costs will likely be considerably less than those for the convention-
al home. 
Desirable Cost Relations 
An effort has been made to obtain costs, for use in this study, 
which are average costs for earth shelters and conventional homes. How-
ever, for any specific case the cost values will likely vary somewhat. 
For this reason some desirable cost relations are presented here so that 
a prospective home buyer will know what to look for when considering an 
earth shelter. 
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The first concern should be the purchase price of both homes. If 
the purchase price of the earth shelter is more than 10 or 12 percent 
higher than the conventional home the chances of the earth shelter pay-
ing off decrease rapidly. Cases where the purchase price of the earth 
shelter is more than 10 to 12 percent higher than the conventional home 
can pay off if all other costs are very beneficial to the earth shelter, 
but the break-even period becomes very long and would be undesirable to 
most people. If the purchase price of the earth shelter is in the range 
of 3 to 10 percent higher than the conventional home then a financing 
ratio of 70 or 80 percent is the most desirable, which should be no 
problem since 90 percent financing is usually not av~ilable for an e~rth 
shelter. ~s an earth shelter approaches the same price as a conventional 
home, the home buyer has a choice of trying to receive 90 percent fi-
nancing and paying nearly the same upfront and very little more for the 
mortgage payments than for the conventional home; or taking a lower fi-
nancing ratio and paying more upfront but with lower mortgage payments 
for the next 30 years. 
Since 90 percent financing for the earth shelter will probably not 
even be available, the interest rate makes little difference. However, 
the interest rate must be the same for both homes (unless it is lower 
for the earth shelter, which would be much better). The mortgage points 
also do not make much difference as to how the two homes compare. How-
ever, if the mortgage points are more for the earth shelter than the 
conventional home it means that even more must be paid upfront for the 
earth shelter, and this may eliminate some prospective home buyers who 
cannot afford the higher upfront costs. 
The earth shelter must be capable of achieving an energy savings 
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over the conventional home. The larger the energy savings the shorter 
the break-even period will be (and the bank account will also be better 
off). A question which might arise here is "don't earth shelters auto-
matically have better energy performance than conventional homes?" The 
answer is no. While most earth shelters do achieve much better energy 
performance than conventional homes, an earth shelter which is either 
poorly built or was built by an unknowledgeable builder can use more en-
ergy than a comparable well built conventional home. In most situations 
this problem will not arise, however, an earth sheltered home should be 
designed and built by reputable architects, engineers, and contractors. 
If an insurance reduction is available for the earth shelter, then 
take it, providing that a lower priced policy does not leave out any im-
portant coverage. If a reduction is not available, there should not be 
a major impact on the break-even period. Even though fire is less of a 
possibility in an earth shelter, it can still happen very easily and al-
though the structure of the home may not be damaged, the furnishings and 
belongings may be completely destroyed. Personal liability insurance 
becomes more important in an earth shelter due to the reasons given in 
the subjective factors section. 
If the earth sheltered home is well built and cared for the non-
annual maintenance and replacement costs should fall into place and be 
no more costly than for a conventional horne, and quite possibly most of 
them will be somewhat less. 
The home buyer cannot control the inflation costs. If either the 
energy escalation rate or the general inflation rate are going to go up 
the earth shelter will be slightly better off than the conventional 
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home. However, this advantage is not enough on which to base the deci-
sion of which type of home to buy. 
If the home buyer is not planning to own the earth shelt~r Eor an 
extended period and there is a possibility that the demand for earth 
shelters is not going to grow, there is a possibility that the apprecia-
tion rate for earth shelters will not be the same as for other real 
property. In this case careful consideration should be given to the 
decision as to which home to buy. If the homeowner sells before the 
earth shelter's break-even period and the demand for earth shelters is 
low, the homeowner may end up losing money on the deal because the earth 
shelter did not pay off. 
Example Case studies 
The reader may find that for his specific case some of the "typi-
cal" cost factors set forth in Chapter V may not match the values for 
his specific circumstances. Five example case studies are covered here 
to show how cost values could realistically differ from the "typical" 
values found Eor this study. Also, some cost parameters are varied in a 
manner which may not be totally realistic, but which reflects the feel-
ings of some people. The cost parameters for each case are presented 
here in the text, however, detailed printouts of all cost factors stud-
ied for the 30 year planning horizon for both types of homes are presen-
ted in Appendix F. 
case Number 1 
A prospective homebuyer has found an earth shelter which will 
only cost five percent more than a conventional home. He feels that he 
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can receive a much larger insurance reduction than the 10 percent used 
in this study and he feels that the energy costs for the earth shelter 
will only be about one-third of those for the conventional home (see 
Table XIV for all cost factors). This prospective homebuyer has some 
viewpoints, on where inflation and energy cost escalation rates, that 
differ from those presented in this study. Also the prospective home-
buyer feels that the earth shelter he is considering will have no paint-
ing or roofing expense. While these values, do not match the "typical" 
values used in this study, they are values which could be encountered. 
The resultant break-even period for this example case is six years, 
which is of course slightly shorter than the minimum break-even period 
found using the costs in Chapter V. For the detailed printout for this 
example see Appendix F. 
TABLE XIV 
COST VALUES FOR EXAMPLE CASE NUMBER ONE 
Cost Variable 
First Cost 
Financing Ratio 
Mortgage Interest Rate 
Mortgage Points 
Annual Energy Cost 
E/S Insurance Reduction 
Basic Closing Costs 
Exterior Painting 
Roof Repair/Replacement 
HVAC Equipment Replacement 
General Inflation 
Conventional 
$ 80,000 
90% 
13.5% 
1.5 
$ 1200 
361 
200 
3500 
1000 
Energy Cost Escalation: (not including 
general inflation) 
Real Estate Appreciation Rate 
Earth Shelter 
$ 84,000 
80% 
13.5% 
2.0 
$ 400 
25% 
361 
0 
0 
750 
6.0% 
14.0% 
6% 
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Case Number 2 
For the second case study, the earth shelter costs 12 percent more 
than the conventional home. Many of the non-annual maintenance costs 
for the earth shelter are nearly the same as for the conventional home. 
However, the energy cost for the earth shelter is only 45 percent oe 
that for the conventional home (see Table XV for all cost parameters for 
this example). Besides the much higher purchase price for the earth 
shelter, this prospective homebuyer feels that the non-annual mainten-
ance costs for the earth shelter are going to be close to those for the 
conventional home. This prospective homebuyer also feels that rate of 
increase in energy costs has peaked and they will increase at a rate 
lower than general inflation for a while. For this example the break-
even period is ·14 years. The home also b.roke even by the AHT year. 
Although this particular case is not the most desirable a home buyer 
could hope for, the earth shelter does pay for its higher initial cost 
and would deserve a prospective home buyers' consideration. 
case Number 3 
The third case is much simpler than the first two. In this example 
the prospective home buyer will do some of the work of one of the sub-
contractors if he chooses the earth shelter and he expects that the two 
types of homes should compare equally in first cost (see Table XVI for 
all cost parameters). Although the two homes have equal first costs, 
the financing rate for the earth shelter is still 80 percent, which 
means a higher downpayment, but that the earth shelter has lower mort-
gage payments. The break-even period for this case is six years. See 
Appendix F for detailed costs over the planning horizon for this case. 
TABLE XV 
COST VALUES FOR EXAMPLE CASE NUMBER TWO 
Cost Variable 
First Cost 
Financing Ratio 
Mortgage Interest Rate 
Mortgage Points 
Annual Energy Cost 
E/S Insurance Reduction 
Basic Closing Costs 
Exterior Painting 
Roof Repair/Replacement 
HVAC Equipment Replacement 
General Inflation 
Conventional 
$ 90,000 
90% 
13.5% 
1.5 
$ 1000 
361 
600 
4000 
1200 
Energy cost EscaLation: (not including 
general inflation) 
Real Estate Appreciation Rate 
TABLE XVI 
Earth Shelter 
$100,800 
80% 
13.5% 
2.0 
$ 450 
15% 
361 
400 
3000 
1000 
COST VALUES FOR EXAMPLE CASE NUMBER THREE 
cost Variable 
First Cost 
Financing Ratio 
Mortgage Interest Rate 
Mortgage Points 
Annual Energy Cost 
E/S Insurance Reduction 
Basic Closing Costs 
Exterior Painting 
Roof Repair/Replacement 
HVAC Equipment Replacement 
General Inflation 
Conventional 
$ 85,000 
90% 
13.5% 
1.5 
$ 1225 
361 
265 
3575 
ll20 
Energy Cost Escalation: (not including 
general inflation) 
Real Estate Appreciation Rate 
Earth Shelter 
$ 85,000 
80% 
13.5% 
2.0 
$ 605 
0 
361 
47 
720 
450 
5.7% 
5.0% 
6% 
5.7% 
5.7% 
6% 
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Case Number 4 
For the fourth example assume that money is getting tight and, 
therefore, interest rates are rising. The prospective homebuyer decides 
that if he chooses the earth shelter he will put a lot of free labor 
into it to help reduce the first cost. Many of the other costs for the 
earth shelter are projected to be much lower than for the conventional 
home (see Table XVII for all cost parameters). The break-even period 
for this example is three years. An interesting note about this case is 
that if 90 percent financing was available for the earth shelter the 
break-even period would be immediate, but the annual mortgage payments 
would be $1200 more than with 80 percent financing. 
TABLE XVII 
COST VALUES FOR EXAMPLE CASE NUMBER FOUR 
Cost Variable 
First Cost 
Financing Ratio 
Mortgage Interest Rate 
Mortgage Points 
Annual Energy cost 
E/S Insurance Reduction 
Basic Closing Costs 
Exterior Painting 
Roof Repair/Replacement 
HVAC Equipment Replacement 
General Inflation 
Conventional 
$ 85,000 
90% 
15.0% 
1.5 
$ 1225 
361 
265 
3575 
ll20 
Energy Cost Escalation: (not including 
general inflation) 
Real Estate Appreciation Rate 
Earth Shelter 
$ 80,000 
80% 
15.0% 
3.0 
$ 200 
25% 
361 
0 
300 
450 
12.0% 
12.0% 
6% 
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Case Number 5 
For the fifth case the home buyer has decided that he really wants 
an earth shelter and will act as general contractor to substantially re-
duce the first cost of the home. He also feels that his energy costs 
will only be about 12 petcent of what they would be with a conventional 
home. He is planning to not have any exterior surfaces that require 
painting on the earth shelter and he does not expect to ever have to re-
pair the waterproofing system (see Table XVIII for all cost parameters). 
The break-even period for this example is the lowest yet at two years, 
however, it would also break-even immediately if 90 percent financing 
was obtained for the earth shelter. 
TABLE XVIII 
COST VALUES FOR EXM1PLE CASE NUMBER FIVE 
Cost Variable 
First Cost 
Financing Ratio 
Mortgage Interest Rate 
Mortgage Points 
Annual Energy cost 
E/S Insurance Reduction 
Basic Closing Costs 
Exterior Painting 
Roof Repair/Replacement 
HVAC Equipment Replacement 
General Inflation 
Conventional 
$ 85,000 
90% 
14.0% 
1.5 
$ 1225 
361 
265 
3575 
ll20 
Energy Cost Escalation: (not including 
general inflation) 
Real Estate Appreciation Rate 
Earth Shelter 
$ 75,000 
80% 
14.0% 
3.0 
$ 150 
25% 
361 
0 
0 
450 
10.0% 
10.0% 
6% 
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While the costs in this example may be possible, it would require 
input in the building phase of the home that most home buyers are not 
qualified to perform. It would also probably require much personal sac-
rifice in order to get the energy costs as low as 12 percent of the con-
ventional home costs. Also, if a homebuyer was to analyze the two homes 
assuming a large input of personal labor, then both homes should be as-
sumed to receive that input or the results will be skewed. 
For special cases which do not fall into the parameters outlined 
and studied in this thesis, the reader will need to analyze each specif-
ic case individually. A case may be analyzed by using the procedure 
covered in Chapter IV (the example also given in Chapter IV should be of 
assistance). A simple shortcut method of predicting the break-even per-
iod for any case was not developed. The primary reason being that with 
the large number of potentially different variables possible (28 were 
identified for this study) and the number of these variables which have 
a substantial impact on the break-even period (11 were identified), it 
was felt that a shortcut method would have little accuracy and could in 
fact be quite misleading. Another important reason that a shortcut 
method was not developed is the strange effects that some variables had 
on the break-even period were not predictable. Also the effect that 
some of the variables had on the break-even period was sometimes linked 
to how another variable changed. Overall it was decided that a shortcut 
method would be inaccurate and, therefore, misleading. 
Advantages and Disadvantages of the 
Break-even Period Type of LCCA 
There are several types of LCCA such as equivalent first cost, 
equivalent future cost, equivalent equal annual cost, years to 
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break-even, etc. The years to break-even type of analysis was chosen for 
two primary reasons. One reason is that two different planning horizons 
were considered in this study and a break-even type of analysis was bet-
ter suited to handle both planning horizons with the least change in 
procedure. Another reason that a break-even type of analysis was chosen 
was for the readers' benefit. For a reader who wishes to analyze a spe-
cial case for his own use, the procedure for a break-even type of analy-
sis is by far simpler than the other types of LCCA. Advantages of the 
break-even type of analysis are that; 1) it is easy to understand and 
use; and 2) it is well suited to the requirements of the study. 
A disadvantage of the break-even type of analysis is that it does 
not clearly suggest what happens after the break-even year if the analy-
sis is not continued past that year. Since this type of analysis is 
relatively simple to use a person could easily continue the analysis 
past the breal<-even year to the end of the planning horizon, assuming of 
course that there was a break-even before the end of the planning hori-
zon. A general observation about this aspect is that in the cases 
studied for this thesis, the earlier the earth shelter broke even, the 
lower its total cumulative cost relative to the conventional home was in 
the 30th year. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
summary of Procedure 
The first step in performing this study was to identify the cost 
values that would be required in order to complete the study. This step 
included separ~ting relevant from non-relevant cost factors. The next 
step, following the identification of the relevant cost factors, was the 
difficult task of determining average values for the relevant cost fac-
tors. This was done by three methods: 1) a literature search of recent 
journals, etc.; 2) personal contact with professionals in the fields in 
which the cost factors fell; and 3) non-personal contact, via a mailed 
questionnaire, with a wider number of professionals in the area of hous-
ing design and construction. 
After values for all cost factors were compiled, a sensitivity an-
alysis was performed to determine which of the cost factors had the most 
influence on the break-even period. The most influential cost factors 
found by the sensitivity analysis were studied in more detail in the 
life cycle cost analysis (LCCA). Some of the cost factors with a lesser 
influence on the break-even period were also studied in more detail in 
the LCCA. From the LCCA the most influential factors were ranked ac-
cording to their individual influence on the break-even period. The 
LCCA was also used to find realistic minimum and maximum break-even per-
iods from the "average" cost values found in the study, as well as 
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required cost relations between earth shelters and conventional homes in 
order for earth shelters to be economically competitive. 
Conclusions 
The sensitivity analysis revealed that the following cost factors 
(ranked in no particular order) were the most influential factors of 
those identified and evaluated in this study: 1) percent differential 
between purchase prices; 2) mortgage financing ratio; 3) energy costs 
for the two types of homes; and 4) the energy cost escalation rate (in-
flation rate of energy costs). The next factors had some influence on 
the break-even period but the influence was substantially less than that 
for the factors above: l) possible insurance reduction for the earth 
shelter and 2) the general economy inflation rate. The effect from all 
other factors studied in the sensitivity analysis was very small and, in 
many instances, negligible. 
The LCCA expanded on the results of the sensitivity analysis and 
ranked the factors in order of importance. The most important cost 
factors, in order of decreasing importance, are as follows: l) percent 
differential between the purchase prices of the homes; 2) the financing 
ratio for the two types of homes; 3) energy costs for the two types of 
homes; 4) energy cost escalation rate; 5) possible insurance reduction 
for the earth shelter; and 6) general economy inflation rate. The 
amount by which each factor is less influential on the break-even period 
than the factor immediately before it is not constant. 
The LCCA revealed that the minimum expected break-even period with 
the average cost factors used in this study was seven years. The maxi-
mum period could be as long as being dependent upon the sale of the home 
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at the 30th year, or as short as the 13th year, depending on which 
financing ratio was chosen for the earth shelter. By using realistic 
factors that differ from the average ones us~d here, it was found that 
the earth shelter could break-even immediately on the purchase of the 
home. However, such cases would normally require substantial labor and/ 
or materials input from the home buyer that are not considered in the 
cost of the earth shelter. Also these materials or labor would normally 
have to be available only to the earth shelter and not to the conven-
tional home. Such cases would definitely have to be classified as 
"exceptions to the rule". 
It was found that for a person looking for a prime investment, one 
which would pay off in a short period of time (probably less than three 
years), an earth shelter, assuming the cost factors used in this study, 
would not be a good choice. If a person was looking for a home for the 
average home tenure period (currently approximately eight years) and was 
considering the possibility of an earth shelte~, the earth shelter could 
be better economically than a conventional home. Of course, a full an-
alysis of the prospective homebuyer•s tax position and specific cost 
situation would be required to make a final statement about the econom-
ics of the possibility. If a person was considering earth sheltering 
and was planning to live in the home for a very long period of time 
(much longer than the AHT) the earth shelter would, under most circum-
stances, be more economical for him. Of course any decision would have 
to be carefully analyzed economically. 
The Oak Ridge study and others found that earth shelters were not 
competitive with conventional homes. These other studies blamed the 
poor performance of earth shelters on their findings; 1) that earth 
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shelters cost as much 50 percent more than comparable conventional homes 
and 2) high interest rates. From the findings of this study, it is be-
lieved that an earth shelter does not typically cost anywhere near 50 
percent more than comparable conventional homes. In fact, some builders 
are boasting that they can actually build an earth shelter for slightly 
less than a comparable conventional home. The problem with such homes 
is that they are usually extremely modular and are sometimes not aes-
thetically pleasing. In fact, to some people, this type of earth shel-
ters may confirm their worst fears about how living in an earth shelter 
could be. Of course not all of these "modular" earth shelters are of a 
bad design, construction, or displeasing, but they tend to be the same 
to earth shelters as tract homes are to conventional housing - you get 
what you pay for. The building costs of earth shelters here in Oklahoma 
may never be equal to those for conventional homes due to high clay con-
tent of the soils, requiring special structural and backfill considera-
tions. However, the costs found in this study show that the gap is 
closing and the costs are becoming comparable. 
The findings of the LCCA in this study revealed that even though 
the effects of the mortgage interest rate were mostly unpredictable, 
high interest rates could not be solely blamed for the poor performance 
of earth shelters in other studies. In fact, for the cost values used 
in this study, when realistic financing ratios of 80 percent for the 
earth shelter and 90 percent for the conventional home were used, higher 
interest rates were slightly more favorable to earth shelters than lower 
interest rates. Of course, no matter how much money is saved on opera-
ting costs, high interest rates could make any higher cost home impos-
sible for a homeowner to afford. 
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Overall conclusion - earth shelters can under many circumstances be 
more economical than a comparable conventional home. However, each case 
must be carefully analyzed before a decision is made. 
Recommendations 
This study did not include superinsulated or double envelope de-
signs in the comparisons. These variations of energy conserving conven-
tional homes are nearly identical in appearance to conventional homes. 
Their energy performance is reputedly much better than that of a conven-
tional home, but their other operating and maintenance costs would be 
nearly identical to a comparable conventional home. tt would be very 
useful for a study to be done that also compared these variations on 
conventional homes to standard conventional homes, as well as energy 
saving ho1nes such as earth shelters and passive solar homes. 
The study from which the energy consumption information used in 
this study was obtained recommended that further study be done in the 
area of finding average energy consumption for both earth shelters and 
conventional homes. For an LCCA, most of the cost data used will be 
estimated. For this reason, better and simpler energy consumption 
estimation procedures would noticeably improve the accuracy of an LCCA. 
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LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM nLCCA" 
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PAGE: 1 
1 REM "LCCA": Lif~ Cycl~ Cost Analysis Program 
10 RE-STORE "LCCR:He" 
28 MASS STORAGE 1S ":H8" 
30 PRINTER IS 16 
40 OPTION BASE 1 
58 ** VARIABLE DEFINITIONS *• 
60 Ag/Es vzc - ~·ear zero c•::.:st <I) <I=bel•:HoJ) 
70 - 1=1 downpayment I=4 prepaid insuran 
80 
90 
ce 
costs 
- 1=2 loan origination fee 
- 1=3 private mortgage ins> 
1=5 mor~gage points 
1=6 general closing 
100 Ag/Es iac - incremental annual costs C!,J) CI=year, J=below 
110 
120 
130 
) 
- .:·=1 mortgage cost 
- :=3 energy cost 
- :=5 HVAC replacement cost 
. a.nc e cost 
J=2 insurance cost 
J=4 painting cost 
J=6 roofing mainten 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 I 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
- :=7 opportunity cost J=8 annual PMI cost 
Fe ag/es - purchase cost of home 
Flnr ag~es- financing rate of mortgage (Input as integer) 
I ag/es - mortgage interest rate 
Points ag/es - mortgage int~rest "points" 
E c ag / e s - ~Ln n u a 1 energy c o s t s 
Realapp - ~eal estate appreciation 
Inflation - inflation rat~ 
Energyesc - ~nergy escalaton rate 
Insmate ~atrix for normalized insurance costs J=1 1s hom 
e value 
240 J=2 is Ins 
ul"'anc e cos~ 
250 Closing - basic closing costs 
260 PaybackC30,2: - 30 = year 2 - 1=a-·g, 2=e/:s 
270 Ag/Es co:st:su~ - annual incremental cost summation 
280 Pyear - breakeven yea!"' 
290 In:sest'ed - percent •::tf i n::.urance !"''educt i •:on 
300 tnsred - percent reduction of insurance for new homes 
310 Ret urnp•::. i nt: ! ~·* ret, J.H'n to thIs 1 i ne for another •: . .a.:se *• 
320 DIM AgiacC30,8>,E:siacC30,8),AgyzcC6),Esyzc(6),Insmate(131,2) 
330 DIM AgcostsuruC30>,EscostsumC30),PaybackC30,2),InsredC10),Ca:s 
eno:$C2J 
340 DIM AhtbreaktC2J 
350 MAT Insmate=ZER 
360 MAT Agiac=ZER 
370 MAT Agyzc=ZER 
380 MAT Esiac=ZER 
390 MAT Esy:c=ZER 
400 MAT Agcostsu~=ZER 
410 MAT Escostsuru=ZER 
420 MAT Payback=~ER 
4:30 INPUT "PRitlT OUT OLD CASE (.an::-=1> OR ItlPUT NE~..t CFt:3E <:an::.=2)" 
,Ans 
440 IF Ans=2 THEN Input 
450 INPUT "CASE FILE NUMBER",Cas~no$ 
4 6 0 ! .;r * N 0 T E ·· f c· .~ ::.e-ns 1 t, i • ...o i t, ~· an .a 1 ~ ·' s 1 ::. , F i 1 o? $ = " CASE " :t.:s 
470 ! oppose-d to "CAS-". 
480 File$="CAS-"~Case-no:$ 
490 
see 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590 
600 
610 
620 
630 
640 
650 
660 
670 
680 
690 
700 
710 
720 
730 
740 
750 
760 
770 
7:30 
790 
800 
810 
820 
830 
840 
850 
860 
870 
880 
890 
900 
910 
920 
930 
940 
950 
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ASSIGN #1 TO File$ 
! **NOTE- for sensitivity ~nalysis, remove the variable 
Ahtbreak$ 
! both here and in the print # statements. *** 
READ #1;Cas~no$,Fcag,Fces,Ecag,Eces~Finrag,Finres,Iag,Ies,P 
oint sag · 
READ #l;Pointses,Insagred,Insesred,Upfrontag,Upfrontes,Pyea 
r, Ahtbreak~: 
READ #l;Inflation,Energyesc,Realapp 
READ #l;Agy~c<•>,Esyzc<•>,Agiac<•),Esiac<*>,Payback<*> 
GOTO Printout 
Input:! ** INPUT NEW CASE ** 
DISP "INPUT C:ASE FILE NUMBER Cpre•,•i•::.liS file number wa::.: "; 
Caseno$; ")' ; 
INPUT Caseno~: 
File$="CAS-"'Caseno$ 
CREATE File$,23,256 
ASSIGN #1 TO File$ 
** BEGIN COST DATA INPUT -- SECTION ** 
** BEGIN --AG-- INPUT SUBSECTION ** 
PRINTER IS 16 
PRINT CHR$Cl2>;LINC10);"CONVENTIONAL HOME --AG--" 
Fcag=73040 
INPUT "PURCHASE COST OF CONVENTIONAL HOME --AG--Cdefault=730 
40)", Fcag 
Finrag=90 
INPUT "FINANCING RATE FOR --AG-- <default = 90 %><INTEGER)", 
F i nrag 
Iag=13.5 
HIPUT "MORTGfiGE INTEREST RATE OF --AG--Cdefaul t=1'3. 5) <INTEG 
ER)",Iag 
Pointsag=1.5 
INPUT "MORTGAGE 'POINTS' FOR --AG-- Cdefault=1.5)~INTEGER)", 
Point sag 
PRINT LINC2:;"FOR ALL RECURRING COSTS, INPUT FIRST COST AND 
IT WILL" 
PRINT "AUTOMATICALLY BE ESCALATED" 
Ecag=1225 
INPUT "ANNUAL ENERGY COST FOR --AG--Cdef~ult=1225>",Ecag 
No=6 
INPUT "NUMBE~ OF PAINTINGS FOR --AG--Cdefault=6J",No 
Cost=265 
INPUT "COST FOR INITIAL PAINTING Cdefault=265)",Cost 
FOR I=l TO No 
Year=30/No~· I 
Agiac<Year,4)=Cost 
NEXT I 
No=3 
INPUT "NUMBE~ OF HVAC REPLACEMENTS FOR --AG--Cdefault=3)",No 
Cost=1120 
INPUT "CURRENT COST OF REPLACEMENT ~default=1120l",Cost 
FOR 1=1 TO No 
Year=30/No~· I 
AgiacCYear,5)=Cost 
NEXT I 
No=2 
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960 INPUT «NUMBER OF ROOFING REPLACEMENTS FOR --AG-- Cd~fault=2> 
",No 
970 Cost=3575 
980 INPUT «COST FOR INITIAL ROOFING REPLACEMENT Cd~fault=3575)«, 
Cost 
990 FOR I=1 TO No 
1000 Year=30/No•I 
1010 Agiac<Y~ar,6)=Cost 
10213 NEXT I 
1030 ** START OF -- ES -- INPUT SUBSECTION ** 
1040 PRINT CHR$(12>;LIN<10>;«EARTH SHELTER HOME --ES--« 
1050 Fces=81200 
1060 INPUT «PURCHASE COST OF HOME --ES--Cdefault=81200)«,Fc~s 
10713 Finres=80 
10813 INPUT «FINANCING RATE FOR --ES-- Cd~fault= 80 %)CINTEGER>u,F 
inres 
10913 Ies=13.5 
11130 INPUT "MORTGAGE INTEREST RATE OF --ES-- (default=13.5) CINTE 
GER>", Ies 
1110 Point.=.es=2 
1120 INPUT «MORTGAGE ·POINTS' FOR --ES--Cdefault=2) CINTEGER>",Po 
intses 
1130 In:sesred=0 
1140 INPUT "PERCENT REDUCTION FOR INSURANCE COST FOR --ES--Cdef=0 
><POSITIVE INTEGER>",Insesred 
1150 PRINT LIN<2:;"FOR ALL RECURRING COSTS, INPUT FIRST COST AND 
IT WILL" 
1160 PRINT "AUTOMATICALLY BE ESCALATED" 
1170 Eces='350 
1180 INPUT "ANNUAL ENERGY COST FOR --ES--Cd~fault=950)" 1 Ec~s 
1190 No=6 
121313 INPUT "NUMBE~ OF PAINTINGS FOR --ES--(default=6>",No 
1210 Cost=47 
1220 INPUT «COST FOR INITIAL PAINTING Cdef.ault=47>",Cost 
1230 FOR I=1 TO No 
1240 Year=31ZI/No~· I 
1250 Esiac<Year,4>=Cost 
1260 NEXT I 
1270 No=3 
1280 INPUT "NUMBE~ OF HVAC REPLACEMENTS FOR --ES--(default=3)« 1 No 
1290 Co:st=450 
1300 INPUT "CURRENT COST OF REPLACEMENT Cdefault=450)",Co:st 
1310 FOR I=1 TO No 
1320 Year=30/No+I 
1330 Esiac<Year,5)=Co:st 
13413 NEXT I 
1350 No=2 
1360 INPUT "NUMBE~ OF ROOFING REPAIRS FOR --ES--Cdefault=2)'',No 
1370 Cost=720 
1380 INPUT "COST FOR INITIAL ROOFING REPAIR Cdefault=720)",Cost 
1390 FOR I=1 TO No 
1400 Year=30/No•I 
1410 Esiac<Year,6)=Co:st 
1420 NEXT I 
1430 ! ** BEGIN ----- SECTION FOR INPUT OF COMMON COST DATA 4* 
1440 PRINT CHR$C12);LINC10);«INPUT COMMON DATA" 
1450 Rea 1 .app=6 
PAGE: 4 
1460 INPUT "REAL ESTATE APPRECIATION RATE CINTEGER)Cdefault = 6%) 
",Rea1app 
14 70 Rea 1 app=Rea l..:Lpp/ 100 
1480 Inf1ation=5.7 
1490 INPUT "GENERAL INFLATION RATE CINTEGER)(default = 5.7%)",Inf 
1 at ion 
1500 Inf1ation=Inf·1ation/100 
1510 Energyesc=5.7 
1520 INPUT "ENERGY ESCALATION RATE <INTEGER)(defau1t = 5.7%>",Ene 
rgyesc 
1530 Energyesc=Enrrgyesc/100 
1540 C1osing=361 
1550 INPUT "INPUT TOTAL BASIC COMMON CLOSING COST Cdefau1t=361)", 
Closing 
1560 Agyzc(6)=EsyzcC6)=C1osing 
1570 PRINT CHR$Cl~);LIN<10>;"PROGRAM IS IN OPERATION, ALLOW A FEW 
MOMENTS FOR PRINTOUT" 
1580 ! ** CALCULATION OF ANNUAL MORTGAGE COST -- SECTION ** 
1590 ! ** MORTGAGE COST -- AG -- SUBSECTION ** 
1600 Int=Iag/12/1~0 
1610 Factor=DROUNDCint•Cl+Int)A360/((1+Int)A360-1),4) 
1620 Me ag=PROUND ( F"c .ag*F i nrag/ 1 00•F .act or* 12, ~:;n 
1630 FOR I=1 TO 30 
1640 Agiac<I,1)~Mcag 
1650 NEXT I 
1660 ** MORTGAGE COST -- ES -- SUBSECTION ** 
1670 Int=Ies/12/1~0 
1680 Factor=DROUND<Int*(1+Int)A360/((1+Int)A360-1),4) 
1690 Mces=PROUND<Fces•Finres/100•Factor•12,0) 
1700 FOR 1=1 TO 30 
1710 E:siac<I, l)=•Mce:s 
1720 NEXT I 
1730 ** BEGINNING OF INSURANCE SECTION ** 
1740 RESTORE 1750 
1750 DATA 70,378,71,380,72,385,73,390,74,396,T5,401,76,404,77,408 
,78,411 
1760 DATA 79,413,80,417,81,425,82,432,83,440,84,448,85,455,86,456 
,87,456 
1770 DATA 88,457,89,457,90,458~91,462,92,466,93,470,94,474,95,478 
,96,482 
1780 DATA 97,486,~8,490,99,494 
1790 DATA 100,498,101,502,102,506,103,510,104,514,105,518,106,522 
,107,526 
1800 DATA 108, 530, 109,534, 110, 538, 111, 542, 112, 546, 113, 55~3, 114, 554 
,115,558 
1810 DATA 116,562,117,566,118,570, 11'3,574, 120,578,121,582,122,586 
,123,590 
1820 DATA 124,594,125,538,126,602, 127,61!)6, 12:=:,610, 129,614,130,61:3 
,131,622 
1830 DATA 132,626,133,630,134,634,135,638, 136,642,13?,646,138,650 
,139,654 
1840 DATA 140,658,141,663,142,668,143,672,144,677,145,682,146,687 
,147,691 
1:350 DATA 148 1 6'36, 149,700,150,705,151,710,152,715,153,719,154,724 
'155, 72'3 
1860 DATA 156,734,157,738,158,743 
1870 DATA 159,747,160,752,161,757,162,762,163,766,164,771 
1880 
1890 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1930 
1940 
1950 
1960 
1970 
1980 
1990 
2000 
2010 
2020 
2030 
2040 
2050 
2060 
2070 
2080 
2090 
2100 
2110 
2120 
2130 
2140 
2150 
2160 
2170 
2180 
2190 
2200 
2210 
2220 
2230 
2240 
2250 
2260 
2270 
2280 
2290 
2300 
2310 
2320 
2330 
2340 
2350 
2360 
2370 
2380 
2390 
2400 
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DATA 165,776,166,781,167,785,168,790,169,794,170,799,171,804 
,172,809 
DATA 173,813, 174,818, 175,823, 176,:328, 177,8:32, 178,837, 179,841 
,180,846 
DATA 181,851,182,856,183,860,184,865,185,870,186,875,187,879 
,188,884 
DATA 189,888,190,893,191,898,192,902,193,907,194,912,195,917 
,196,921 
DATA 197,926,198,931,199,935,200,940 
MAT READ Ins~ate 
DATA . ·~, , 9, . ~·, • 92, . 94, • 96, , 98, 1, 1, 1 
MAT READ I nsr·ed 
** BEGINNING OF --AG--INSURANCE SUBSECTION ** 
FOR I=1 TO 10 
Value=Fcag•<1+Realapp)A(I-1) 
X=INTCValu~/1000) 
FOR J=1 1'0 131 
IF J<131 THEN 2060 
IF X>Ins~ate(J,1) THEN 2040 
GOTO 206~1 
AgiacCI,2)=C<X-200)*5+940>•InsredCI) 
GOTO 209~1 
IF X>Ins~ate<J,1) THEN 2090 
Agiac(I,2)=Insmate<J,2>•Insred(l) 
J=131 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 
Z=Agiac<10,2) 
FOR I=11 TO 30 
Ag i ac <I,;:) =2 
NEXT I 
** BEGINNING OF --ES--INSURANCE SUBSECTION ** 
FOR !=1 TO 10 
Value=Fces•C1+Realapp)A(I-1) 
X=INT<Valu~/1000) 
FOR J=1 TO 131 
IF J<131 THEN 2250 
IF X>Insn.ate<J, 1)' THEN 2230 
GOTO 225~1 
Esiac<I,2)=((X-200)*5+940)*(1-Insesred/100)*InsredCI) 
GOTO 228~1 
IF X>Ins~ate<J,1) THEN 2280 
Esiac<I,2>=InsmateCJ,2)*(1-Insesred/100)*InsredCI) 
J=131 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 
2=Esiac<10,2) 
FOR I=11 TO 30 
Es i ac <I , ~!) =2 
NEXT I 
** START OF. ENERGY SECTION ** 
** BEGINNING OF --AG-- ENERGY SUBSECTION ** 
FOR I=1 TO 30 
Agiac(I,3>~PROUNDCEcag*Cl+Energy~sc)A(l-lj,0) 
NEXT I 
** BEGIN~lHIG OF --ES-- DlERG'i SUB:3ECiiO~·l ** 
FOR I =1 TO 31:3 
24113 
24213 
2430 
2440 
24513 
24613 
24713 
2480 
24913 
2500 
2510 
2520 
2530 
25413 
2550 
2560 
2570 
2580 
2590 
2600 
2610 
2620 
2630 
2640 
2650 
2660 
2670 
2680 
26913 
2700 
2710 
2720 
2730 
2740 
2750 
2760 
2770 
2780 
27913 
28013 
2810 
2820 
2830 
2840 
2850 
28613 
2870 
2880 
2890 
2900 
29113 
29213 
2930 
2940 
2950 
2960 
29713 
Esiac<I,3)=PROUNDCEc~s•Cl+Energy~sc)A(I-1),0) 
NEXT I 
** START PAINTING SECTION ** 
** BEGINNING OF --AG-- PAINTING SUBSECTION 4* 
FOR I=l TO 30 
IF AgiacCI,4>=0 THEN 2480 
AgiacCI,4)=PROUNDCAgiacCI,4)*(1+Inflation)A(I-1>,B) 
NEXT I 
** BEGINNING OF --ES-- PAINTING SUBSECTION ** 
FOR I=l TO 30 
IF Esiac<I,4)=0 THEN 2530 
Esiac<I,4>=PROUNDCEsiac<I,4>*<1+Inflation)A(I-1>,0> 
NEXT I 
** START HVAC REPLACEMENT SECTION ** 
** BEGINNING OF --AG-- HVAC SUBSECTION ** 
FOR I=1 TO 313 
IF Agiac<I,5)=0 THEN 2590 
AgiacCI,5)=PROUNDCAgiac<I,5)•(1+Inflation)A(I-1),0) 
NEXT I 
** BEGINNING OF --ES-- HVAC SUBSECTION •• 
FOR I=l TO 30 
IF Esiac<I,5)=0 THEN 2640 
Esiac<I,5)=PROUND<Esiac<I,5>*C1+Inflation)A(l-1),0) 
NEXT I 
** START ROOFING SECTION ** 
** BEGINNING OF --AG-- ROOFING SUBSECTION ~• 
FOR I=l TO 30 
IF AgiacCI,6>=0 THEN 27130 
A g i ac < I , 6 ) :: P R 0 UN D < A g i ac < I , 6 ) * C 1 + I n f 1 at i on ) ···· C I - 1 ) , 0 ) 
NEXT I 
** BEGINNING OF --ES-- ROOFING SUBSECTION ** 
FOR I=1 TO 30 
IF Esiac<I,6)=0 THEN 2750 
Esiac<I,6)=PROUND<Esiac<I,6)*(1+Inflation)~(I-1>,0) 
NEXT I 
** BEGIN FlRST COST SECTION ** 
** BEGIN --AG-- FIRST COST SUBSECTION ** 
Agyzc(1)=PROUND<Fcag•C1-Finrag/100),0) 
Agyzc(2)=PROUND<Fcag•Finrag/100•.01,0) 
Agyzc(3)=PROUND<Fcag•Finrag/100•.005,0) 
Agyzc<4>=PROUNDC.85*Agiac<1,2)*14/12,0) 
AgyzcC5)=PROUNDCPointsag/100•Fcag•Finr~g/100,0) 
Upfrontag=SUMCAgyzc) 
! ** BEGIN --ES-- FIRST COST SUBSECTION ** 
Esy:c<l>=PROUND<Fces•<l-Finres/100),0) 
Esyzc<2>=PROUNDCFc~s•Finres/100*.01,0) 
IF Finres<90 THEN 2900 
Esyzc(3)=PROUND<Fces•Finres/100•.005,0) 
GOTO 2'310 
EsyzcC3)=0 
E :s ~) z c ..: 4) =PRO 1.1 t-lD ( • 8 5 * E s i ac < 1 , 2) * 14/ 12 , 0 · .• 
Esyzc < 5) =PROI.IND C P.:d nt. :ses...-100•F•: es •F i nres .. ···l (H3, 0) 
Upfrontes=SUM<E:syzc) 
! ** OPPOUTUHITY COST ** 
IF Upfrontag:Upfrorites THEN 3000 
FOR I=l TO 5 
Agiac<I,7)~PROUND<<Upfrontag-Upfron~~s)•.06,0) 
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.2980 
2990 
3000 
3010 
3020 
3030 
3040 
3050 
3060 
3070 
3080 
3090 
3100 
3110 
3120 
3130 
3140 
3150 
3160 
'3170 
3180 
3190 
3200 
3210 
3220 
3230 
.3240 
3250 
'3260 
3270 
'3280 
3290 
3300 
3310 
3320 
3330 
3340 
3350 
3360 
3370 
3380 
3390 
3400 
'3410 
3420 
.3430 
3440 
3450 
3460 
3470 
:3480 
3490 
3500 
3510 
3520 
.3530 
NEXT I 
GOTO 3030 
FOR I=1 TO 5 
Esiac<I,7>~PROUND((Upfrontes-Upfrontag>•.06,0) 
1-JEXT I 
** PRIVATE MORTGAGE INSURANCE ** 
** A/G PMI SUBSECTION ** 
I nt =I ag/ 12/1~10 
Factor=DROUND<Int*C1+Int)A360/((1+Int)A360-1),4) 
Pymt=PROUND<Fcag•Finr&g/100*Factor,E-2> 
Princ=PROUNDcFcag•Finrag/100,E-2) 
Q=Fcag•.a 
FOR I=l TO 360 
Princ=PROUHD<Princ-<Pymt-Princ•Int),E-2) 
IF Princ>Q THEN 3150 
Y=PROUND< I ... ·t2, 0) 
!=360 
NEXT I 
B=PROUND<Fcag•Finrag/100•.0025,0) 
FOR I=1 TO Y 
A g i ac < I , 8 ) :: B 
NEXT I 
** E/S PMI ·suBSECTION ** 
IF Finres<9e THEN 3370 
I n t = I a•;~ / 1 2 / 1 e11a 
Factor=DROUND<Int*(l+Int)A360/((l+Int)A360-1),4) 
Pymt=PROUNDCFces•Finres/1~0•Factor,E-2) 
Princ=PROUNDcFces•Finres/100,E-2) 
Q=Fcag•.8 
FOR I=1 TO 360 
Princ=PROUHDCPrinc-CPymt-Princ•Int),E-2) 
IF Princ>Q THEN 3320 
Y=PROUNDCI/12,0) 
1=360 
NEXT I 
B=PROUNDCFce~•Finres/100•.0025,0) 
FOR I=l TO 't 
E s i ac < I , 8) =• B 
NEXT I 
** START AHNUAL SUMMATION SECTION •• 
MAT Agcostsu~=RSUMCAgiac) 
MAT Escostsuru=RSUM<Esiac) 
! ** START B~EAKEVEN SECTION ** 
! ** START --AG-- BREAKEVEN SUBSECTION ** 
X=Upfrontag 
FOR I=l TO 30 
X=Payback<l,1>=X+Agcostsum<I> 
NEXT I 
! ** START --ES-- BREAKEVEN SUBSECTION •• 
X=Upfrontes 
F!JR !=1 TO 30 
X=Payback<J,2)=X+Escostsum(!) 
NEXT I 
•* START B~EAKEVEN ANALYSIS SUBSECTION 
Pyear=l3 
FOR I= 1 TO 30 
3540 IF Payback(I,l><PaybackCI,2) THEN 3570 
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3550 
3560 
'3570 
3580 
.3590 
3600 
3610 
3620 
3630 
3640 
3650 
3660 
3670 
3680 
3690 
3700 
:3710 
37_20 
3730' 
3740 
3750 
'3760 
3770 
3780 
3790 
3800 
3810 
3820 
.3830 
.3840 
3850 
.38613 
3870 
:3880 
3890 
3900 
3'310 
3920 
3930 
3'340 
3'350 
3'360 
3970 
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Pyear=I 
I=30 
NEXT I 
IF Pyear<>~ THEN 3650 
1/al ueag=Fc~Lg*< 1+P..;..;r.,] app)··' Hl 
l/aluees=Fc~s•Cl+Realapp)A10 
IF Payback!30,2)-l/aluees<PaybackC30,1)-Valueag THEN 3640 
Pyear=99 
GOTO 3650 
Pyear=30 
** START AHT BREAK-EVEN ANALYSIS ** 
Agsbk =Essbk =E• 
Agsbk=PaybachC8,1)-Fcag•C1+Realapp)AI 
Essbk=PaybachC8,2>-Fces•<l+Realapp)AI 
IF Agsbk<Essbk THEN 3720 
Aht. break$= 11 Y 1 
GOTO 3730 
Aht. bre.ak $= 11 N 1 
** START STORE DATA SECTION ** 
P R I NT # 1 ; C .=.::.en o $ , F c ag , F c e s , E c .=.g , E •: e s , F i nr~ ag , F i n res , I.:a.g , I e s , 
Pointsag 
PRINT #ljPoint.ses,Insagred,Insesred,Upfrontag,Upfrontes,Pye 
ar, Aht breah $ 
PRINT #l;Inflation,Energyesc,Realapp 
PRINT il;Agyzc<•>,EsyzcC•),Agiac<•),EsiacC•),PaybackC*) 
Printout:! ** START PRINT OUT SECTION •• 
PR Itn CHR$ < 1 ~:) 
PRINTER IS El 
Imagel:IMAGE ~X,18A,10X,3D.2D,"~",12X,3D.2D,"%" 
Image2:IMAGE ~X,18A, 9~, 11 $ 11 ,6D,12X,"$ 11 ,6D 
Irnage3: IMAGE >:,2D,3X, "$",;<,6D,3X, "$", 4D,4::<, "$",5D,2>::, "$",::-.:, 
4D,3X,"$", 5D,2X,"$",5D,2X,"$",S 4D, X,"$",X,3D,X,"$",X, 
6D 
Image4:IMAGE XX,"0",69X 1 11 $ 11 1 X,6D 
I mageS: I MAGE ' *""**", 2::(, "$", ~<, 6D, 3)<, "$", 4D, 4:-<, "$", 5D, 2X, "$", 
X,4D,3X,"$ 1 1 5D,2X,"$ 11 ,5D,2X,"$ 11 ,S 4D, )<,"$",X,:3D,X,"$ 11 1 
X,6D 
I mage 6 : I MAGE l 1 X , " 0 " , 7 ;< , 11 $ " , 6 D , 4 )·:: , " $ " , 6 D 
I ro age 7 : I MAGE ~: ( 1 0 X , D D , 7 ::.: , " $ 11 , 6 D , 4 ):; , " $ II , 6 D ) 
PRINT TABC10:;"CASE NUMBER: ";Caseno$;SPAC10)j"PARAMETERS AR 
E AS FOLLOWS:";LINCl) 
PRINT TABC10:;CHR$C132>;"COST FACTOR 11 jTABC37)j 11 ABOVE GROUND" 
;TABC55)j 11 EARTH SHELTER";CHR$Cl28);LINC1) 
PRINT USING lmage2; 11 FIRST COST",Fcag,Fces 
PRINT IJSH~G lmage2; "ANNUAL ENERG't' COST",Ecag,Eces 
PRINT USING lmagelj"FINANCING RATE",Finrag,Finres 
PRINT USING lmagelj"MORTGAGE RATE",Iag,Ies 
PRINT USING lmagel;"MORTGAGE POINTS",Pointsag,Point~es 
PRINT USING lmagel;"INS. REDUCTION",Insagred,Insesred 
PRINT TAB< 10); CHR$( 132); RPT$( II II' 57); CHR$( 128); LitH 1) 
PRINT LItH 1); TAB ( HD; CHR$ ( 132); "COt1MON PARAMETERS: ";SPA (.3'3); 
CHR$<128)jl.IN<l) 
PRINT USING 1 '3X,K,14X,DD.DD,K"j 11 INFLATION RATE:'';Inflation•l 
00; "!~II 
3'390 PRINT USING ' 9X, K, 6::<, DD. DD, K"; "ENERGY ESCALAT I O~l RATE: "; Ene 
rgyesc.:100; ":~" 
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4000 PRINT USING '9X,K, 6X,DD.DD,K";"PEAL ESTATE APP. RATE: ";R~a 
1 app-*100; "~:" 
4010 PRINT TABc10);CHR$<132>;RPT$C" ",57>;CHR$C128>;LINC1l 
4020 PRINT LINC1);TABC10);CHR$C132);"BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS:";S 
PAC32);CHRt<128>;LINC1) 
4030 PRINT USING lmage2;"DOWNPAYMENT",AgyzcC1>,Esyzc(1) 
4040 PRINT USING lmage2;"LOAN ORIG. FEE.",Agyzc<2>,Esyzc<2> 
4050 PRINT USING lmage2;"PRIVATE MORT. INS.",Agyzc(3),EsyzcC3) 
4060 PRINT USING Jmage2;"PREPAID INS.",AgyzcC4),Esyzc(4) 
4070 PRINT USING lmage2;"MORTGAGE POINTS",AgyzcCS>,EsyzcC5) 
4080 PRINT USING lmage2;"GEN.CLOSING COSTS'',Agyzc(6l,Esyzc(6) 
4090 PRINT TAB<10:;CHR$C132>;RPT$C" ",57>;CHR$(128) 
4100 PRINT USING lmage2;"TOTAL UPFRONT COSTS",Upfrontag,Upfront~s 
4110 PRINT TAB(10);CHR$Cl32);RPT$(" ",57);CHR$C128>;LIHC3) 
4120 PRINT TABC10:;CHR$C132);"COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF RUNNING TOTA 
LS";SPAC8);"AHT YEAR= 8";CHR$C128);LIN<1> 
4130 PRINT TAB<10:;CHR$C132);"YEAR";SPA<8>;"A/G";SPA<8>;"E/S";SPA 
< 11); "YEAF~'; SPA< 8); "A/G"; SPAC8); "E....-s "; CHR$C 12:3); LIN< 1) 
4140 PRINT USING lmage6;Upfrontag,Upfront~s 
4150 FOR I=l TO 15 
4160 PRINT USING Image7;I,Payback<I,1),Payback(I,2),I+15,Paybac 
k < I+ 15, 1 ) , F' ay back < I+ 15, 2 > 
4170 NEXT I 
4180 PRINT TABC10);CHR$C132>;RPT$C" ",65>;CHR$C128) 
4190 PRINT TABC10>;"BREAKEVEN YEAR= ";Pyear;SPAC17>;"BREAK-
EVEN AT AHT: ";Ahtbrea.k$;LINC3) 
4200 PRINT LINC1>;CHR$C132);"SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: ·CONVEN 
TIO~lAL HOME:: CASE NUMBER: 11 ; C.:as~no$; SPA< 17>; CHR$0:: 128) 
4210 PRINT TABC5);" IMORTGAGEIHOMEOWNERSIANNUALjEXTERIORI HVAC 
I ROOF I CIPP. I AN. I RUNNING II 
4220 PRINT CHR$(1~2);"YEAR I COST I INSURANCE!ENERGYIPAINTINGIR 
EPLACE.!MAJNT. I COST I PMI I TOTAL";CHR$(128) 
4230 PRINT USING lmage4;Upfrontag 
4240 FOR !=1 TO 30 
4250 IF I< >Pyear· THEN 4280 
4 2 6 0 P R I NT US I N G I mage 5 ; A g i ac < I , 1 ) , A •;! i .a.•: < I , 2 ) , A g i .a.c ( I , :3 ) , A g i .ac ( 
I,4),Agiacci,5),Agia.c<I,6),Agia.c(I,7>,Agiac<I,8>,PaybackCI 
,1> 
4270 GOTO 4290 
4280 PRINT USING Image3;I,Agiac<I,l),Agiac(I,2),Agia.cCI,3),Agia 
c C I, 4), Ag i ·lLC C I, 5), Ag i ac <I, 6), Ag i ac C I, 7), Ag i .;ac <I, 8), Payback 
<I,l) 
429€l NEXT I 
4300 PRitH CHR$C132);RPT$C" ",7!i:);CHR$(128) 
4310 PRINT "•*** = BREAKEVEN YEAR";LINC3) 
4320 PRINT LIN<l>;CHR$C132>;"SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: EARTH 
SHELTER: C:ASE ~lUMBER: ";Cas en•:.$; SPA ( 21); CHR$ ( 128) 
433€l PRINT TAB<5>; 11 IMORTGAGEIHOMEOWNERSIANNUALIEXTERIORI HVAC 
!ROOF I CIPP. I AN. IRUNNIHG" 
4340 PRINT CHR$(182>;"YEAR I COST I INSURANCEIENERGY!PAINTINGIR 
EPLACE. I MAl NT. I COST I PM I I TOTAL"; CHR$ <128) 
4350 PRINT USING Jmage4;Upfrontes 
4360 FOR I=1 TO 30 
4370 IF I< >Pyear· THEt~ 4400 
4380 PRINT USING Image5;EsiacCI,1),EsiacCI,2),Esia.cCI,3),Esia.cC 
I,4>,Esiacci,5>,EsiacCI,6>,Esiac<I,7),Esiac(!,8),PaybackCI 
'2) 
4390 
4400 
4410 
4420 
4430 
4440 
44513 
4460 
4470 
44813 
44913 
sea a 
51310 
5020 
51330 
5040 
50513 
51360 
513713 
51380 
51390 ! 
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GOTO 4410 
PRINT USING Image3;I,EsiacCI,1>,EsiacCI,~),EsiacCI,3>,Esia 
•: ( I , 4 ) , E s i .;~c ( I , 5 ) , E s i .;[lc ( I , 6 ) , E s i .ac ( I , 7"' ) , E s i .ac ( I , 8 ) , P a~i b ac k 
<I, 2) 
NEXT I 
PRINT CHR$( 1~:2); RPT$< II II' 79); CHR$( 128) 
PRINT 11 •*** = BREAKEVEN YEAR 11 ;LINC3) 
PRINTER IS lE; 
INPUT "DO ANOTHER CASE 11 ,A$ 
IF POSCA$, "Y') THEN Ret~lrnpoi nt 
PRINT CHR$C12>;LINC10);TABC8>;"THANK YOU FOR USING ANOTHER 
AJ enterprises COMPUTER PROGRAM !" 
STOP 
END 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
LCCA: LIF"E C'tCLE COST ANAL'lS IS PROGRAM * 
PROGRAM IIE\IELOPED B'l' ALLEN JONES, ::;PR I ~~G 1984 * 
PROGRAM l s PURELY FUt·ICT I ONAL C t·IOT USER FRIENDLY) * 
PROGRAM ~lAS DEVELOPED TO ASSIST IN THE::; IS WORK * 
PROGRAM 1 s WR ITTEt·l IN HEWLETT-PACKARD "E~lHANCED II * 
BASIC L.A~lGLIAGE, AND WAS DESIGNED FOR USE m1 THE * 
H-P 98'·5B. 
* 5100 *~*********~'*********~********************~********~*~** 
APPENDIX B 
BUILDING COST QUESTIONNAIRE AND RESULTS 
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There is very little published information about the building costs 
of homes, especially for the cost of the home without the land. For 
this reason something more than a literature search was needed to com-
pile these building costs. The context information for the parameters 
on which to base costs was much too detailed to easily discuss via a 
telephone interview, therefore a mailed questionnaire format was chosen. 
The questionnaire package contained a cover letter explaining the ques-
tionnaire and the information which was needed, next was a list of para-
meters to base the costs on and finally a simple questionnaire to fill 
in the needed information. Since all of the information requested was 
listed in the cover letter, the questionnaire form was simply a tool to 
help the respondent compile his response in an orderly fashion. The 
building parameters used were derived from the survey of earth sheltered 
home owners and builders, conducted by the Center for Natural Energy 
Design at Oklahoma State University. The following figures show the 
cover letter, the building parameters, and the questionnaire form. 
Dear Mr. 
.:: T _\ T E C~[VERSITY 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE 
Allen Jones 
101 Architecture Building 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74078 
I am a graduate student in Architectural Engineering, Environmental Control, at 
Oklahoma State University and am developing a Master's Thesis which deals with a 
life cycle cost comoarison between conventional and earth sheltered (earth cov-
~red) ~ousing. I hooe you can provide some information needed for this oroject. 
The enclosed survey should only take a few moments of your time. 
I am trying to obtain information on the building purchase costs of both conven-
tional and earth sheltered housing. Data to base the costs on is included on 
following pages. If possible, please include the purchase costs of both a "cus-
tom built" home and a home built as a part of a housing development, which usu-
ally has lower costs due to the economics of building several sim1lar repetitive 
homes. Also, if you currently use or know of an alternative building system 
that you feel gives a lower cost, p1ease include the system and the cost reduc-
tion. You may report all cost information either as a cost per square foot or 
as a total building cost of an approximately 1600 sq ft house. 
I realize that each home is different and costs will vary, however all I need 
are "ballpark" estimates of these costs. If it will simplify matters, you may 
give the costs in a range from minimum to maximum expected cost, rather than a 
single average cost. 
If at all possible could you also include a list of names and addresses of con-
tractors that you either have worked with or know of that have experience in 
building earth shelters. 
Any cost information that you furnish will be combined with that from other 
architects and builders and there will be no relation of any specific costs to 
you or your firm presented in the· thesis. 
Thank you very much for your time. Please use the enclosed envelope to mail 
the questionnaire back. If you have any questions or need further information, 
feel free to call me at the OSU School of Architecture during days (405) 624-6043 
or at home in evenings (405) 743-1845. 
Sincerely, 
, I 
_~.--:__..£. :_.7 f~ 
A 11 en D. Jones 
Graduate Student 
Architectural Engineering 
::; T i L L wATER. 0 K L .\ H -2 A.\. :- 4 tl 7-~, 
Figure 12. Building Cost Questionnaire Cover Letter 
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EARTH SHELTERED BUILDING PARAMETERS 
WALL SYSTEM - Poured in place concrete. 
ROOF SYSTEM - Poured in place structural slab - or - metal joists and 
deck system with concrete slab. 
FLOOR SYSTE1'1 - Slab on grade. 
CONCRETE - All concrete to be 3500 to 4000 psi. 
139 
SOIL AND SITE CONDITIONS - No problems with water table. Soil has ade-
quate compressive strength and only a small content of high 
expansion clays. Excavation equal to about 1/2 of the volume 
of the house. cut and fill equal - little or no earth to be 
transported to or from the site. Site to be basically flat or 
gently sloped. Underground drainage of gravel bed and french 
drain around base of all earth contact walls. 
MECHANICAL SYSTE~1 - Conventional furnace and air conditioning or heat 
pump system. 
WA.TERPROOFING - Bentionite clay sheets for walls and either bentonite 
sheets or neoprene membrane for roof. Wall waterproofing 
materials to be protected with suitable protection board. 
EXTERIOR INSULATION - 2 inch Styrofoam boards on roof and 1/2 of the way 
down the walls. 
INTERIOR WALLS- Gypsum board on stud walls (metal or wood studs). 
INTERIOR FINISHES - Moderately finished. Typical finishes found in 
moderately priced homes for middle income families. 
TYPICAL BUILDING SIZE - 1600 square feet. 
BUILDING SHAPE - Rectangular - length 2-l/2 to 3 times the width. 
GARAGE - also earth covered and attached to house. 
2 car - 500 sq. ft. 
3 car - 750 sq. ft. 
Figure 13. Earth Shelter Building Parameters for Cost Questionnaire 
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CONVENTIONAL HOUSE BUILDING PARAMETERS 
WALL SYSTEM AND STRUCTURE - 2 by 4 wood frame with brick veneer. 
ROOF SYSTEM -Asphalt shingles on tar/felt paper on plywood decking. 
FLOOR SYSTEM - Slab on grade. 
CONCRETE - All concrete to be 3000 to 3500 psi. 
SOIL AND SITE CONDITIONS - No problems with water table. Soil has ade-
quate compressive strength and only a small content of high 
expansion clays. No major excavation required. Little or no 
earth to be transported to or from the site. Site to be 
basically flat or gently sloped. 
MECHANICAL SYSTEM - Conventional furnace and air conditioning or heat 
pump system. 
INSULATION - Fiberglass or comparable insulation material in both wall 
cavities and between ceiling joists. "R" values to be 3t 
least 15 for walls and 26 for ceiling. 
INTERIOR \'fALLS - Gypsum board on vlood stud walls. 
INTERIOR FINISHES - Moderately finished. Typical finishes found in 
moderately priced homes for middle income families. 
TYPICAL BUILDING SIZE - 1600 square feet. 
BUILDING SHAPE - Rectangular - length 2-1/2 to 3 times the width. 
GARAGE- 2 car- 500 sq. ft., attached to house. 
Figure 14. Conventional Building Parameters for Cost Questionnaire 
BUILDINr, i.OST QUESTIONNAIRE 
1). How would you rank your experience with building earth-she1tered homes ? 
a). none b). little 1-2 homes 
c). moderate 3-5 homes d). good 5 or more homes 
EARTH-SHELTERED SECTION 
2). Using the data far the earth-sheltered home, what would you estimate 
the cost to be ? 
List costs either as an average cost or minimum to maximum range. 
2 car garage 
Custom home Tract home 
_________ /sq ft or total 
3 car garage cost increase __________ _ 
3). If you know of or presently use any alternate building systems that 
you feel would reduce the cost of the earth-shelter, please list the 
system(s) and the resultant cost reduction. 
SYSTEMS: (you may continue on back if necessary) 
Cost Reduction __________ _ 
CONVENTIONAL BUILDING SECTION 
4). Using the data for the conventional home what would you estimate the 
cost to be ? 
Custom home Tract home 
________ _,/sq ft or total 
5). If you know of or presently use any alternate building systems that 
you feel would reduce the cost of the conventional home, please list 
the system(s) and the resultant cost reduction. 
SYSTEMS: (you may continue on back if necessary) 
Cost Reduction __________ _ 
Thank you very much for your time. 
Figure 15. Building Cost Questionnaire Form 
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The questionnaire began with the experience the respondent had with 
building earth shelters. The results generally followed the trend that 
respondents who had no experience with earth shelters did not give any 
cost values for the earth shelters. The respondents who had little ex-
perience (only one or two houses) gave costs that were very similar to 
those given by respondents with more experience. There were 10 valid 
responses to the earth shelter section, some responses had to be deleted 
because the costs submitted were for homes that differed greatly from 
the given parameters. Twelve valid responses were received in the con-
ventional section. Included in both the earth shelter and conventional 
section were spaces to include any parameter changes which the respon-
dent used that reduced the overall cost of the building, however, this 
section was not completed by any respondent. Table XI below gives the 
resultant costs from the questionnaire in cost per square foot. The 
average costs are taken from the average of the responses to the ques-
tionnaire. The minimum and maximum values are one standard deviation 
away from the average. Therefore the range of prices shown includes 
almost 70 percent of the responses and the average response in each 
categor·y. 
TABLE XIX 
BUILDING COSTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE 
Housing Type l'1inimum Cost Average Cost 
Earth shelter: 
Custom $50.75 $56.85 
Tract $46.50 $50.50 
Conventional: 
Custom $45.65 $52.50 
Tract $37.00 $44.75 
Costs for average building size of 1600 sq ft. 
t1aximum Cost 
$62.95 
$54.50 
$59.35 
$52.50 
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This appendix contains miscellaneous tables which are either too 
long or too detailed to include in the text of the chapters. 
TABLE XX 
NORMALIZED HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE COSTS 
Home Annual Home Annual Home Annual 
Value Cost Value Cost Value Cost 
$40,000 230 $60,000 $340 $100,000 $498 
41,000 236 61,000 345 105,000 518 
42,000 242 62,000 349 110,000 538 
43,000 248 63,000 350 115,000 558 
44,000 253 64,000 352 120,000 578 
45,000 259 65,000 357 125,000 598 
46,000 265 66,000 363 130,000 618 
47,000 270 67,000 368 135,000 638 
48,000 276 68,000 374 140,000 658 
49,000 282 69,000 375 145,000 682 
50,000 288 70,000 378 150,000 705 
51,000 294 71,000 380 155,000 729 
52,000 299 72,000 385 160,000 752 
53,000 305 73,000 390 165,000 776 
54,000 311 74,000 396 170,000 799 
55,000 317 75,000 401 175,000 823 
56,000 322 80,000 417 180,000 846 
57,000 328 85,000 455 185,000 870 
58,000 334 90,000 458 190,000 893 
59,000 339 95,000 478 200,000 940 
source: Reference (36). 
Interest 
Rate 
10.00 
10.125 
10.25 
10.375 
10.50 
10.625 
10.75 
10.875 
11.00 
11.125 
11.25 
ll. 375 
11.50 
11.625 
11.75 
11.875 
12.00 
12.125 
12.25 
12.375 
12.50 
12.625 
12.75 
12.875 
13.00 
13.125 
13.25 
13.375 
13.50 
13.625 
13.75 
13.875 
14.00 
14.125 
14.25 
14.375 
14.50 
14.625 
14.75 
14.875 
TABLE XXI 
PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST FACTORS PER $1000 OF LOAN 
30 Year 
8.78 
8.87 
8.97 
9.05 
9.15 
9.24 
9.34 
9.43 
9.53 
9.62 
9.72 
9.81 
9.91 
10.00 
10.10 
10.19 
10.29 
10.38 
10.48 
10.58 
10.67 
10.77 
10.87 
10.96 
11.06 
11.16 
11.26 
11.36 
11.45 
11.55 
11.65 
ll. 75 
11.85 
11.95 
12.05 
12.15 
12.25 
12.35 
12.44 
12.54 
Period 
15 Year 
10.75 
10.82 
10.90 
10.98 
11.06 
11.13 
11.21 
11.29 
11.37 
11.44 
11.53 
11.60 
11.69 
11.76 
11.85 
11.92 
12.00 
12.08 
12.16 
12.24 
12.33 
12.41 
12.49 
12.57 
12.65 
12.73 
12.82 
12.90 
12.98 
l3. 07 
13.15 
13.23 
13.32 
13.40 
l3 .49 
13.57 
13.66 
l3. 74 
13.83 
13.91 
Interest 
Rate 
15.00 
15.125 
15.25 
15.375 
15.50 
15.625 
15.75 
15.875 
16.00 
16.125 
16.25 
16.375 
16.50 
16.625 
16.75 
16.875 
17.00 
17.125 
17.25 
17.375 
17.50 
17.625 
17.75 
17.875 
18.00 
18.125 
18.25 
18.375 
18.50 
18.625 
18.75 
18.875 
19.00 
19.125 
19.25 
19.375 
19.50 
19.625 
19.75 
19.875 
20.00 
30 Year 
12.65 
12.75 
12.85 
12.95 
13.05 
13.15 
13.25 
l3 .35 
l3 .45 
l3. 55 
13.65 
13.76 
13.86 
l3. 96 
14.06 
14.16 
14.26 
14.36 
14.46-
14.56 
14.67 
14.77 
14.87 
14.97 
15.08 
15.17 
15.28 
15.38 
15.48 
15.58 
15.68 
15.79 
15.89 
15.99 
16.09 
16.20 
16.30 
16.40 
16.50 
16.61 
16. 7l 
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Period 
15 Year 
14.00 
14.09 
14.17 
14.26 
14.34 
14.43 
14.52 
14.60 
14.69 
14.78 
14.87 
14.95 
15.04 
15.13 
15.22 
15.30 
15.40 
15.48 
15.57 
15.66 
15.75 
15.84 
15.93 
16.02 
16.11 
16.19 
16.28 
16.37 
16.47 
16.56 
16.65 
16.74 
16.83 
16.92 
17.01 
17.10 
17.19 
17.29 
17.38 
17.47 
17.56 
To calculate monthly principal and interest (P+I) payment: Multiply 
factor from above times the loan amount in thousands, for example, to 
find monthly P+I payment for a 30 year mortgage at 11% with a $50,000 
financed amount, take 50 X 9.53 = $476.50. Source: Reference (36). 
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CASE NUMBER: PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST ·caST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE PO HlTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90. 00~: 
13.50% 
1.50% 
a. I~H3~~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6. ae~: REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. :$ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR',' OF RUN~lHlG TOTALS 
'!'EAR A/G E /'~ ' ~ 
a $ 11563 $ 21724 
1 :$ 23290 $ 33375 
2 $ 35089 $ 45102 
3 $ 46980 $ 56907 
4 $ 58981 $ 68805 
5 $ 71427 $ 80864 
6 $ :34273 $ 92969 
7 $ 97250 $105186 
8 $110364 $117522 
9 $123613 $129980 
ta $139285 $143379 
11 $152791 $156049 
12 $166419 $16:3813 
13 $180176 $181677 
14 $194068 $1946415 
15 $216448 $209393 
BREAKEVEt·~ '(EAR = l 5 
$ 9:350a 
$ 950 
aa.ae% 
!3.50% 
2.0a% 
0.a0% 
$ 18700 
$ 748 
$ a 
$ 419 
$ 1496 
$ 361 
$ 21724 
AHT YEAR = 8 
'rEAR A-·'G 
16 $230445 
17 $244602 
18 $258928 
1'3 $273434 
20 $292100 
21 $306995· 
22 $322102 
23 $:337432 
24 $352999 
25 $36"3818 
26 $385899 
'"" 
_, $402259 
2:3 $418914 
2•3 $435881 
30 $477933 
E:REAI<..-EVEN AT AHT: 
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E/S 
$222591 
$235913 
$249367 
$262960 
$278125 
$292020 
$306079 
$320311 
$334727 
$349515 
$364:329 
$379360 
$394620 
$410122 
$431':l53 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHHUAL COSTS: COilVEtH I OtlAL HONE: CASE tlUNBER: 1 
t·10RTGAGE I HONEQI.ltlER::. I At·lllUAL I E:...:TER I OR I HVAC I I''OOF 
'lEAR I COST I HSURAUCE EHEI':G't' PA IIH ItlG I':EF'LACE. 1"1A ItlT. 
I OPP. I AU. 
COST f'f'II 
I RUHI·l I tlG 
TOTAL 
0 $ 1136:3 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 " 1225 $ 0 .f 0 $ a _. -61 a :t 191 :t 2:329a 
2 $ 10511 $ 412 $ 12'15 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 35089 
3 $ 10511 $ 430 $ 1369 $ 0 $ 0 $ a :f. -61 a f t91 :t 46980 
4 $ 1a511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 58981 
5 $ f0511 $ 494 $ 1529 $ :331 $ 0 :f. 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 71427 
.:; $ 10511 :f. 528 $ 1616 $ 0 $ 0 .f. 0 .f.: +0 $ 191 $ 8427:3 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 $ 1708 $ e $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 97250 
8 $ 10511 $ 606 $ 1806 $ 0 .f. 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 110364 
';)~ $ 10511 $ 638 $ 190';t $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 • 191 $ 123613 
10 $ 10511 $672 $ 2017 :f. 436 :f. 1845 .f. 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 139285 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 :f. 2132 $ 0 $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 152791 
12 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 .f. 0 $ 0 .f. a .f.: +a :f. 191 $ 166419 
13 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2:383 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 180176 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 .f. 2518 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 194068 
**** 
$ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 :f. 576 :f 0 :f. 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 216448 
115 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 .f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 230445 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 :f. 0 $ 0 $ 0 .f. +0 $ 0 $ 244602 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 :f. 314:3 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 258928 
19 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3:323 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 27:34·34 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 $ :3512 $ 760 .f.: :3211 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 292100 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ :3712 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 :f +0 $ 0 $ 3069'~5 
2-. 
.::. $ 10511 $ 672 $ :3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 322102 
2"3 $ 10511 .f; 672 $ 4147 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 3374.32 
24 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4.384 $ 0 :f. 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :3529';)49 
~ . .:: 
~·-· :f. 10511 $ 672 $ 46:34 $ 1002 $ 0 
" 
0 :$ +0 $ 0 $ 369818 
26 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f. 385899 
27 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 :$ +0 $ 0 $ 402259 
28 $ 10511 $ 672 .. 5472 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 :f 0 :f 418914 
29 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 435881 
30 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 6114 $ 1:323 :f. 5590 $17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 477933 
**** = BREAKEVEN YEAR 
1-' 
""" \C) 
SUI'lt·lAR't' OF ALL AUtlUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE NUt·lBER: 1 
t·lORTGAGE I HONEOt.JtlERs 1 AtHlUAL 1 E>nERIOR 1 HVAC 1 ROOF 
I 
OPP. I At~. I Rllt-Hl I tiG '•'EAR I COST I NSUI':AUCE Et·IERG't' PA I tHING REPLACE. 1·1A I tlT. COST PNI TOTAL 
0 $ 21724 
1 $ 10278 $ 42:3 $ 950 $ 0 :t 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 33375 
2 $ 10278 $ 445 $ 1€HH $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 45102 
3 $ 10278 $ 4156 .r 10151 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 56907 
4 $ 10278 $ 49•;, $ 1122 $ 0 $ 0 .r 0 $ +0 .f; 0 $ 68805 
5 $ 10278 $ 536 .f 1186 $ 59 .r 0 .r 0 $ +0 $ (1 $ 808154 
6 .$ 10278 .$ 574 .r 1253 .$ 0 .r 0 t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 929159 
7 .$ 10278 $ 613 .r 1325 $ 0 .f; 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 105186 
8 $ 10278 $ 658 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 .r +0 $ 0 $ 117522 
9 $ 10278 $ 700 $ 1480 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 129980 
10 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1565 $ 77 .$ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 14337•;, 
11 $ 10278 $ 738 .f 1654 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 156049 
12 .$ 10278 $ 738 $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 168813 
13 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 ,f. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 181677 
14 $ 10278 $ 738 .$ 1953 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 194646 
**** 
$ 10278 $ 738 $ 2064 $ 102 $ 0 $ 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 209:3';;t3 
1!5 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 :t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 222591 
17 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2306 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 23591:3 
18 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 2493!57 
19 $ 10278 $ 738 .r 2577 .r 0 $ 0 $ 0 ,f. +0 $ 0 $ 262960 
20 .f 10278 $ 738 $ 2724 .$ 135 $ 1290 :t 0 $ +0 $ 0 .$ 278125 
21 .$ 10278 $ 738 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 f. 0 .f 292020 
22 $ 10278 $ 738 .f 3043 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 .f +0 $ 0 $ 306079 
·"')·-· 
".::; .$ 10278 $ 738 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 .f +0 $ 0 $ :320:311 
24 .$ 10278 $ 738 $ 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 .$ 0 $ :334727 
25 $ 10278 $ 738 .f 3594 $ 178 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 349515 
2b $ 10278 $ 738 $ :3798 $ 0 $ e .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :364:329 
27 .$ 10278 $ 738 .i 4015 $ 0 $ 0 .i 0 $ +0 .f; 0 $ 379:360 
28 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 f. +0 $ 0 $ 394620 
29 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4486 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ a :t 410u2 
30 $ 10278 $ 73::: $ 4741 $ 235 $ 2246 $ :3593 $ +0 .$ (1 $ 4319S3 
f-' 
U1 
0 
"'"'~"' "' BF.·EAI'EVEtl 'tEAF.: 
CASE NUMBER: 2 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
13.50% 
1.50% 
0. 00~~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION ~ATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTHL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SLIMMAR'1' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
'tEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 11563 $ 19807 
1 $ 23405 $ 30510 
2 $ 35319 $ 4126'3 
3 $ 47325 $ 52103 
4 $ 59441 $ 63030 
5 $ 72002 $ 74112 
6 $ 84848 $ 85236 
7 $ 97825 $ 96471 
8 $110939 $107820 
9 $124188 $119281 
10 $139860 $131679 
11 $153366 $143348 
12 $166994 $155111 
13 $ 1::~07'51 $166974 
14 $194643 $178942 
15 $217023 $19268:3 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = ;:' 
'tEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
2:3 
24 
25 
~6 
.... .., 
0::.1 
28 
29 
'30 
$ 85000 
$ 950 
80. IZII:TP~ 
13.50% 
2.00% 
0. 00~: 
$ 17000 
$ 680 
$ 0 
$ 406 
$ 1360 
$ 361 
$ 19807 
AHT 'r'EAR 
rvG 
$231020 
$245177 
$259503 
$274009 
$292675 
= 
$307570-
$322677 
$:338007 
$353574 
$370393 
$386474 
$402834 
$419489 
$4:36456 
$47:3508 
BREAI<.-EVE~l AT AHT: 
:3 
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E/S 
$204885 
$217206 
$229659 
$242251 
$256415 
$269309 
$282367 
$295598 
$309013 
$322800 
$336613 
$35~3643 
$364902 
$37940:3 
$40023:3 
SUI·JiolAR? OF ALL AtHIUAL COSTS: COilVEIH I OUAL HONE: CASE HUI'IBER: 2 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUtH~ lNG 
'(EAR COST IUSURAUCE PAINTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 $ a .$ 0 $ 0 $ -495 .f 191 $ 23405 
~. 
.::'. $ 10511 $ 412 $ 1295 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -495 $ 191 $ 35319 
3 $ 10511 $ 430 $ 1369 $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ -495 $ 191 $ 47:325 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 .f 144 7 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ -495 $ 191 $ 59441 
5 $ 10511 $ 494 $ 1529 $ :3:31 .$ 0 .f 0 $ -495 $ 191 $ 72082 
6 $ 10511 $ 528 $ 1616 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 84848 
**"'* 
$ 10511 $ 566 $ 1708 .$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 97825 
e $ 10511 $ 606 $ 1 E:Ot: $ 0 $ 0 $ I) $ +0 $ 191 $ 110939 
9 $ 10511 $ 638 $ 1909 $ 0 $ I) $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 124188 
10 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 $ I) $ +0 $ 191 $ 139860 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2132 $ 0 $ 0 $ I) $ +0 $ 191 $ 153366 
12 .$ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 .$ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 166';'194 
13 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2383 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 180751 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2518 $ I) $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 194643 
15 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ I) $ 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 217023 
16 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 231020 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 245177 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3143 $ I) $ 0 $ 0 .$ +0 $ I) $ 259503 
1 ';'! .$ 10511 $ 672 $ 3323 $ 0 $ 0 $ I) $ +0 $ I) $ 274009 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3512 $ 760 $ 3211 t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 292675 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ :3712 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 307570 
22 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ I) $ +0 $ I) $ 322677 
23 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ I) $ I) $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 .$ 338007 
24 $ 10511 $ 672 * 4:384 $ 0 $ e $ I) $ +0 $ e :S 353574 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4634 $ 1002 $ (1 $ I) $ +0 $ 0 $ :370.393 
26 $ 10511 $ 672 .. 4898 $ I) $ 0 $ e $ +0 $ 0 $ 386474 
27 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5177 $ I) $ I) $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 402834 
28 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5472 $ I) $ I) .$ I) $ +0 $ 0 $ 419489 
29 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ 0 $ I) $ +0 $ 0 $ 436456 
30 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 6114 $ 132:3 $ 5590 $17842 $ +0 $ e $ 478508 
**** = BREAKEVEH YEAR 1-' (Jl 
N 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: EARTH ~·HEL TER: CASE tWt'lE:ER: 2 
t•10RTGAGE H0~1EOl.JilERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUtH~ I UG 
YEAR COST I HSURAtlCE PA ItlT HlG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 19807 
1 $ 9:343 $ 410 $ 950 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 30510 
2 $ 9343 $ 412 $ 1004 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 41269 
3 $ 9343 $ 430 $ 1061 $ 0 $ 0 f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 52103 
4 $ 9343 $ 4t52 $ 1122 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 6:30:30 
5 $ 9343 $ 494 $ 1186 $ 59 $ 0 f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 74112 
6 .$ 9343 $ 528 $ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 852:36 
**** 
$ 9:343 $ 566 $ 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 96471 
8 $ 9343 $ 606 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 107820 
9 $ 9343 $ 63:3 $ 1480 
* 
0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 119281 
10 $ ·~343 $ 672 $ 1565 $ 77 $ 741 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 131679 
11 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 1654 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 143:348 
12 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 1748 .$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 155111 
1:3 $ 9343 $ 672 * 1848 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 166974 
14 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 1953 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 178942 
15 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 2064 $ 102 $ 0 $ 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 192688 
16 $ 9343 $ 672 .$ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 204885 
17 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 2:306 $ e $ 0 .f e $ +0 $ 0 $ 217206 
18 $ 934.3 $ 672 .$ 2438 $ 0 $ (1 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 229659 
19 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 2577 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 242251 
20 $ 9:343 $ 672 $ 2724 $ 135 .$ 1290 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 256415 
21 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 .r 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 269309 
22 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 282:367 
2:3 $ 9:343 $ 672 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ e :f 295598 
24 $ 934:3 $ 672 $ 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 309013 
25 $ 9:343 $ 672 .$ 3594 $ 178 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ t1 $ 322800 
2t5 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 336613 
27 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 350643 
28 .$ 9343 $ 672 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 364902 
2':il 
* 
9343 $ 672 $ 4486 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 379403 
:30 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 4741 $ 2:35 $ 2246 $ :359:3 $ +0 $ 0 $ 40023:3 
**** = BREAKEVEtl YEAR 
I-' 
Ul 
w 
CASE t·lUMBER: 3 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCT I O~l 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 ~102000 
$ 1225 $ '350 
90.00% 80.00% 
13.50% 13.50% 
1.50% 2.00% 
0.00% 0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5. 70~; 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 $ 20400 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 $ 816 
PRIVATE r10RT, INS. $ 383 $ 0 
PREPAID INS. .t 406 $ 452 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 $ 1632 
GEN. CLOSING COSTS $ 361 $ :361 
TOTAL UPFRmH COST $ 11563 $ 231:)61 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUN~l HlG TOTALS AHT \'EAR 
''fEAR A/G E,·'S 'r'EAR A . ...-c; 
a $ 11563 $ 23661 
1 $ 23174 $ 36278 16 $22'3865 
2 $ 34857 $ 48971 17 $244022 
3 $ 46632 $ 61743 18 $258348 
4 $ 58517 $ 74612 19 $272854 
5 $ 70847 $ 87643 20 $291520 
6 $ 83693 $100724 21 $306415 
7 $ 96670 $113925 22 $321522 
8 $109784 $127256 .-,.-, ~..;,. $:336852 
9 $123033 $140710 24 $352419 
10 $138705 $155114 25 $36'3238 
11 $152211 $16878'3 ~6 $'385319 
12 $165839 $18255:3 27 $401679 
13 $179596 $196427 28 $418334 
14 .$19.3488 $210401 2'3 $435301 
15 $215868 $226153 30 $477353 
= 
BREAKEVEN 'I EAR = .::0 BREAf> -EllEN AT AHT: 
:3 
154 
E/S 
$240356 
$254683 
$269142 
$283740 
$299910 
$314810 
$329874 
$345111 
$360532 
$376325 
$392144 
$408180 
$424445 
$440952 
$463788 
SUJ•H1ARY OF ALL AIHHJAL COSTS: CONVENTIONAL HOME: CASE tlUNBER: 3 
/ 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS E::<TERIOR HVAC RUWUilG 
'r'EAI<: COST I NSURAt·lCE PAitlTIHG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 1156"3 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ -726 $ 191 $ 2:3174 
2 $ 10511 $ 412 .f 1295 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ -726 $ 191 $ 34857 
3 $ 10511 $ 430 $ 1:369 .f 0 $ 0 $ 0 .f -726 $ 191 $ 46632 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 .f 0 .f 0 $ -7215 $ 1 91 $ 58517 
5 $ 18511 $ 494 $ 1529 $ :3:.::1 $ 0 $ 0 $ -726 $ 191 $ 70847 
6 $ 10511 $ 528 .f 1616 $ 0 .f 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 83693 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 .f 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +e * 191 :t 96670 
.-. 
•:0 $ 10511 $ 606 $ 1806 $ e $ 0 .f. 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 109784 
9 $ 10511 $ 638 $ 1909 $ e $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 123033 
10 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 .f e $ +0 $ 191 $ 138705 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 .f 2132 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 .f 152211 
12 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ e .f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 165839 
13 $ 10511 $ 672 '$ 2383 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 1795915 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 .f 2518 .f. 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 193488 
15 $ 10511 $ 672 .f 2662 $ 576 $ 0 $ 77'68 $ +0 $ 191 $ 215868 
16 $ 10511 $ 672 .f 2814 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 229865 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 244022 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 314:3 $ 0 $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 0 .f 258:348 
19 .f 10511 $ 672 $ 3323 .f 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 272E54 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 :f :3512 $ 760 $ :3211 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 291520 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ .3712 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 306415 
22 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 321522 
2:3 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 .f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :336852 
24 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 $ f1 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 352419 
25 :f. 10511 $ 672 $ 4634 t 1 ~302 :f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f 369238 
2t; .f 10511 $ 672 .f 48'38 $ 0 f 0 .f. 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f 385:31 ·3 
?""' 
-· 
$ 10511 $ 672 .f 5177 .i 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ (1 $ 40167'3 
28 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 418:334, 
2·~ $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f. 435301• 
**** 
$ 10511 $ 672 $ 6114 $ 1323 $ 5590 .f17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 47735:3 
f-' 
**** = BREA~EVEH YEAR U1 U1 
Sllt'1t·1AR'·•' OF ALL AI-HlUAL COS r:;;;: EARTH SHELTER: CA::;E t-lUNBER: :3 
NORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS E:>::TEfdOR H\o'AC RUW.l I tlG 
YEAR COST ItlSURANCE PAitlTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 23661 
1 $ 11212 ,f 455 .f 950 $ 0 $ 0 ,f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 36278 
2 $ 11212 $ 477 .f 1004 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 .. +0 $ 0 $ 48'371 
3 $ 11212 $ 49'3 $ 1061 $ 0 .. 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ (I $ 6174-3 
4 $ 11212 $ 5:35 :f 1122 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 74612 
5 .. 11212 $ 5-;'-3 $ 1186 $ 59 $ 0 .. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 87643 
6 $ 11212 $ 616 $ 125:3 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 100724 
7 $ 11212 $ 66:3 $ 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 11:3925 
8 .. 11212 $ 719 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 . $ +0 $ 0 $ 127256 
'3 $ 11212 $ 762 :f 1480 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 140710 
10 $ 11212 $ 809 $ 1565 $ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ (I $ 155114 
11 $ 11212 $ 809 $ 1654 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 168789 
12 $ 11212 $ 80'3 :f 1748 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 182558 
1:3 $ 11212 $ 80'3 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 1'36427 
14 $ 11212 $ 80'3 $ 1953 $ 0 $ 0 .. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 210401 
15 $ 11212 $ 80'3 $ 2064 $ 102 $ 0 $ 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 22t5153 
16 $ 11212 $ 809 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 24035b 
17 $ 11212 $ 80'3 $ 2306 $ 0 .f 0 .. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 254683 
18 $ 11212 $ 80'3 $ 2438 $ (1 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 2t59142 
19 $ 11212 $ 809 $ 2577 $ 0 $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 283740 
20 $ 11212 $ 809 $ 2724 $ 135 $ 1290 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :t 299910 
21 $ 11212 $ 809 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 314810 
22 $ 11212 $ 80'3 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 329874 
2:3 $ 11212 $ 809 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 0 :t 345111 
24 $ 11212 $ 80';1 .f 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 360532 
.-.. ~:: 
<-v $ 11212 $ 80'3 $ 3594 $ 178 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :376325 
2b :t 11212 $ 809 $ :3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 392144 
27 $ 11212 $ 809 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 $ (1 $ +0 $ 0 $ 408180 
28 $ 11212 $ 809 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 424445 
29 $ 11212 $ 80'3 $ 4486 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 440'352 
**** 
$ 11212 $ 809 $ 4741 $ 235 $ 224t5 $ 35'33 $ +0 $ 0 $ 463788 
*i** = BREAVEVEN YEAR 1-' 
Ul 
0'1 
CASE NUMBER: 4 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROU~lD EARTH :3HEL TER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90. ee:-: 
13.50% 
1. 50% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5. 70!--~ 
5. 70:-;; 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST :f 11563 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR'r' OF RUt-lN I NG TOTALS 
'r'EAR A-·'G E ..... s 
0 .$ 11563 .$ .30794 
1 $ 22746 $ 41160 
2 $ :34001 $ 51602 
3 $ 45348 $ 62122 
4 $ 56805 $ 72735 
5 $ 68707 $ 83509 
6 $ :31553 $ 9432'3 
7 $ 94530 $105261 
8 $107644 $116312 
9 $120893 $127485 
10 $136565 $13959'3 
11 $150071 $150984 
12 $163699 $162463 
1 •") 
•.;J $177456 $174042 
14 $1'31348 $185726 
15 .$213728 $199188 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = l .-, . .::. 
'tEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2:3 
29 
30 
$ 93500 
$ 950 
70. 00~: 
13.50% 
2.00% 
0. 00~: 
$ 28050 
.$ 655 
$ 0 
$ 419 
$ 1309 
$ 361 
$ 307'34 
AHT YEAR 
A....-G 
$227725 
$241882 
$256208 
$270714 
$289380 
$304275 
$319382 
$334712 
$350279 
$367098 
.$383179 
$3995:39 
$4161'34 
$433161 
$475213 
= 
BREAK-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
157 
E.··s 
$2111131 
$223138 
$235307 
$247615 
$261495 
$274105 
$286879 
$299826 
$312957 
$326460 
$339'389 
$353735 
$:367710 
$381927 
$402473 
SUMMARY OF ALL AUHUAL COSTS: COWlEtlT I DUAL HOt·lE: CA::;E tlUI'IBER: 4 
\'EAR 
t·10RTGAGE I HOMEOl~t·lERS I AtltlUAL I EXTERIOR I HVAC I F.'OOF 
I COST IHSURAtiCE Et·IERGV PA ltlT lUG REPLACE. NA ltH. 
I OPP. I AH. 
COST PMI 
I Rllt·Hl I tiG 
TOTAL 
0 $ 1156:3 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 $ a $ 0 $ 0 :f-1154 t 191 $ 22746 
2 $ 10511 $ 412 $ 1295 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 :f-1154 $ 191 $ 34001 
3 $ 10511 $ 430 $ 1"369 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 :f-1154 $ 191 $ 45348 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 :f-1154 $ 191 $ 56805 
5 $ 10511 $ 4'34 $ 1529 $ :331 $ 0 :t I) $-1154 $ 191 $ 68707 
6 $ 10511 $ 528 $ 1616 $ 0 $ (1 :t 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 8155.3 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 945:3(1 
8 t 10511 $ 6a6 $ 1806 $ a $ (1 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 191 * 107644 
9 $ 10511 $ 638 $ 19a9 $ 0 
* 
0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 120893 
10 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 136565 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2132 $ 0 $ 0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 150071 
**** 
$ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +a $ 191 $ 163699 
13 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2:383 $ 0 $ 0 :t a t +0 $ 191 $ 177456 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ (1 .t 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 191348 
15 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ (1 $ 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 213728 
16 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 :t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 227725 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ 0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 2418:::2 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 $ 0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 256208 
19 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3323 
* 
0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 270714 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3512 $ 760 $ 3~11 :t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 289380 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3712 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :304275 
22 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 31 ':il"382 
23 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 334712 
24 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 t +0 $ 0 $ :350279 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4634 $ 1002 t 0 $ 0 :t +0 $ 0 $ :367€198 
26 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :383179 
27 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 :t 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ .399539 
28 $ 10511 $ 672 t 5472 $ 0 $ 0 :t 0 .t +I) $ 0 $ 416194 
29 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 43:3161 
30 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 6114 $ 1323 $ 5590 $17:::42 $ +0 $ 0 * 475213 
1--' 
**•* = BREAKEVEH YEAR U1 CXl 
SUt·lt'lAR't OF ALL AIUWAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE tlUNBER: 4 
NORTGAGE HONEOWHERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUNt I I tlG 
'•'EAR COST I t·lSURAUCE PAIUTIHG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 30794 
1 .$ 899:3 $ 423 $ 950 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 41160 
.-, 
<.. $ 899:3 $ 445 $ 1004 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 t +0 $ 0 $ 51602 
3 $ 89'13 $ 466 $ 1061 $ e $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ e :f 62122 
4 $ 899:3 $ 499 :f 1122 $ 0 t e $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 72735 
5 $ 8993 $ 5315 $ 1186 $ 59 $ 0 .f. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 8350·~ 
6 $ 89'313 $ 574 $ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 :f 0 $ +a $ 0 $ 94:32'3 
7 $ 89'1.3 $ 61.3 $ 1325 $ a $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 105261 
8 $ 899:3 $ 658 $ 140(1 $ a $ 0 $ a $ +a $ 0 $ 116:312 
'3 .$ 8993 $ 70a $ 1480 $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ 0 $ 127485 
10 $ 8993 $ 738 .f 1565 .f 77 $ 741 :t 0 $ +a $ 0 $ 13'3599 
11 $ 899:3 $ 738 $ 1654 $ 0 $ 0 t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 150984 
**** 
$ 8993 $ 738 $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 16246:3 
1.3 $ 8993 $ 738 $ 1848 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 174042 
14 $ 899:3 $ 738 $ 1953 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 185726 
15 $ 899:3 $ 738 $ 20154 $ 102 $ 0 $ 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 199188 
16 $ 899:3 $ 7:38 .$ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 211101 
17 $ 8993 $ 738 $ 2306 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 223138 
18 $ 899.3 $ 73:3 $ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 2:35307 
19 $ 8993 $ 738 $ 2577 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 247615 
20 $ 899.3 $ 738 $ 2724 $ 1:35 $ 1290 .f 0 $ +0 $ e .r 261495 
21 $ 8993 $ 738 $ 2879 $ 0 .f 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 274105 
.., ..... 
~~ $ 89'33 $ 738 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 286879 
23 $ 8993 $ 7:38 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 2998215 
24 $ 8993 $ 73:3 $ 3400 $ 0 .$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 312957 
25 $ :399.3 $ 738 $ 35'34 $ 178 $ 0 :t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :326460 
26 $ 8993 $ 738 $ 3798 .f: 0 $ 0 t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 339'389 
•").., 
0:..1 $ 899:3 $ 7.38 $ 4015 $ 0 .$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ e :f 353735 
28 .$ 8993 $ 7.38 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 .$ a :t: 367710 
29 .$ 8993 $ 738 $ 44815 $ 0 .$ 0 :t 0 $ +0 $ 0 .$ 381927 
30 $ 8'39:3 $ 738 $ 4741 $ 235 $ 2246 $ 3593 $ +0 $ 0 $ 402473 
*;... •.;, = BI''EAKEVEU I' EAR I-' lJl 
\0 
CASE NUMBER: 5 
COST FACTOR 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
PARAMETERS ARE AS 
ABOVE GROUND 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90.130% 
13.50~~ 
1. 50~: 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION ~ATE: 
5.70% 
s. 70~·: 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SUMMARV OF RUNNING TOTALS 
'!'EAR A/G E/S YEAR 
0 $ 11563 $ 13076 
1 $ 23809 $ 26221 16 
2 $ 36127 $ 39442 17 
3 $ 48537 $ 52741 18 
4 $ 61057 $ 66133 1 '3 
5 $ 74022 $ 79686 20 
6 $ 86868 $ 93285 21 
7 $ '39845 $106996 22 
8 $112959 $120826 23 
9 $126208 $134 77:3 24 
10 :$141880 $149671 25 
11 $155.386 $163835 26 
1 •"\ 
.::. $16':>1014 $178093 27 
13 $182771 $192451 28 
14 $196663 $2.06914 29 
15 $219043 $223155 30 
FOLLO~JS: 
EARTH SHELTER 
$ 93500 
$ 9513 
90.130% 
13.50% 
2.1313% 
0.130% 
$ 9350 
$ 842 
$ 421 
$ 419 
$ 1683 
$ 361 
$ 13076 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$233040 
$247197 
$261523 
$276029 
$294695 
= 
$309590. 
$324697 
$340027 
$355594 
$372413 
$388494 
$404:354 
$421509 
$438476 
$480528 
8 
BREAKE'·/EN YEAR = ~na BF.:EAK-EVEN AT AHT: 
160 
E/S 
$23784~ 
$252663 
$267611 
$282488 
$298937' 
$3141115 
$329459 
$344975 
$360675 
$376747 
$392845 
$40':>1160 
$425704 
$44249(1 
$465605 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHHUAL COSTS: CONVEHTIOHAL HOME: CASE tlU~1BER: 5 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUt·Ul I t·lG 
~'EAR COST ltlSURAtlCE PAIHTIHG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 '* 1225 $ 0 
'* 
0 .t 0 $ -·:H $ 191 $ 23809 
2 $ 10511 $ 412 $ 12':15 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -91 $ 191 $ 315127 
3 $ 10511 :$ 430 $ 1369 $ 0 :$ 0 $ 0 $ -91 $ 191 $ 48537 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -91 $ 191 $ 61057 
5 $ 10511 $ 494 $ 1529 $ 331 $ 0 $ (1 $ -91 $ 191 $ 74022 
6 $ 10511 $ 52:3 $ 1616 $ 0 $ (1 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 86868 
7 $ 10511 :$ 566 '* 1708 "$ 0 .f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 :$ 99845 
8 $ 10511 :$ 6€16 $ 1806 $ (1 $ 0 :$ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 112959 
9 $ 10511 $ 638 $ 1909 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 126208 
10 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 .t 0 $ +0 $ 191 :$ 141880 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2132 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 19' :$ 155386 
12 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 169014 
1"':< •J $ 10511 :$ 672 $ 2383 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 182771 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 196663 
15 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ 0 $ 7768 $ +0 :$ 191 $ 219043 
16 $ 10511 :$ 672 $ 2814 .$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 23:3040 
17 :$ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 :$ 0 :$ 247197 
18 $ 10511 :$ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 261523 
19 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 332:3 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 :$ 0 $ 276029 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 .$ 3512 $ 7150 $ :3211 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 294635 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3712 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 309590 
22 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +fl $ 0 :$ 324697 
2:3 :$ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 :f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 340027 
24 :$ 10511 $ 672 :$ 4:384 :$ 0 :$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 355594 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4634 $ 1002 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 37241:3 
26 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 388494 
27 $ 1051.1 :$ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 404854 
28 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 421509 
29 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 .. +0 :$ 0 $ 438476 
**** 
$ 10511 $ 672 :$ 6114 $ 1:323 $ 5590 $17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 480528 
**** = BREAV.EVEU ~'EAR f-' 
"' f-'
SUt·1NAR'( OF ALL fttHIUAL COSH;: EARTH SHELTER: CASE ~IUNBER: 5 
NORTGAGE HONEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUNNIIJG 
'r'EAR COST I t~SURAIICE PAitlTitlG FEPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 13076 
1 :f. 11562 $ 423 $ 950 $ 0 :f. 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 210 $ 26221 
.2 $ 11562 $ 445 $ 1004 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 210 $ 39442 
:3 $ 11562 $ 4615 $ 1061 $ 0 $ 0 :f. 0 $ +0 $ 210 :f. 52741 
4 $ 11562 $ 499 $ 1122 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 210 $ 66133 
5 $ 11562 $ 536 $ 1186 $ 59 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 210 $ 79686 
6 $ 11562 $ 574 $ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 210 $ 93285 
7 .$ 11562 $ 61:3 $ 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 210 $ 106996 
8 $ 11562 $ 658 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 210 $ 120826 
9 :f. 11562 $ 700 $ 1480 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 .$ 210 $ 134778 
10 $ 11562 $ 7.3:3 f 1565 $ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 :f. 210 $ 149671 
11 $ 11562 :f. 738 $ 1654 $ 0 :f. 0 $ 0 :f. +0 $ 210 $ 163835 
12 $ 11562 $ 738 $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 210 $ 178093 
13 $ 11562 $ 7:38 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 210 $ 192451 
14 $ 11562 $ 738 $ 1953 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 210 $ 206914 
15 $ 11562 $ 738 $ 2064 $ 102 $ 0 $ 1565 .$ +0 $ 210 $ 223155 
16 $ 11562 $ 738 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 210 $ 237847 
17 $ 11562 $ 738 $ 2306 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 210 $ 252663 
18 $ 11562 $ 738 $ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 210 $ 267611 
19 $ 11562 $ 738 :f. 2577 :f. 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ e :f 282488 
20 $ 11562 $ 738 $ 2724 $ 135 $ 129£1 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 2989:37 
21 $ 11562 $ 738 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0$314116 
22 $ 11562 $ 7:38 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 329459 
23 $ 11562 $ 738 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 344975 
24 $ 11562 $ 738 :f. 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 .$ +0 $ 0 $ 360675 
25 $ 11562 $ 738 $ 3594 $ 178 $ 0 :f. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 376747 
26 $ 11562 $ 738 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 392845 
.-.. '? 
'"'' 
$ 11562 $ 738 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 409160 
28 $ 11562 $ 73:3 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 425704 
2'51 $ 11562 $ 738 $ 4486 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 442490 
**** 
$ 11562 $ 738 $ 4741 $ 235 $ 2246 $ 35·~:3 $ +0 $ 0 $ 465605 
**** = BREAKEVEN YEAR I-' 0\ 
N 
CASE NUMBER: 6 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCT! ON 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
12. 00~: 
1.50% 
0. 00~~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE :;)UMMAR~' OF RU~lN I NG TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 11563 $ 21724 
1 $ 22225 :$ 32333 
2 $ 3295'3 $ 43018 
3 $ 43785 $ 53781 
4 $ 54721 $ 64637 
5 $ 66102 $ 75654 
6 $ 77883 $. 86717 
7 $ 89795 $ 97892 
8 $101844 .$109186 
9 $114028 $120602 
10 $128635 $132959 
11 $141076 $144587 
12 $153639 $156309 
13 $166331 $168131 
14 $178967 $1:30058 
15 $200091 $193763 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = l 5 
YEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$ 93500 
$ 950 
80.00% 
12.00% 
2.00% 
0.00% 
$ 18700 
$ 748 
$ 0 
$ 419 
$ 14'36 
$ 361 
$ 21724 
AHT '/EAR 
A-·'G 
:$213023 
$226115 
$239376 
$252817 
$270418 
= 
$284248' 
$298290 
$312555 
$327057 
$342811 
$357827 
$37:3122 
$388712 
$404614 
$445601 
BREAK-EVE~! AT AHT: 
:3 
163 
E/S 
$20591'3 
$218199 
$230611 
$243162 
$257285 
$270138 
$283155 
$296345 
$309719 
$323465 
$337237 
$351226 
$365444 
$379904 
$400693 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: Cot-lVEtlT I DUAL HOI·lE: CASE NUNBER: 6 
t-IORTGAGE HONEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUNtHHG 
'..-'EAR COST IUSURANCE PAINTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
e $ 11563 
1 $ 9446 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ a $ a $ -61a $ 191 $ 22225 
2 $ 9H6 $ 412 $ 1295 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ -61a $ 191 $ 32959 
3 $ 9446 $ 430 $ 1:369 $ 0 .. a $ 0 $ -61a $ 191 $ 43785 
4 $ 9446 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 54721 
5 $ 9446 $ 494 $ 1529 $ :3:31 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 1'31 $ 661a2 
6 $ 9446 $ 528 $ 1616 $ 0 $ a $ 0 $ +0 $ 1'31 $ 77883 
7 $ 9446 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 89795 
8 $ 94413 $ 606 $ 1806 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 101844 
9 $ '3446 $ 638 $ 1909 $ 0 $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 114028 
10 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 2'017 $ 436 $ 1845 $ a $ +0 $ 191 $ 128635 
11 $ 9446 $ 672 :f 2132 $ 0 $ a $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 14107b 
12 .$ 9446 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 153639 
13 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 2383 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 166331 
14 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 178967 
**** 
$ 9446 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ 0 $ 7768 $ +0 $ 0 $ 200091 
16 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f 21:3023 
17 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :r 226115 
18 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 3143 :f 0 :f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 239376 
19 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 3323 $ 0 $ 0 $ e $ +0 $ e • 252817 
20 $ 9446 $ 672 $ :3512 $ 760 $ 3211 $ e $ +0 $ 0 t 270418 
21 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 3712 $ 0 $ e $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f 284248 
22 $ 9446 $672 $ 3'324 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 298290 
23 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 4147 $ e $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ e • 312555 
24 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 $ e $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 327057 
25 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 4634 $ 1002 $ e $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f 342811 
26 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 48'38 $ 0· $ a $ 0 $ +0 $ e :f 357827 
27 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 5177 $ e $ .0 $ 0 :f +0 $ 0 :f 37:3122 
28 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 $ e $ a $ +0 $ e :f :388712 
29 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 404614 
:30 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 6114 $ 1323 $ 5590 $17E:42 $ +0 $ e :f 445601 
**** == BREAKEVEtl YEAR 1--' 0'1 
.!» 
SUNNAR'l OF ALL AtmUAL co::ns: EARTH SHELTER: CASE HUNBER: 6 
1'10RTGAGE HONEm.JtJERS EXTERIOR H'·/AC RLIIHHUG 
'i'EAR COST I tlSURAtK:E PAINTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 21724 
1 $ 9236 $ 42:3 $ 950 $ 0 :f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 32333 
2 $ 9236 $ 445 $ 1004 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 43018 
3 $ 9236 $ 46t5 $ 1061 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 53781 
4 $ 9236 $ 499 $ 1122 $ 0 t 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 64637 
5 $ 92:36 $ 536 $ 1186 $ 59 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 .t 0 $ 751554 
6 $ 92.36 $ 574 $ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 86717 
7 $ •:;.2:36 $ 61:3 $ 1:325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 :f 0 $ 97892 
8 $ 92:3o $ 658 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 109186 
9 $ 9236 $ 700 $ 1480 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 120602 
10 $ 9236 $ 738 $ 1565 $ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 132959 
11 $ 9236 $ 738 $ 1654 $ 0 .t 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 144587 
12 $ 92:36 $ 738 $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 156:309 
1:3 $ 92:36 $ 738 $ 1848 $ 0 .t 0 t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 168131 
14 $ 92.36 $ 738 $ 195:3 $ 0 t 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 180058 
**** 
$ 92:36 i 738 $ 2064 $ 102 $ 0 :f 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 193763 
16 $ 9236 $ 738 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 20591 '3 
17 $ 9236 $ 7:38 $ 2306 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 218199 
18 $ •:;.2:36 $ 738 $ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 230611 
19 $ ·n:36 $ 738 .t 2577 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 243162 
20 $ 92:36 $ 7:38 $ 2724 $ 135 $ 1290 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 257285 
21 $ 9236 $ 738 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 270138 
22 $ 9236 i 738 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 28:3155 
2:3 $ 92:36 $ 7:38 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 296:345 
24 $ 92:36 $ 738 $ 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 309719 
25 $ 9236 $ 738 $ 3594 $ 178 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 323465 
26 $ 9236 $ 73:3 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :337237 
2? $ 9236 $ 738 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ a :f 351226 
28 $ 9236 $ ?38 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 365444 
29 $ 9236 $ 738 $ 4486 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ (1 $ 379904 
30 $ 92.36 $ 738 $ 4741 $ 215 $ 2246 $ 3593 $ +0 $ 0 $ 400693 
---
**** = BREAKEVEH YEAR I-' en 
lJ1 
CASE NUMBER: 7 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING ~ATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 $ 93500 
:$ 1225 $ 950 
90.130% 80.0A~ 
18.00% 18.00% 
1.50% 2.013% 
0.00% 0.130% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 $ 18700 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 :$ 748 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. :$ 383 .$ 0 
PREPAID INS. :$ 406 :$ 419 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 $ 1496 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 $ 21724 
COMPARATIVE SU~1MAR~' OF RUNNH~G TOTALS AHT YEAR 
'(EAR A/G E/S YEAR A/G 
0 $ 11563 $ 21724 
1 $ 26613 $ 36624 lt5 $28:38134 
2 $ 41735 $ 5161313 17 $3131475 
3 $ 56949 $ 66654 18 $319315 
4 :$ 72273 $ 81801 1 '3 $337144 
5 $ :38042 $ 971139 20 $359133 
6 $104211 $112463 21 $377351 
7 $120511 $127929 22 $395781 
8 $1:36948 $143514 23 $414434 
9 $153520 $159221 24 $433324 
10 $172515 $17586'3 .,.., -~ $453466 
11 $189344 $191788 26 $472870 
12 $206295 $207801 27 $492553 
13 $223375 $223914 28 .$512531 
14 $240590 $240132 ;;:9 $532821 
15 $266293 $258128 30 $578196 
= 
BREAKEVEN '.'EAR = l4 BREAK-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
166 
E.·'·s 
$274575 
$291146 
$307849 
$324691 
$3431135 
$360249 
$377557 
$395038 
$412703 
$430740 
$448803 
$4157083 
$485592 
$504343 
$529423 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: COt·lVEtH I Ot~AL HmlE: CASE tiUt·lBER: 7 
t-IORTGAGE I HOt·lEOl.JtlERS I AHNUAL I EXTERIOR I HVAC I ROOF 
YEAR I COST I NSUI':At4CE EtiERG'i' PA I tHING REPLACE. NA I tH. 
I OPP. 
COST 
I AN. 
Pt'll 
I RUt·JH I t-lG 
TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
1 $ 13834 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 2661:3 
2 $ 13834 $ 412 $ 1295 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 417:35 
3 $ 13834 $ 430 .f 1369 $ 0 $ 0 
'*' 
0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 56949 
4 $ 13834 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ a $ 0 $ -61a $ 191 $ 72273 
5 $ 13834 $ 494 $ 152';:1 $ 331 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 88042 
6 $ 13834 $ 528 $ 1616 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 104211 
7 $ 13834 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 120511 
8 $ 1:3834 $ 606 $ 1806 $ 0 $ a $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 136948 
9 $ 13834 $ 638 $ 1909 $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ 191 $ 153520 
10 $ 13834 $ 672 * 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 172515 
11 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 2132 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 189344 
12 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 206295 
t:::: $ 13834 $ 672 $ 2383 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 223375 
**** $ 13834 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 240590 
15 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ 0 $ 77158 $ +0 $ 191 $ 266293 
115 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 283804 
17 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 301475 
18 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 .$ 191 $ 319315 
19 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 3:323 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 337144 
20 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 3512 $ 7150 $ :3211 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 35913:3 
21 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 3712 $ 0 $ 0 f. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 377351 
22 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 395781 
2:3 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 $ 0 f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 414434 
24 $ 1:3834 $ 672 $ 4.384 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 433324 
25 $ 1:3834 $ 672 $ 4634 $ 1002 .$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 453466 
215 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 472870 
27 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 ·$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 492553 
28 $ 138:34 $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 512531 
29 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 532821 
:30 $ 1:38:34 $ 672 $ b 114 $ 1323 $ 5590 $17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 578196 
*~** = BREAKEVEN YEAR ...... 0\ 
-.J 
SUI'll'lriR'i' OF ALL ftUNUftL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: Cft5E tllii1I:ER: 7 
NORTGAGE I H011EOI·lHER:31 AIHIUAL I E~<TER I OR I H'v'AC I ROOF 
\'EAR I COST I USUI':AilCE EIIERG'I' PA I IH ItlG REPLACE. 1'1A lilT. 
I OPF'. I AU. 
COST Pl-11 
1 RutmiilG 
TOTAL 
0 :$ 21724 
1 $ 13527 .$: 42:3 .f '350 .f 0 $ 0 .f 0 :t +0 $ 0 $ 361524 
. .., $ 13527 $ 445 $ 1004 $ 0 .f 0 $ 0 .t +0 $ 0 $ 51600 c. 
-:. 
•.J $ 13527 $ 46.:: $ 1061 $ 0 $ l!:t $ 0 .t +0 ,.f 0 $ 66654 
4 $ 13527 $ 499 $ 1122 $ 0 .t 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 81801 
5 $ 135.27 $ 5315 $ 1186 $ 59 $ ft .i 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 97109 
6 $ 13527 $ 574 :$ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 11246:3 
7 t 1-3527 $ 613 .f 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 127929 
8 $ 1:3527 $ 658 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 143514 
9 $ 13527 $ 700 $ 1480 $ 0 .f ft $ (1 $ +0 $ 0 $ 159221 
10 $ 13527 $ 7:38 .f 1565 $ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 175869 
11 $ 13527 $ 738 $ 1654 .f 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 191788 
12 $ 1:3527 $ 738 .f 1748 .f 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 207801 
1:3 $ 13527 $ 738 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 223914 
**** 
$ 1:3527 $ 738 .f 1953 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 2401:32 
15 .f 1:3527 $ 738 $ 2064 $ 1ft2 $ 0 .i 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 258128 
16 .f 13527 $ 738 .t 2182 $ 0 .f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ ft $ 274575 
17 .f 1:3527 $ 7:38 $ 2:306 .f 0 $ 0 $ ft $ +0 $ 0 $ 291146 
18 .t 13527 $ 738 $ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 307849 
1 ·~ $ 1:3527 $ 7:38 .f 2577 $ 0 $ 0 .i 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 324691 
20 .f 1:3527 $ 738 $ 2724 $ 135 $ 1290 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 343105 
21 $ 1:3527 $ 738 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 .f +0 $ 0 $ 360249 
22 $ 13527 $ 738 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 377557 
23 $ 13527 $ 7:38 :f' 3216 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 .f 0 $ 395038 
24 .f 13527 $ 7:38 $ 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 412703 
25 $ 13527 $ 7..38 .f 3594 $ 178 $ (I $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 430740 
26 $ 13527 $ 738 .f 3798 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 4488ft3 
27 $ 13527 $ 738 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 467083 
2E: $ 1:3527 $ 738 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 485592 
29 .f 1:3527 $ 738 $ 4486 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 ,.f +0 $ 0 $ 504:34:3 
:30 $ 13527 $ 7:38 $ 4741 $ 2:35 $ 2246 $ 359:3 $ -+(:1 $ 0 $ 52942:3 
--
*"' *.., = BREA~:E'·,'EU ','EAR 1-' 0'1 
co 
CASE NUMBER: 8 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUt-lD EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL E~lERG'f COST 
F I NANC I tlG RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
12.00~: 
1.50% 
0. 00~·: 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN. CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
C0~1PARAT I VE SU~1MARY OF RUNt! I NG TOTALS 
'r'EAR A/C; E.-··s 
0 $ 11563 $ 21724 
1 $ 22225 $ :33734 
2 $ 32959 $ 45820 
3 $ 43785 $ 57984 
4 $ 54721 $ 70241 
5 $ 66102 $ 82659 
6 $ 77883 $ 9512:3 
7 $ 89795 .$1076'3'3 
8 $101844 $120394 
9 $114028 $133211 
10 $128635 $14696'3 
11 $141076 $159998 
12 $153639 $173121 
13 $166331 $1:36344 
14 $178'~67 $19'~672 
15 $200091 $214778 
BREAKEVE~j '(EAR = ~:a 
')'EAR 
115 
17 
18 
1 '3 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
.-, _, 
~· 
.-.. ~ 
.:.•::i 
2'31 
:30 
$ 93500 
$ 950 
s0. ee:~ 
14.00% 
2.00% 
0. 00~: 
$ 18700 
$ 748 
$ 0 
$ 419 
$ 1496 
$ :361 
$ 21724 
AHT "r'EAR 
A/G 
$21:3023 
$226115 
$239376 
$252817 
$270418 
$284248 
$2'38290 
$312555 
$327057 
$:342811 
$357:327 
$373122 
$388712 
$404614 
$445601 
= 
BREFtK-EVnl AT AHT: 
8 
169 
E,.-·3 
.$228335 
$242016 
$255829 
$269781 
$285305 
$299559 
.$313977 
$328568 
$34334:3 
$3584'?0 
$:373663 
$38905.3 
$404672 
$420533 
$442723 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHHUAL COSTS: CottVE tH I OUAL HOI'IE: CASE NUt1BER: 8 
NORTGAGE HONEOlmERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUt-lUIHG 
'•'EAR COST I HSURA~lCE PA ItH IttG FO:EPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
1 $ 9446 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 22225 
2 $ 9446 $ 412 $ 1295 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 32959 
3 $ 9446 $ 430 $ 1369 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 4:3785 
4 $ 9446 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 
'* 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 54721 5 $ 9446 $ 494 $ 1529 $ 331 $ 0 $ e $ -610 $ 191 $ t:6102 
6 $ 9446 $ 52:3 $ 1616 $ a $ a $ 0 $ +a $ 191 $ 77883 
7 $ 9446 $ 56t: $ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ 191 $ 89795 
8 $ 9446 $ 606 $ 18a6 $ a $ a $ a $ +0 $ 191 $ 1a1844 
9 $ 9446 $ 638 $ 19a9 $ e $ a $ e $ +a $ 191 $ 114a28 
10 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 $ a $ +0 $ 191 $ 128635 
11 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 2132 $ 0 $ a $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 141076 
12 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 .t 0 $ a $ +a $ 191 $ 153t:39 
13 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 2383 
* 
0 .f 0 $ a $ +0 $ 191 $ 166331 
14 $ '3446 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 178967 
15 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ 0 '* 7768 $ tO i a :t: 2o0091 
16 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 2814 $ a $ a $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 21302:3 
17 
* 
9446 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ a .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 226115 
18 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 3143 $ a $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ a :t 239376 
19 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 3323 $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ 0 $ 252817 
2a .$ 9446 $ 672 .f 3512 $ 760 $ :3211 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 27a418 
21 $ 944t: $ 672 $ 3712 $ a $ a $ 0 $ +a $ a :t 284248 
22 $ 9446 $ 672 * 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 298290 
23 $ 9446 $ 672 * 4147 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 312555 
24 $ 9446 $ 672 * 4:384 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +a $ 0 $ 327057 
25 
* 
9446 $ 672 $ 46:34 $ 1002 $ 0 $ 0 $ +a $ 0 $ 342811 
26 $ 9446 $ 672 .f 4898 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 357827 
27 $ 9446 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 t 0 $ +0 $ a $ 373122 
28 .f 9446 $ 672 .f 5472 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 388712 
2'~ $ 9446 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ a $ a $ +0 $ (1 $ 404614 
*~** $ 944t: $ 672 .f 6114 $ 13;"!3 .f 5590 $17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 445601 
*••* : BREAKEVEH YEAR f-' 
-...1 
0 
SUr·11'1AR'( OF ALL At·HIUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CA·:.E HUr·tBER: 8 
r·tORTGAGE 1 HOMEOW~tERS At·ltlUAL 1 EXTERIoR 1 HVAC 1 ROOF 
l'EAR I COST I HSURAt-lCE EtiERGV PA lilT HtG REPLACE. NA lttl. 
I OPP. I A~l. 
COST P~tl 
I RUHtt I tlG 
TOTAL 
0 $ 21724 
1 $ 10637 $ 42:3 .f 950 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 .f +0 $ 0 $ 33734 
2 $ 106:37 $ 445 $ 1004 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 45820 
3 $ 10637 $ 466 .f 1061 $ 0 $ 0 :$ 0 :$ +0 $ 0 $ 57984 
4 $ 10637 $ 4'39 $ 1122 $ e :$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 70241 
5 $ 10637 $ 536 $ 1186 $ 59 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 82659 
.;; $ 10637 $ 574 $ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 95123 
7 $ 106:37 $ 61:3 :$ 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 107699 
8 $ 106:37 $ 658 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 120394 
9 $ 106:37 $ 700 $ 1480 $ 0 $ 0 :$ 0 :$ +0 $ 0 $ 133211 
10 $ 10637 $ 738 $ 1565 $ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 14696'3 
11 $ 10637 $ 738 $ 1654 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 159998 
12 $ 10637 $ 738 $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 :$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 173121 
13 $ 106:37 $ 738 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 186344 
14 $ 10637 $ 738 $ 1953 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 199672 
15 $ 10637 $ 738 $ 2064 $ 102 $ 0 $ 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 214778 
16 $ 10637 $ 738 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 228335 
17 $ 10637 $ 738 $ 2306 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 242016 
18 $ 106:37 $ 7:38 $ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 255829 
1'3 $ 10637 $ 738 $ 2577 $ 0 $ 0 :i 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 269781 
20 $ 10637 $ 7:38 $ 2724 $ 135 $ 1290 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 285305 
21 $ 10637 $ 738 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 299559 
22 $ 10637 $ 738 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 313977 
23 $ 10637 $ 738 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 328568 
24 $ 10637 $ 738 $ 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 343343 
25 $ 106:37 $ 7:3:3 $ 3594 $ 178 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 358490 
26 $ 10637 $ 738 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :373663 
27 $ 106:37 $ 738 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 389053 
28 $ 106:37 $ 738 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 .f +0 $ 0 $ 404672 
2'3 $ 106:37 $ 738 $ 4486 $ 0 $ ~3 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 42053:3 
'*~** $ 10o37 $ 738 $ 4741 $ 235 $ 2246 $ 3593 $ HI $ 0 $ 442723 
**** = BREAKEVEH \'EAR I-' 
--...1 
I-' 
CASE NUMBER: '3 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROU~m EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90.00~ 
18. 00~~ 
1.50~ 
0.00::0: 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5. 70~~ 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 38:3 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR'•' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
'~EAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 11563 $ 21724 
1 $ 26613 $ 38096 
2 $ 41735 $ 54544 
3 $ 56949 $ 71070 
4 $ 72273 $ 87689 
5 $ 88042 $1134469 
6 :$104211 $121295 
... $120511 $138233 ( 
8 $136948 $155290 
9 $153520 $172469 
10 $172515 $190589 
11 $1:39344 $207980 
12 $2136295 $225465 
13 $223375 $243050 
14 $240590 $260740 
15 $266293 $2813208 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = ~:(1 
'r'EAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
.-) .... 
.:..:. 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$ 93500 
$ 950 
80.00% 
20.00% 
2.00% 
0.00% 
$ 18700 
$ 748 
$ 0 
$ 419 
$ 1496 
$ 361 
.$ 21724 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$28:3804 
$301475 
$319315 
$337144 
$359133 
= 
$377351-
$395781 
$414434 
$433324 
$453466 
$472870 
$492553 
$512531 
$532821 
.$5781 '36 
BREAI<-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
172 
E/S 
$298127 
$316170 
$334345 
$352659 
$372545 
$391161 
$409941 
$428894 
$448031 
$41:57540 
$487075 
$506827 
$526808 
$547031 
$573583 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHHUAL COSTS: COilVEIH I CtiAL HOI·1E: CASE llUNBER: 9 
MORTGAGE HONEOWtiERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUIH-liUG 
'1'EAR COST I I·~SURAUCE PAINTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
1 $ 13834 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 $ e $ -610 $ 191 $ 26613 
2 $ 13834 $ 412 $ 1295 $ e $ e $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 41735 
3 $ 13834 $ 430 $ 1369 $ 0 $ 0 
* 
e $ -610 $ 191 $ 56949 
4 $ 138:34 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 
* 
e .f: 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 72273 
5 $ 13834 $ 494 $ 1529 $ 331 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 88042 
6 $ 13834 $ 528 $ 1616 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 104211 
7 $ 13834 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 120511 
8 $ 13834 $ 6(16 $ 1806 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 136948 
9 $ 13834 $ 638 $ 1909 :$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 :$ 191 $ 153520 
10 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 :$ 1845 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 172515 
11 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 2132 $ a $ 0 .f: 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 189344 
12 $ 138:34 $ 672 $ 2254 .f 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 206295 
1 :3 $ 138:34 $ 672 $ 2::::83 $ e $ 0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 223375 
14 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ e 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 24059G 
15 $ 13834 $672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ e * 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 266293 
16 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 .$ 0 * 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 283804 17 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 
* 
e $ 0 $ +0 .f 191 $ 301475 
18 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 .$ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 319315 
19 $ 138:34 $ 672 $ 3323 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 337144 
20 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 3512 $ 760 $ 3211 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 359133 
21 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 3712 $ 0 :f 0 $ 0 $ +0 :f e :f 377:351 
2"' 0:. $ 138:34 $ 672 $ 3':124 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f 395781 
23 $ 1:383-1- $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 414434 
24 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 $ 0 $ e $ +0 $ 0 $ 433:324 
25 $ 138:34 $ 672 $ 4t:34 $ 1002 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 45:3466 
26 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 472870 
27 $ 138:34 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 492553 
28 $ 1383-1- $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 .f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 5125:31 
29 $ 13834 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ a * 532821 
**** 
$ 138"34 $ 672 $ 6114 $ 1323 $ 5590 :f17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 578196 
**** = BREAKEVEtl YEAR 1-' 
-.J 
w 
SUMMARY OF ALL A~HUAL COSTS: EARTH SHEL TEl<:: CASE ~Wr·1BER: 9 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTEI<:IOR H'v'AC RUI·H-l I HG 
'lEAR COST IHSUF.:A~CE Pft IIH I NG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 21724 
1 f 14999 $ 423 $ 950 :$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 :$ +0 $ 0 $ 38096 
2 $ 14999 :$ 445 $ 1004 $ 0 :$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 54544 
3 $ 14999 $ 466 $ 1061 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 711370 
4 $ 14999 $ 49'~ $ 1122 $ 0 $ 0 :$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 87689 
5 $ 14999 $ 536 $ 1186 $ 59 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 104469 
6 $ 14999 $ 574 $ 1253 $ 0 $ I) .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 121295 
7 $ 14999 :$ 61:3 $ 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ I) $ 13823:3 
8 $ 14999 $ 658 $ 1400 $ 0 $ I) $ I) $ +0 $ 0 $ 155290 
9 $ 14999 $ 700 $ 1480 $ I) $ 0 :$ 0 $ +0 $ I) $ 172469 
10 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 1565 :$ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 190589 
11 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 1654 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 207980 
12 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 225465 
1:3 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 243050 
14 $ 14999 $ 7:38 $ 1'~5:3 $ 0 $ 0 .f. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 260740 
15 $ 149'~9 $ 738 $ 2064 $ 102 $ 0 $ 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 280208 
16 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 298127 
17 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 2:306 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +a $ 0 $ 316170 
18 $ 1499'~ $ 738 :$ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ a :f 334:345 
19 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 2577 $ 0 $ a $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 352659 
20 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 2724 $ 135 $ 12':l0 .f. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 372545 
21 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 391161 
22 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 409941 
23 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 428894 
24 $ 149'~9 $ 738 $ 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 4480:31 
25 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 3594 $ 178 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 467540 
26 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 487075 
27 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 4015 $ 0 :f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 506827 
28 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 4244 t 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 526808 
29 $ 14999 $ 738 $ 4486 $ e $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ e i 547031 
**** 
$ 14999 $ 7:38 $ 4741 $ 235 $ 2246 $ 3593 $ +0 $ 0 $ 573~8:3 
* * * * "' BREAVEVEU ~'EAR 1--' -.1 
.p. 
CASE NUMBER: 10 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE PO I tHS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
:$ 1225 
':=10.00}.; 
13.50!:-;; 
1. 130~ 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.a0% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 765 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11180 
COMPARATIVE :3UMMARY OF RUNNING TOTAL:3 
'tEAR A/G E/S 
a $ 11180 $ 20976 
1 $ 22929 $ 32627 
2 $ 34750 $ 44354 
3 $ 46663 $ 56159 
4 $ 58686 $ 68057 
5 $ 71154 $ 80116 
6 $ 84000 $ 92221 
7 $ 96977 $104438 
8 $110a91 $116774 
9 $123340 $129232 
10 $139012 $142631 
11 $152518 $1553131 
12 $166146 $1681365 
13 $1799133 $181392'3 
14 $193795 $193898 
15 $216175 $208645 
BREAKEVEN 'tEAR = l 5 
'r'EAR 
16 
17 
18 
1'3 
20 
21 
:22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
~ . ., 
0:.1 
28 
29 
30 
$ '33500 
:$ 950 
80.00% 
13.50:·~ 
1.a0~ 
0.00~ 
$ 187a0 
$ 748 
$ a 
$ 419 
$ 748 
$ 361 
$ 20976 
AHT YEAR 
Ad:; 
$230172 
$244:329 
$25865.5 
$273161 
$291827 
= 
$306722 ' 
$321829 
$337159 
$352726 
$369545 
$385626 
$401986 
$418641 
$4356138 
$477660 
BREAK-E'·iEN A.T AHT: 
8 
175 
E/S 
$221843 
$235165 
$248619 
$262212 
$277377 
$291272 
$305331 
$319563 
$333979 
$348767 
$363581 
$378612 
$393872 
$409374 
$431205 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: CONVENTIONAL HOME: CASE NU1·1BER: 10 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUtmi t~G 
'r'EAR I COST INSURANCE PAINTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 11180 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -588 $ 191 $ 22929 
2 f 10511 $ 412 $ 1295 $ 0 f 0 $ 0 $ -588 $ 191 $ 34750 
:3 $ 10511 $ 430 $ 1369 $ (j $ 0 $ 0 $ -588 $ 191 $ 461)63 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ (j .f 0 .f 0 $ -588 $ 191 $ 58686 
5 $ 10511 $ 4'34 $ 1529 $ 331 $ 0 $ 0 $ -588 .f 191 $ 71154 
b $ 10511 $ 528 $ 1616 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 84000 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 96977 
8 $ 10511 $ 606 $ 1806 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 110091 
9 $ 10511 $ 638 $ 1909 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 123340 
10 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 .f 1845 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 139012 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2132 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 152518 
12 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 166146 
13 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2383 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 179903 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 193795 
**'** 
$ 10511 $ 672 .f 2662 $ 576 $ 0 $ 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 216175 
16 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 230172 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 244329 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 258655 
19 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3323 $ e $ 1] $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 273161 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3512 $ 760 $ 3211 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 291827 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3712 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 306722 
22 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 321829 
2.3 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 337159 
24 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 352726 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4634 $ 1002 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :369545 
2b $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4898 $ e $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 385626 
27 $ 105 t.1 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 401986 
28 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 418641 
2'3 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 435608 
30 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 6114 $ 132:3 $ 5590 $17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 477660 
*'**'* ; BREAKEVEN YEAR 1-' 
-.1 
0) 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHNUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE tlllf·1BER: 10 
110RTGAGE HOI·1EOI~IlERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUilH I l·lG 
~'EAR COST IUSURANCE PAIHTIHG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 20976 
1 $ 10278 $ 42:3 $ 950 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 32627 
~, 
.:. $ 10278 $ 445 $ 1004 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 i 44354 
:3 $ 10278 $ 466 $ 1061 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 56159 
4 $ 10278 $ 49'3"1 .. 1122 $ 0 $ 0 .. 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f 68057 
5 $ 10278 $ 536 $ 1186 $ 59 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 80116 
6 $ 10278 $ 574 $ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 .. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 92221 
7 $ 10278 $ 6 t:3 $ 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 104438 
8 $ 10278 $ 658 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f 116774 
9 $ 10278 $ 700 $ 1480 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f 12~232 
10 .$ 10278 $ 738 $ 1565 $ 77 $ 741 .. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 142631 
11 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1654 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 155:301 
12 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1748 .$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 .. +0 $ 0 i 168065 
1:3 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 $ ~ $ +0 $ 0 i 180929 
14 .. 10278 $ 738 $ 1953 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 193898 
**** 
$ 10278 $ 738 $ 2064 $ 102 $ 0 $ 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 208645 
16 $ 10278 $ 7:38 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 221843 
17 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2306 $ 0 $ 0 .. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 235165 
18 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 248619 
19 $ 10278 $ 738 .f 2577 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 262212 
20 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2724 $ 1:35 $ 1290 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 277377 
21 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 291272 
22 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 305331 
23 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 :t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 319563 
24 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 33:3979 
25 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3594 $ 178 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 348767 
26 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 .f +0 $ 0 $ 363581 
27 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f :378612 
28 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 393872 
2'3 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4486 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 409.374 
30 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4741 $ 235 $ 2246 :f 3593 $ +0 $ 0 $ 4:31205 
**** ; BREAKEVEH YEAR 1-' 
-..1 
-..1 
CASE NUMBER: 11 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
13.50% 
4. 00}: 
0.08~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION PATE: 
5.78% 
5.70% 
6.00~ REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 3860 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 13475 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUN~UNG TOTALS 
'!'EAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 13475 $ 23220 
1 $ 25227 $ 34871 
2 $ 37051 $ 46598 
3 $ 48967 $ 58403 
4 $ 60993 :$ 70301 
5 $ 73464 $ 82360 
6 $ 86310 $ 94465 
7 $ 99287 $106682 
8 $112401 $11901:3 
9 $125650 $131476 
10 $141322 $144875 
11 $154828 $157545 
12 $168456 $17030'? 
13 $182213 $183173 
14 $196105 $196142 
15 $218485 $21088'3 
BREAKEVEN 'tEAR = ] 5 
YEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
.23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2'3 
30 
$ '33580 
$ 950 
80. 00~: 
13.50% 
4.00% 
0.80~ 
$ 18780 
$ 748 
$ 0 
$ 419 
$ 2992 
$ 361 
$ 23220 
AHT 'I' EAR 
A/G 
$232482 
$246639 
$260965 
$275471 
$294137 
= 
$309032· 
$324139 
:$339469 
$355036 
$371855 
$387936 
$404296 
$420951 
$437918 
$479970 
BREAK-EVEN AT AHT: 
:3 
178 
E/8 
$224087 
$237409 
$250863 
$264456 
$279621 
:$293516 
:$307575 
$321807 
$336223 
$351011 
$365825 
$380856 
$396116 
$411618 
$433449 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHHUAL COSTS: COtNEtH I OHAL H0~1E: CASE HUNBER: 11 
MORTGAGE HONEOloltlERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUNtliNG 
'r'EAR COST I t~SURAHCE PAIHTIHG REPLACE, TOTAL 
0 $ 13475 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -585 $ 191 $ 25227 
2 $ 10511 $ 412 $ 1295 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -585 $ 191 $ 37051 
3 $ 10511 $ 430 $ 1369 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -585 $ 191 $ 48967 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -585 $ 191 $ 60993 
5 $ 10511 $ 4'H $ 1529 $ 331 $ 0 $ 0 $ -585 $ 191 $ 73464 
6 $ 10511 $ 528 $ 1616 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 86310 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 99287 
8 $ 10511 $ 606 $ 1806 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 112401 
9 $ 10511 $ 638 :$ 1909 :$ 0 $ 0 :$ 0 :$ +0 $ 191 $ 125650 
10 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 141322 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2132 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 154828 
12 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 168456 
13 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2383 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 182213 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 196105 
**** 
$ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ 0 $ 7768 $ +0 :$ 191 $ 218485 
16 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 232482 
17 
'* 10511 $ 672 .f 2974 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 24663'j 18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ B $ 260':.165 
19 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3:323 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 275471 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3512 $ 760 $ :3211 f. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 294137 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 :$ 3712 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 :$ +0 :$ 9 :$ :309032 
22 $ 10511 $ 672 .$ 3':;.24 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 324 t:39 
2'3 .$ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 339469 
24 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 355036 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 46:34 :$ 1002 $ 0 :$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 371855 
2b $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 387936 
27 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 :$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 404296 
28 .f 10511 $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 420951 
2'~ $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 437918 
30 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 6114 $ 1:323 $ 5590 $1?842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 479970 
'**** = BREAI<EVEtl ~'EAR 1--' 
--.1 
\0 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: EARTH ·::.HEL TER: CASE Nlii1BER: 11 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUt·lN I t·lG 
YEAR COST INSURANCE PAINTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 23220 
1 $ 10278 $ 423 $ 950 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 34871 
2 $ 10278 $ 445 $ 1004 '$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 46598 
:3 $ 10278 $ 466 $ 1061 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 58403 
4 $ 10278 $ 499 $ 1122 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 70:301 
5 $ 10278 $ 536 $ 1186 $ 59 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 82360 
6 $ 10278 $ 574 $ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 94465 
7 $ 10278 $ 613 $ 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 106682 
8 $ 10278 $ 658 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 119018 
9 $ 10278 $ 700 $ 1480 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 131476 
10 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1565 $ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 144875 
11 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1654 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 157545 
12 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 170309 
1:3 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 183173 
14 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1953 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 196142 
iHdHf $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2064 $ 102 $ 0 $ 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 210889 
16 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 9 $ 224087 
17 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2306 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 237409 
18 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2438 $ 0 . .f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 250863 
19 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2577 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 264456 
20 $ Hl278 $ 738 $ 2724 $ 135 $ 1290 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 279621 
21 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 293516 
.-... -.. 
.:...:.. $ 10278 $ 738 $ :3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 307575 
23 $ 10278 $ 7:38 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 321807 
24 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 336223 
25 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3594 $ 178 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 35HH 1 
26 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 365825 
27 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 380856 
28 $ 10278 $ 73::: $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 396116 
29 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4486 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 411618 
30 $ 10278 $ 7:38 $ 4741 $ 2:35 $ 2246 .t 3593 $ +0 $ 0 $ 433449 
~*** ; BREAkEVEN YEAR f-' (X) 
0 
CASE NUMBER: 12 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90. 00:·: 
13.50% 
1.50:Y. 
8.80% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SU~1MAR~' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 11563 $ 23220 
1 $ 23281 $ 34871 
2 $ 34911 $ 46598 
3 $ 46713 $ 58403 
4 $ 58625 $ 70301 
5 $ 70982 $ 82360 
6 $ :33828 $ 94465 
7 $ 96805 $106682 
8 $109919 $119018 
9 $123168 $131476 
ta $1388413 $144875 
l1 $152346 $157545 
12 $165974 $1713309 
13 $179731 $183173 
14 $193623 $1'316142 
15 $2161303 $21088'3 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = l 5 
I ' 
'r'EAR 
11;) 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
~a3 
$ 93500 
$ 958 
80.80% 
13.50:Y. 
4.00:';, 
0. 80~~ 
$ 18700 
$ 748 
$ 0 
$ 419 
$ 2992 
$ 361 
$ 23220 
AHT 'lEAR 
A/G 
$230000 
$244157 
$25848.3 
$272989 
$291655 
= 
$306550 . 
$321657 
$336987 
$352554 
$369373 
$385454 
$401814 
$418469 
$435436 
$477488 
BREAK-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
. 181 
E/S 
$224087 
$237409 
$250863 
$264456 
$279621 
.$293516 
$307575 
$321807 
$336223 
$351011 
$365825 
$380856 
$396116 
$411618 
$43344'3 
SUNNAR'.' OF ALL At·llll!AL COSTS: CotlVENT I OUAL HONE: CASE tlUNBER: 12 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUtmlt-!G 
'!'EAR COST 11-lSURANCE PAINTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 :$ 11563 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 .$ 0 $ a $ 0 $ -699 $ 191 $ 2:32a1 
2 $ 10511 $ 412 $ 1295 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -699 :$ 191 :$ 34911 
3 $ 10511 $ 4:3a $ 1369 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -699 $ 191 $ 46713 
4 $ 1a511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ a $ a $ 0 $ -699 $ 191 $ 58625 
5 $ 10511 $ 494 $ 152';1 $ 331 $ 0 $ 0 $ -699 $ 191 $ 70982 
6 $ 10511 $ 52:3 $ 1616 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 83828 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 968a5 
8 $ 10511 $ 606 $ 1806 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 1099!9 
9 $ 10511 $ 638 $ 1909 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 123168 
10 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 $ a :$ +a :$ 191 :$ 13884a 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2132 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +a $ 191 $ 152346 
1" .... $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +a $ 191 $ 165974 
13 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2383 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 179731 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2518 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 193623 
'**** 
$ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ 0 $ 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 2160a3 
16 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 230000 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ a $ 244157 
18 $ 1a511 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 $ a $ 0 $ +0 $ a $ 25848:3 
19 $ 1a511 $ 672 .$ 3323 $ a $ 0 .t a $ +0 $ 0 $ 272989 
2a $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3512 $ 760 $ 3211 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 291655 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3712 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ a $ 306550 
22 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +a $ a i 321657 
23 $ 1a511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ a $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ a :t: 336987 
24 $ 1a511 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 $ a $ a $ +0 $ a i 352554 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4634 $ 1a02 $ 0 $ 0 $ +a • a :t: 369373 
26 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4898 $ a $ a $ 0 $ +a $ a i 385454 
27 $ 1051.1 $ 672 $ 5177 $ a $ a $ 0 $ +a $ a $ 401814 
28 $ 1a511 $ 672 $ 5472 $ a $ a $ a $ +0 $ a $ 418469 
29 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ a i 4:35436 
3€1 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 6114 $ 132:3 $ 5590 $17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 477488 
***'* = BREA~EVEH YEAR 1-' 
CXl 
N 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE tiUMBER: 12 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUt·Hl I llG 
'I' EAR COST INSURAilCE PA ItlT It~G REF'LACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 23220 
1 $ 1a278 $ 423 .t 95a $ 0 $ a .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 34871 
.-, 
0:.. .$ ta278 $ 445 .$ 10a4 $ 0 $ a .t a $ +a $ 0 $ 46598 
3 $ 10278 $ 4t>6 $ 1061 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +a $ 0 $ 58403 
4 $ 10278 $ 49•;, $ 1122 $ 0 $ 0 t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 70301 
5 $ 10278 $ 536 $ 1186 $ 59 $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ 0 $ 82360 
b .$ 10278 $ 574 $ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 t +0 $ e :t 94465 
7 $ 10278 $ 613 .$ 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 1a6682 
8 $ 10278 $ 658 .$ 14a0 
* 
0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 119018 
9 $ 10278 $ 700 * 1480 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 131476 
10 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1565 $ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 ,f 0 $ 144875 
11 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1654 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 157545 
1.-, 
0:.. .$ 10278 $ 738 $ 1748 $ 0 $ (1 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 170309 
13 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 18:3173 
14 $ 10278 $ 738 .$ 195:3 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 19€142 
**** $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2064 $ 102 $ 0 t 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 210889 
1b $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 224087 
17 $ 10278 $ 73:3 $ 2306 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 ,f 0 $ 237409 
18 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 250863 
19 $ 10278 $ 738 .$ 2577 $ 0 $ 0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 264456 
20 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2724 $ 135 $ 12'30 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 279621 
21 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 293516 
22 $ 10278 $ 738 .$ 304:3 .$ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 ,f 0 $ 307575 
2:3 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ e $ +0 $ e $ :321807 
24 $ 1€1278 $ 738 .f 340€1 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 336223 
25 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3594 $ 178 $ 0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ e :t :351011 
26 $ 1€1278 $ 738 $ 3798 $ 0 $ e $ e $ +0 $ 0 $ 365825 
·;."":;II 
-t $ 1€127.8 $ 738 $ 4€115 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 380856 
28 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4244 $ 0 .f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 396116 
29 $ 10278 $ 73:3 .$ 4486 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 411618 
30 $ 10278 .f 738 $ 4741 $ 235 $ 2246 $ :3593 $ +0 $ e :t 433449 
***~ :: BREAKEVEtl '!'EAR 1-' 00 
w 
CASE NUMBER: 13 
COST FACTOR 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCT! ON 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
PARAMETERS ARE AS 
ABOVE GROUND 
:$ 85000 
:$ 1225 
90.00% 
18.50% 
1.50% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION ~ATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT :$ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. :$ 383 
PREPAID INS. :$ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST :$ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR'•' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S YEAR 
0 $ 11563 $ 21683 
1 $ 23293 $ :33292 16 
2 $ 35895 $ 44974 17 
3 $ 46989 $ 56732 18 
4 $ 58993 :$ 68581 19 
5 $ 71442 $ 80586 20 
6 $ :34288 $ 92634 21 
7 $ 97265 $104 78'3 22 
8 $110379 $117059 23 
9 $123628 $129447 24 
10 $1:39300 $142773 25 
11 $152806 $155369 26 
12 $166434 $168059 27 
13 $1:30191 $180849 28 
14 $194083 $193744 29 
15 $216463 $208418 30 
FOLLOWS: 
EARTH SHELTER 
$ 93500 
$ 950 
80. 00~: 
13.50% 
2.00% 
10.00% 
$ 18700 
$ 748 
:$ 0 
$ 378 
:$ 1496 
$ 361 
:$ 21683 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$230460 
$244617 
$25894.3 
$273449 
$292115 
$307010 
$322117 
$337447 
$353014 
$369833 
$385'314 
$402274 
$418929 
$435896 
$477948 
= 8 
BREAKEVEN 't'EAR = 14 BREAk-E'·.iE~l AT AHT: 
184 
E/S 
$221542 
$234790 
$248170 
$261689 
$276781 
$290602 
$304587 
$318745 
$333087 
$347802 
$362542 
$377499 
$392685 
$408113 
$429871 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHHUAL COSTS: COtlVEtlT I OUAL HOf·1E: CASE HUt·1BER: 13 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWtlERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUWHNG 
'•'EAR COST INSURANCE PAINTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ -607 $ 191 $ 2329:3 
2 $ 10511 $ 412 $ 1295 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -607 $ 191 $ 35095 
:3 $ 10511 $ 430 $ 1369 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -607 $ 191 $ 46989 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -607 $ 191 $ 58993 
5 $ 10511 $ 494 $ 1529 $ 331 $ 0 $ 0 $ -607 $ 191 $ 71442 
6 $ 10511 $ 528 $ 1616 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 84288 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 97265 
8 $ 10511 $ 606 $ 1806 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 110379 
9 $ 10511 $ 6:38 $ 1909 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 123628 
10 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 139300 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 21:32 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 152806 
12 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 .f 191 $ 166434 
1:3 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2383 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 180191 
**** 
$ 10511 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 194083 
15 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ 0 $ 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 216463 
16 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 230460 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 244617 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 .f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 258943 
19 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3323 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 273449 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3512 $ 760 $ :3211 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 292115 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ :3712 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 307010 
?·-, 
-.:.. $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 322117 
23 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :33744 7 
24 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 353014 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4634 $ 1002 $ 0 * 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 369833 
.., .-
""t' $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 385914 
27 $ 1051.1 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 402274 
28 .f 10511 $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ e i 418929 
29 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 $ e $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 4:35896 
:30 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 6114 $ 1:323 $ 5590 $17842 $ +0 $ e $ 477948 
**** = BREAKEVEN YEAR 1-' CD 
(J1 
SUI·1NAR't OF ALL AUHUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE t·lU~1BER: 13 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUI·Hllt-IG 
YEAR COST INSURAUCE PAIHTIHG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 21t583 
1 $ 1a278 $ 381 $ 95a $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ 0 $ 3:3292 
2 $ 10278 $ 4(10 $ 1004 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 44974 
3 $ 10278 $ 420 $ 1 a61 $ 0 $ a $ a $ +0 $ 0 $ 56732 
4 $ 10278 $ 44';1 $ 1122 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 68581 
5 $ 10278 $ 482 $ 1186 $ 59 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 80586 
6 $ 10278 $ 517 * 125:3 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 92634 
7 $ 10278 $ 552 $ 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 10478'~ 
8 $ 1a278 $ 592 $ 14a0 $ 0 $ a $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 117059 
9 $ 1a278 $ 63a $ 1480 $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ a :f 129447 
10 $ 1a278 $ 664 $ 1565 $ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ a :f 142~''73 
11 $ 1a278 $ 664 $ 1654 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 155369 
12 $ 1a278 $ 664 $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 168059 
13 $ 10278 $ 664 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 180849 
**** 
$ 10278 $ 664 $ 1953 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 193744 
15 $ 10278 $ 664 $ 2064 $ 102 $ 0 $ 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 208418 
115 $ 10278 $ 664 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 221542 
17 $ 10278 $ 664 $ 2306 $ 0 $ 0 t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 234790 
18 $ 10278 $ 664 $ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 248170 
19 $ 10278 $ 664 $ 2577 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 261689 
20 $ 10278 $ 664 $ 2724 $ 1:35 $ 1290 $ 0 $ HI $ 0 $ 276781 
21 $ 10278 $ 664 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 290602 
22 $ 10278 $ 664 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 304587 
23 $ 10278 $ 664 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 318745 
24 $ 10278 $ 664 $ 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 333087 
25 $ 10278 $ 664 $ 35'H $ 178 $ 0 :t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 347802 
2t) $ 10278 $ 664 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 362542 
27 $ 1a2?8 $ 664 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 377499 
28 $ 1a278 $ 664 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 392685 
29 $ 10278 $ 664 $ 4486 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 408113 
30 $ 10278 $ 664 $ 4741 $ 235 $ 2246 $ 3593 $ +0 $ 0 $ 429871 
~**~ : BREAKEYEH YEAR 1-' co 
0'\ 
CASE NUMBER: 14 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCT! ON 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90.00~ 
13.50~ 
1.50~ 
0.00~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST .$ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF RUNNING TOTALS 
'tEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 11563 $ 21620 
1 $ 23297 $ 33165 
2 $ :35103 $ 44781 
3 $ 47001 $ 56469 
4 $ 59009 $ 68243 
5 $ 71462 $ 80168 
6 $ 84308 $ 92130 
7 $ 97285 $104193 
8 $110399 $116364 
9 $123648 $128647 
10 $139320 $141862 
11 $152826 $154347 
12 $1156454 $166927 
13 $180211 $179606 
14 $194103 $192391 
15 $216483 $206953 
BREAKEVEN 't'EAR = l3 
'r'EAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$ 93500 
$ 950 
81:3. 00:·: 
13.50~ 
2.00% 
25. 00/~ 
$ 18700 
$ 748 
$ 0 
$ 315 
$ 1496 
$ 361 
$ 21620 
AHT 'r'EAR 
A/G 
$230480 
$244637 
$25896.3 
$273469 
$292135 
= 
$307030' 
$322137 
$337467 
$353034 
$369853 
$385934 
$41:32294 
.$418949 
$435916 
$477968 
BREAK-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
187 
E...-·s 
$219967 
$233104 
$246374 
$259782 
$274763 
$288473 
$302348 
$316395 
$330627 
$345230 
$359860 
$374706 
$389782 
$405099 
$426746 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: CONVENTIONAL HOME: CASE t·Wt•1BER: 14 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUttNING 
'!'EAR COST ItlSURANCE PAIUTIUG REPLACE. TOTAL 
f) $ 11563 
1 $ 10511 $ 41£) $ 1225 $ u $ 0 $ 0 $ -603 $ 191 $ 23297 
2 $ 10511 $ 412 $ 1295 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -603 .$ 191 $ 35103 
:3 $ 10511 $ 430 $ 1369 $ 0 .t 0 $ 0 $ -603 $ 1'31 $ 47001 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -603 $ 191 $ 59009 
5 $ 10511 $ 494 $ 1529 $ :331 $ 0 $ 0 $ -603 $ 191 $ 71462 
6 $ 10511 $ 528 $ 1616 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 84308 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 97285 
8 $ 10511 $ 606 $ 1806 $ 0 $ 0 ;f 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 110399 
9 $ 10511 $ 638 $ 1'309 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 123648 
10 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 $ 0 .f +0 $ 191 $ 139320 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2132 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 152826 
12 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 166454 
"***"* 
$ 10511 $ 672 $ 2:383 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 180211 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 194103 
15 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ 0 $ 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 216483 
16 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 230480 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 .t 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 2446:37 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 258963 
19 .t 10511 $ 672 $ :3:32:3 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +121 $ 0 $ 273469 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3512 $ 760 $ .3211 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 292135 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3712 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 3070:30 
22 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 322137 
23 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 3:37467 
24 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 353034 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4634 $ 11Z102 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 369853 
26 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :385934 
27 $ 1051l $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 402294 
28 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 418919 
29 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ (1 $ 0 .f +0 $ 0 $ 435916 
30 $ 10511 $ 672 .t 6114 $ 1323 $ 5590 $17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 477968 
-
"**** = BREAKEYEN YEAR I-' co 
co 
SUI·INARY OF ALL AIIHURL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE NUI'IBER: 14 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWHERS E><:TERIOR HVAC RUI·IH I HG 
YEAR COST I HSURAI·ICE PAIHTIHG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 21620 
1 $ 10278 $ 317 $ 950 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 33165 
.-, 
.:.. $ 10278 $ 3:33 $ 1004 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 
* 
+0 $ 0 $ 44781 
3 $ 10278 :f 350 $ 1061 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 56469 
4 $ 10278 $ 374 $ 1122 .f 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f 68243 
5 $ 10278 $ -402 $ 1186 $ 59 $ (1 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 80168 
t) $ 10278 $ 431 $ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 92130 
7 $ 10278 $ 460 $ 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 104193 
8 $ 10278 $ 494 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 116364 
9 $ 10278 $ 525 $ 1480 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 128647 
10 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 1565 $ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 141862 
11 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 1654 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 154347 
1 .-. 
.:;; $ 10278 $ 554 $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 166927 
**"** 
$ 10278 $ 554 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 179606 
14 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 1953 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 1923'~1 
15 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 2064 $ 102 $ 0 .f 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 20695:3 
16 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 219967 
17 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 2306 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 2:33104 
18 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 246374 
19 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 2577 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 259782 
20 .f 10278 $ 554 $ 2724 $ 135 $ 1290 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 274715:3 
21 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 288473 
22 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 302:348 
2:3 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 3163'35 
24 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 3:30627 
25 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 3594 $ 178 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 345230 
26 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 359860 
27 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 374706 
.-},-. 
.:.0 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ Hi $ 0 $ 389782 
29 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 4486 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 405099 
30 $ 10278 $ 554 $ 4741 $ 235 $ 2246 $ 3593 $ +0 $ 0 $ 426746 
-
**** ; BREAKEVEH YEAR f-' 00 
1.0 
CASE NUMBER: 15 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROU~lD EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
F I NA~JC I NG RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90.00~'. 
13.50~:· 
1.50% 
0.00/. 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. I ~JS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
'tEAR A/G E/S 
a $ 11563 $ 21724 
1 $ 23290 $ 33030 
2 $ 35089 $ 44392 
3 $ 46980 $ 55812 
4 $ 58981 $ 67302 
5 $ 71427 $ 78930 
6 $ 84273 $ 90580 
7 $ 97250 $102316 
8 $110364 $114144 
9 $123613 $126065 
10 $139285 $138895 
11 $152791 $150'364 
12 $166419 $163093 
13 $180176 $175286 
14 $194068 $187546 
15 $216448 $201544 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = ] 0 
'tEAR 
16 
17 
18 
1'3 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2~ 
:30 
$ 93500 
$ 605 
80. a a:.-~ 
13.50/. 
2.00% 
a. 00~~ 
$ 18700 
$ 748 
$ a 
$ 419 
$ 1496 
$ 361 
$ 21724 
AHT 'r'EAR 
A/G 
$230445 
$244602 
$258928 
$273434 
$292100 
= 
$306995' 
$322102 
$337432 
$352999 
$369818 
$385899 
$402259 
$418914 
$435881 
$477933 
BREAK-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
190 
E ... ,-. 
'.::;. 
$213950 
$226435 
$23900:3 
$251660 
$265836 
$278685 
$291639 
$304703 
$317884 
$331367 
$344802 
$358375 
$372094 
$385967 
$406076 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: CONVENTIONAL HOME: CASE IHJt1BEI':: 15 
t·lORTGAGE I HOI'IEOI·H·lERS I Al·lt-IUAL I E:HER I OR I HVAC I ROOF 
\'EAR I COST HlSURfHlCE EIIERGY PA lilT I tlG REPLACE. I'IA ItH. 
I OPP. 
COST 
I AU. 
PMI 
IRUtlNING 
TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 .$ 0 .f. ~3 .$ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 23290 
2 $ 10511 $ 412 $ 1295 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 35089 
3 $ 10511 $ 430 .$ 1369 $ 0 $ 0 t 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 46980 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 t 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 58981 
5 $ 10511 $ 494 $ 1529 $ 331 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 71427 
6 $ 10511 $ 528 .$ 1616 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 8427:3 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 97250 
8 $ 10511 $ 6015 $ 1806 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 110364 
9 .$ 10511 $ 6:38 $ 1909 $ 0 $ 0 .f. 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 123613 
"**** 
.a: 10511 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 ::t 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 139285 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2132 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 152791 
12 $ 10511 $ 672 :f 2254 $ 0 .$ 0 $ 0 .a: +0 $ 191 $ 166419 
1:3 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2:383 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 180176 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 194068 
15 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ 0 $ 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 216448 
1b $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 $ e $ +0 $ 0 $ 23€1445 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 .f. 2974 $ 0 .a: 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 244602 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 .$ 0 $ 258928 
19 $ 10511 $ 672 .$ 3323 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 273434 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 $ :3512 $ 760 $ 3211 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 292100 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3712 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 3069'="5 
22 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 322102 
23 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 3374:32 
24 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 .$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 352999 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4ei:34 * 1002 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 369818 
26 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 .f: +0 $ 0 $ 385899 
27 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 402259 
28 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 
* 
0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 418914 
2'3 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 
* 
0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 .r 0 $ 435881 
30 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 6114  1323 $ 5590 $17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 477933 
**** = BREAKEVEH YEAR 1-' 1..0 
1-' 
sum·1ARY OF ALL AHtlUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE t~IJI-1BER: 15 
MORTGAGE HOI-lEOWtlERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUt·HUNG 
'lEAR COST HlSURAHCE PA lilT ItlG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 21724 
1 $ 10278 $ 423 $ 605 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 33030 
2 $ 10278 $ 445 $ 639 .$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 44392 
:3 $ 10278 $ 466 $ 676 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 55812 
4 $ 10278 $ 49';1 $ 714 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 67302 
5 $ 10278 $ 536 $ 755 $ 59 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 78930 
6 $ 10278 $ 574 .t 7';18 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 90580 
7 $ 10278 $ 613 $ 844 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 102:316 
8 $ 10278 $ 658 $ 892 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 114144 
9 $ 10278 $ 700 $ 943 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 126065 
**** 
$ 10278 $ 738 $ 996 $ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 138895 
11 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1053 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 150964 
1 -~· 
"" 
$ 10278 $ 738 $ 1113 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 16309:3 
1:3 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 175286 
14 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 187546 
15 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1:315 $ 102 $ 0 $ 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 201544 
16 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1390 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 213';l50 
17 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1469 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 226435 
18 $ 10278 $ 738 .t 1552 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 23900:3 
19 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1641 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 251660 
20 $ 10278 $ 7:38 $ 1735 $ 135 $ 1290 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 265836 
21 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1833 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 278685 
....... , 
"'-
$ 10278 $ 738 $ 19:38 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 291639 
23 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2048 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 304703 
24 $ 10278 $ 7:38 $ 2165 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 317884 
25 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2289 $ 178 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 .. 331:367 
26 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2419 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 344802 
27 .. 10278 $ 738 $ 2557 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 8 $ 358:375 
28 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2703 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 3720'34 
29 $ 10278 $ 73:3 $ 2857 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 385967 
30 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3019 $ 2.35 .. 2246 $ 3593 $ +0 $ 0 $ 406076 
-
**** = BREAKEVEH YEAR ...... \.0 
N 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHHUAL COSTS: COWv'EilT I OHAL H0~1E: CASE HUI1BER: 16 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUHUIHG 
YEAR COST IHSURAHCE PAIHTIUG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 23290 
2 $ 10511 $ 412 $ 1295 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 3~089 
3 $ 10511 $ 430 $ 1369 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 46980 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 .$ 0 .$ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 58981 
5 $ 10511 $ 494 $ 1529 $ 331 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 71427 
6 $ 10511 :$ 528 $ 1616 :$ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 :$ 191 :$ 84273 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 f 0 $ 0 $ +0 :$ 191 $ 97250 
8 $ 10511 $ 606 $ 1806 . $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 110364 
9 .$ 10511 $ 638 $ 1909 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 123613 
10 :$ 10511 $ 672 .$ 2017 $ 436 .$ 1845 :$ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 139285 
11 :$ 10511 $ 672 $ 2132 :$ 0 $ 0 :$ 0 $ +0 $ 191 :$ 152791 
12 :$ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 :$ 0 :$ 0 $ +0 .$ 191 $ 166419 
13 $ 10511 :$ 672 $ 2383 $ 0 .$ 0 $ 0 :$ +0 $ 191 :$ 180176 
14 :$ 10511 $ 672 .$ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 .$ +0 $ 191 :$ 194068 
ir*** $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ 0 :$ 7768 :$ +0 :$ 191 :$ 216448 
16 .$ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 230445 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 244602 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 :$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 258928 
19 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3323 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 :$ 0 :$ 273434 
20 :$ 10511 $ 672 :$ 3512 $ 760 .$ 3211 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 292100 
21 :$ 10511 $ 672 :$ 3712 $ 0 :$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 :$ 0 $ 306995 
22 :$ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 .$ 0 $ 322102 
23 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 :$ 0 :$ 0 $ 0 :$ +0 $ 0 $ 337432 
24 :$ 10511 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 :$ 0 $ 0 :$ +0 :$ 0 $ 352999 
25 :$ 10511 $ 672 $ 4634 :$ 1002 ·$ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :$ 369818 
26 $ 10511 $ 672 :$ 4898 :$ 0 :$ 0 :$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 385899 
27 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 :$ 0 :$ 402259 
28 .$ 10511 $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 418914 
29 .$ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 :$ 0 .f 0 :$ +0 $ 0 $ 435881 
30 :$ 10511 $ 672 .$ 6114 :$ 1323 :$ 5590 $17842 :$ +0 $ 0 $ 477933 
**** = BREAKEVEH YEAR I-' \0 
w 
CASE NUMBER: 16 
COST FACTOR 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
PARAMETERS ARE AS 
ABOVE GROUND 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90. 00/~ 
13.50% 
1.50% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. HlS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE :3U~1MAR~' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
'i'EAR A/G E/S 'rEAR 
0 $ 11563 $ 21724 
1 $ 23290 $ 33375 16 
2 $ 35089 $ 45102 17 
3 $ 46980 $ 56907 18 
4 $ 58981 $ 68805 19 
5 $ 71427 $ 80805 20 
6 $ 84273 $ 92910 21 
7 $ 97250 $105127 22 
8 $110364 $117463 23 
9 $123613 $129921 24 
10 $139285 $143243 25 
11 $152791 $15591:3 26 
12 $166419 $168677 27 
13 $180176 $181541 28 
14 $194068 $194510 29 
15 $216448 $209155 30 
FOLLOWS: 
EARTH SHELTER 
$ 93500 
$ 950 
:30. 00::-; 
13.50::-~ 
2.00% 
0.00% 
$ 18700 
$ 748 
$ 0 
$ 419 
$ 1496 
$ 361 
$ 21724 
AHT \'EAR 
A/G 
$230445 
$244602 
$258928 
$273434 
$292100 
= 
$306995. 
$322102 
$337432 
$352999 
$:369818 
$385899 
$402259 
$418914 
$435881 
$477933 
8 
BREAK EVEN YEnR = 15 BREAK.-EVEH AT AHT: 
194 
E/S 
$222353 
$235675 
$249129 
$262722 
$277752 
$291647 
$305706 
$319938 
$334354 
$348964 
$363778 
$378809 
$394069 
$409571 
$431167 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHHUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE ~IUI'IBER: 16 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUt-lUit·lG 
''i'EAR COST INSURANCE PA ItH ItlG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 21724 
1 .. 10278 $ 42:3 $ ';!50 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 33375 
2 $ 10278 $ 445 $ 1004 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 45102 
3 $ 10278 $ 466 $ 1061 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 56907 
4 $ 10278 $ 499 $ 1122 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 68805 
5 $ 10278 $ 536 $ 1186 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 80805 
6 $ 10278 $ 574 $ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 92910 
7 $ 1~278 $ 613 $ 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 105127 
8 $ 10278 $ 658 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 117463 
9 $ 10278 $ 700 $ 1480 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 129921 
10 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1565 $ 0 $ 741 $ 0 :f +0 $ 0 $ 143243 
11 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1654 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 155913 
12 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +9 $ 0 $ 168677 
13 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 181541 
14 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1 '353 .f 9 $ 0 $ 0 $ +9 $ 0 $ 194510 
***'"' 
$ 10278 $ 738 $ 2064 $ 0 $ 0 $ 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 209155 
lb $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 222353 
17 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2306 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 235675 
18 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 249129 
19 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2577 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 262722 
20 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2724 $ 0 $ 1290 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 277752 
21 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 291647 
22 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 ... 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 305706 
2:3 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 319938 
24 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 334354 
25 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3594 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 348964 
26 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 363778 
27 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 378809 
28 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 394069 
29 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4486 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 409571 
30 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4741 $ 0 $ 2246 $ 359:3 $ +0 $ 0 $ 431167 
**** = B~EAVEVEH YEAR 1-' 1.0 
U'J 
CASE t~UMBER: 17 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
.i 85000 
$ 1225 
99. 00~~ 
13.50% 
1.50% 
0. 00~~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION ~ATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR'1' OF P.U~lNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
e $ 11563 $ 21724 
1 $ 23290 $ 33375 
2 $ 35089 $ 45102 
3 $ 46'380 $ 56907 
4 $ 58981 $ 68805 
5 $ 71427 $ 81055 
6 $ 84273 $ n16a 
7 $ 97250 $105377 
a $110364 $11771:3 
9 $123613 $130171 
10 $139285 $143822 
11 $152791 $156492 
12 $16641'3 $169256 
13 $189176 $182120 
14 $1 '34068 $19508'3 
15 $216448 $21016'3 
BREAKEVEN 'tEAR = l5 
'!EAR 
16 
17 
18 
1 '3 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2';t 
30 
$ 93500 
$ 950 
80.00% 
13.50% 
2. 00~~ 
0.00% 
$ 18700 
$ 748 
$ 0 
$ 419 
$ 1496 
$ 361 
$ 21724 
AHT '/EAR 
ArG 
$2:30445 
$244602 
$258928 
$273434 
$292100 
$306995 
$322102 
$337432 
$352999 
$369818 
$385899 
$402259 
$418914 
$435881 
$477933 
= 
BREAK-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
196 
E/S 
$223367 
$23668'? 
$25014:3 
$263736 
$279339 
$293234 
$3137293 
$321525 
$335941 
$351308 
$36612.2 
$38115.3 
$396413 
$411915 
$43450'3 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: CONVENTIONAL HOME: CASE HUf'1BER: 17 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUt-lNII·lG 
'lEAl<: COST INSURANCE PA lilT I HG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 23290 
2 $ 10511 $ 412 $ 12'~5 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 35089 
3 $ 10511 $ 430 $ 1369 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 46980 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 58981 
5 $ 10511 $ 494 $ 1529 $ 331 $ 0 $ 0 :t: -610 :f 1 s~ :f 71427 
b $ 10511 $ 528 $ 1616 $ 0 $ 0 :t 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 84273 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 $ e $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 97250 
8 $ 10511 $ 606 $ 1806 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 110364 
9 $ 10511 $ 638 $ 1909 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 123613 
10 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 139285 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2132 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 152791 
12 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 166419 
13 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2383 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 180176 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 194068 
iHdHr $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ 0 $ 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 216448 
16 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 $ e $ +0 $ 0 $ 230445 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 244602 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 258928 
19 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3323 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 273434 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3512 $ 760 $ 3211 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 292100 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3712 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 306995 
22 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 .f. +0 $ 0 $ 322102 
2:3 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 337432 
24 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 352999 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4634 $ 1002 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 369818 
26 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 38:5899 
., "? 
-· 
$ 10511 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 402259 
28 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 418914 
29 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 435881 
30 .f. 10511 $ 672 .$ 6114 $ 1323 $ 55'30 $17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 477933 
**•* = BREAKEVEH YEAR 1-' \0 
--.1 
SUMMARY OF ALL AN"UAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE tlUNBER: 17 
fo!ORTGAGE HOMEOI-!tiERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUtmitlG 
'.'EAR COST I~ISURR"CE PAINTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 21724 
1 $ 10278 $ 42:3 $ 950 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ a :t 33375 
2 $ 10278 $ 445 $ 1004 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 45102 
3 $ 10278 $ 466 $ 1061 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 56907 
4 $ 10278 $ 499 $ 1122 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 68805 
5 $ 10278 $ 536 $ 1186 $ 250 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 81055 
6 :f 10278 $ 574 :f 1253 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 93160 
7 $ 10278 $ 613 $ 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 105377 
8 :$ 10278 $ 658 :$ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 117713 
9 $ 10278 $ 700 $ 1480 $ 0 .. 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 130171 
10 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1565 :$ 329 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 143822 
1 1 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1654 $ 0 $ 0 :$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 156492 
12 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 169256 
13 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 182120 
14 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1953 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 195089 
7:,0.1HI: $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2064 $ 435 $ 0 $ 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 210169 
16 $ 10278 $ 7:38 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 2233b7 
17 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2306 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 236689 
18 $ 1a278 $ 738 $ 2438 $ a $ a $ a $ +0 $ 0 $ 250143 
19 $ 1a278 $ 738 $ 2577 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 263736 
20 $ 1a278 $ 738 $ 2724 $ 573 $ 1290 $ a $ +0 $ a :t 279:339 
21 $ 1a278 $ 738 $ 2879 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 2932:34 
22 $ 1a278 $ 738 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +a $ 0 $ 30729:3 
2:3 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3216 $ a $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ 0 $ 321525 
24 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3400 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 335941 
25 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3594 $ 757 $ 0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 351308 
26 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 366122 
27 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4015 $ e $ e $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 38115:3 
28 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 396413 
29 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 448b $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0$ 411'315 
30 $ 10278 $ 7:38 $ 4741 $ 998 $ 2246 $ 3593 $ +0 $ 0 $ 434509 
**** = BREAKEVEN YEAR 1-' 0.0 
co 
CASE NUMBER: 18 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 8501:30 
$ 1225 
90. 1:30~~ 
13.50:.: 
1. 50% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00:Y. REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 4136 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFROtlT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SIJMMAR~' OF RUNN I ~lG TOTALS 
'~EAR A/G E,·'S 
0 $ 11563 $ 21724 
1 $ 232913 $ 33375 
2 $ 35089 $ 45102 
3 $ 46980 $ 56907 
4 $ 58981 $ 68805 
5 $ 71427 $ 80864 
6 $ 84273 $ 92969 
7 $ 972513 $105186 
8 $110364 $117522 
9 $123613 $129980 
10 $139285 $143379 
11 $152791 $156134'3 
12 $166419 $16881"3 
13 $180176 $181677 
14 $J.94068 $194646 
15 .$216448 $207828 
BREAK EVEN 't'EAR = 15 
YEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$ 9:3500 
$ 950 
80. 00~-~ 
13. 50~~ 
2.00:Y. 
0.00:Y. 
$ 18700 
$ 748 
$ 0 
$ 419 
$ 1496 
$ 361 
$ 21724 
AHT '/EAR 
A/G 
$230445 
$2446132 
$258928 
$273434 
$292100 
= 
$306995' 
$322102 
$337432 
$352999 
$369818 
.$385899 
$402259 
$418914 
$435881 
$477933 
BREAK-E'·..'Etl AT AHT: 
8 
199 
E/S 
$221026 
$234348 
$247802 
$261395 
$276560 
$2913455 
$304514 
$:318746 
$333162 
$347950 
$362764 
$377795 
$393055 
$408557 
$426795 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHHUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE UUNBER: 18 
t·10RTGAGE I HOI'1EOl-INERS I AWWAL I EXTERIOR I HVAC I ROOF 
YEAR I COST I HSURAI-ICE EtiERGY PA lilTING REPLACE. NA HlT. 
I OPP. I At·l. 
COST Pl-11 
I RUt·HIIHG 
TOTAL 
0 $ 21724 
1 $ 10278 $ 423 $ 950 $ 0 .$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 33375 
2 $ 10278 $ 445 $ 1004 $ 0 $ (1 :f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 45102 
3 $ 10278 $ 466 $ 1061 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 56907 
4 $ 10278 $ 49'~ $ 1122 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 68805 
5 $ 10278 $ 536 .. 1186 $ 59 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 80864 
6 $ 10278 $ 574 $ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 92969 
7 $ 10278 $ 613 $ 1325 .$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ H:t5186 
8 $ 10278 $ 658 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 .$ +0 $ 0 $ 117522 
9 $ 10278 $ 700 $ 1480 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 129'380 
10 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1565 $ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 143379 
11 $ 10276 $ 738 $ 1654 $ 0 .$ 0 .. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 156049 
12 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 .. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 168813 
13 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 181677 
14 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1953 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 194646 
**"** 
$ 10278 $ 738 $ 2064 $ 102 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 207828 
16 $ 10278 $ 7:38 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 221026 
17 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2306 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 234348 
18 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 247802 
19 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2577 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 261395 
20 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2724 $ 135 .$ 1290 .f. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 276560 
21 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 290455 
22 .$ 10278 $ 738 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 304514 
23 $ 10278 $ 738 $ :3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 318746 
24 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 33:3162 
25 $ 10278 $ 73:3 $ 3594 $ 178 .$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 .$ 0 $ 347':l50 
26 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 362764 
27 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 :t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 377795 
28 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 393055 
2'3 $ 10278 $ 738 .$ 4486 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 408557 
30 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4741 $ 235 $ 224!5 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 426795 
**** ; BREAKEVEN YEAR N 0 
0 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: CONVENTIONAL HOME: CASE tlUNBER: 18 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUt-IHIHG 
'r'EAR COST INSURANCE PAINTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
e .f 11563 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 $ a $ a $ 'i) :.f -61a :.f 1 n :f 2:3290 
2 $ 1a511 $ 412 $ 1295 $ a $ a $ a $ -610 $ 191 $ 35089 
3 $ 10511 $ 430 $ 1369 $ a $ 0 $ a $ -61a $ 191 $ 46980 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -61a $ 191 $ 58981 
5 $ 10511 .$ 494 $ 1529 $ 331 .$ 0 $ a $ -610 $ 191 $ 71427 
6 $ 10511 $ 528 $ 1616 $ 0 .$ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 84273 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 97250 
8 $ 10511 $ 606 $ 1806 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 110364 
9 $ 10511 $ 638 $ 1909 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 123613 
10 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 139285 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2132 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 152791 
1 .... 
.::. $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 166419 
1:3 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2383 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 180176 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 194068 
**** 
$ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ 0 $ 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 216448 
16 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +a $ 0 s 230445 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ a .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 244602 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 258928 
19 $ 1a511 $ 672 $ 3323 $ a $ a .$ 0 $ +a $ 0 $ 273434 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3512 $ 760 $ 3211 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 292100 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3712 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 3015995 
22 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ 0 $ 322102 
23 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 337432 
24 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ a :f 352·;..99 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4634 $ 1002 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 369818 
26 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 385899 
27 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 402259 
28 $ 10511 $ 672 :$ 5472 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 418914 
29 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 ~ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 435881 
30 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 6114 $ 1323 $ 5590 .$17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 477933 
~*** = BREAKEYEH YEAR N 0 
I-' 
CASE NUMBER: 19 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90.00~ 
13. 50~~ 
1.50~ 
0.00~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMEHT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
't'EAR A/G E/S 
121 $ 11!563 $ 21724 
1 $ 23290 $ 33375 
2 $ 35089 $ 45102 
3 $ 46980 $ 56907 
4 $ 58981 $ 68805 
5 $ 71427 $ 80864 
6 $ 84273 $ 92969 
7 $ '37250 $105186 
8 $110364 $117522 
9 $123613 $129980 
10 $1:39285 $143379 
11 $152791 $156049 
12 $166419 $16881:3 
13 $180171:5 $181677 
14 $1 '34068 $194646 
15 $211:5448 $212174 
BREAKE'·iEH 'tEAR = 15 
YEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2'3 
30 
$ 93500 
$ 950 
80.00~ 
13.50% 
2.00% 
0. 00~~ 
$ 18700 
$ 748 
$ a 
$ 419 
$ 1496 
$ 361 
$ 21724 
AHT ''I' EAR 
A/G 
$230445 
$244602 
$258928 
$273434 
$292100 
= 
$306995. 
$322102 
$337432 
$352999 
$369818 
$385899 
$402259 
$418914 
$435881 
$477933 
BREAI<.-EVEN AT F!HT: 
8 
202 
E/S 
$225372 
$238694 
$252148 
$265741 
$280906 
$294801 
.$31:38860 
$323092 
$337508 
$352296 
$367110 
$382141 
$397401 
$412903 
$441123 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: CONVENTIONAL HOME: CASE tiUI·tBER: 19 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS E>nERIOR HVAC RUI·H-1 I tlG 
VEAl<: COST I ~ISURAIICE PAINTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
a $ 11563 
1 i 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 2:3290 
2 :f 10511 $ 412 $ 1295 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 35039 
3 i 10511 $ 430 i 1369 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 46980 
4 i 10511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 58981 
5 $ 10511 $ 494 $ 1529 $ 331 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 71427 
6 $ 10511 $ 528 $ 1616 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 84273 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 97250 
8 $ 10511 $ 606 $ 1806 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 110364 
9 $ 10511 $ 63:3 $ 1909 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 123613 
10 $ 10511 i 672 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 i 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 139285 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2132 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 :t +0 $ 191 $ 152791 
12 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 166419 
13 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2383 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 180176 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 194068 
**** 
$ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 $ 0 $ 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 216448 
115 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 230445 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 244602 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 258928 
19 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3323 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 27:3434 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3512 $ 760 $ 3211 :t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 292100 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3712 $ 0 $ 0 .f: 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 306995 
2~' 
... $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 322Hl2 
23 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 337432 
24 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 352999 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4634 $ 1002 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 369818 
26 $ 10511 :f 672 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 3858'39 
27 $ 1051-1 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 402259 
28 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 418914 
29 $ 10511 $672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 435881 
30 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 6114 $ 1323 $ 5590 $17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 477933 
**** = BREAKEVEH YEAR N 
0 
w 
SUNNAR'.' OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE HUt•1BER: 19 
NORTGAGE HONEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUN II I l·lG 
'fEAR COST INSURAUCE PAINTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 21724 
1 $ 10278 $ 423 $ 950 $ 0 $ a $ a $ +0 $ 0 $ 33375 
2 $ 10278 $ 445 $ 1004 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 45102 
3 $ 10278 $ 466 $ 1061 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 56907 
4 $ 10278 $ 49'~ $ 1122 .$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 68805 
5 $ 10278 $ 536 $ 1186 $ 59 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 80864 
6 $ 10278 $ 574 $ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 92969 
7 $ 10278 $ 613 $ 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 105186 
8 $ 10278 $ 658 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 117522 
9 $ 10278 $ 700 $ 1480 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 129980 
10 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1565 $ 77 .$ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 143379 
11 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1654 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 156049 
12 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ +a $ 0 $ 168813 
13 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 181677 
14 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1953 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 194646 
**'** 
$ 10278 $ 738 $ 2064 $ 102 $ (1 $ 4:346 $ +0 $ 0 $ 212174 
16 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 .f +0 $ 0 $ 225372 
17 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2306 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 238694 
18 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 252148 
19 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2577 $ 0 .$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 265741 
20 $ 10278 $ 7:38 $ 2724 $ 135 $ 1290 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 280906 
21 $ 10278 $ 7:38 $ 2879 $ a $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ 0 $ 294801 
.-,.:;:. 
"'-
$ 10278 $ 738 $ 3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 308860 
23 $ 10278 $ 7:3:3 ~ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 32:3092 
24 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3400 $ 0 $ 0 f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 337508 
~,., 
t:.. ._, $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3594 .$ 178 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 352296 
26 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 367110 
27 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 382141 
28 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 397401 
29 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4486 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 .$ 412903 
30 $ 10278 $ 73:3 .f 4741 $ 2:35 $ 2246 $ '3982 $ +0 $ 0 $ 44112:3 
**** = BREAKEVEU VEAR N 0 
"'" 
CASE NUMBER: 20 
COST FACTOR 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
PARAMETERS ARE AS 
ABOVE GROUND 
$ 851300 
$ 1225 
90. 00:~ 
13.59!!-: 
1.50% 
13.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION ~ATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
113.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWN PAYMENT $ 85013 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 4136 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS :$ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST :$ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E....-s YEAR 
0 $ 11563 $ 21724 
1 :$ 23290 $ 33375 16 
2 :$ 35100 $ 45112 17 
3 :$ 47016 $ 56946 18 
4 $ 59et61 $ 68893 19 
5 $ 71571 $ 81019 20 
6 $ 84506 $ 93227 21 
7 $ 97606 $105591 22 
8 $110890 $118125 23 
9 $124357 $130823 24 
113 $140297 $144524 25 
11 $154071 $157496 26 
12 $167967 $1713562 27 
13 $1:31992 $18:3728 28 
14 $196152 $1 ·~6999 29 
15 $218800 $212048 30 
FOLLOWS: 
EARTH SHELTER 
$ 9351313 
$ 950 
80.00% 
13.50% 
2.99% 
0.00% 
$ 187013 
$ 748 
$ 0 
$ 419 
$ 1496 
$ 361 
$ 21724 
AHT '1'EAR 
A/G 
$233065 
$247490 
$262084 
$276858 
$295792 
= 
$310955. 
$326330 
$341928 
$357763 
$374850 
$391199 
$407827 
$424750 
$441985 
$4843135 
8 
BREAKEVEt·l '1'EAR = !5 BREAK-E'·iEN AT AHT: 
205 
E/S 
:$225548 
:$239172 
$252928 
$266823 
$282290 
$296487 
$310848 
$325382 
$340100 
$355190 
$370306 
$385639 
$401201 
$417005 
$439138 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHHUAL COSTS: COIWEHT I OHAL HOI1E: CASE t·lUNBER: 20 
NORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUUHitlG 
'lEAR COST INSURANCE PAIUTIHG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 232·;,0 
2 .f 10511 $ 42:3 $ 1295 $ 0 $ e .$ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 35100 
3 $ 10511 $ 455 $ 1369 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 47016 
4 $ 10511 $ 506 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 59061 
5 $ 10511 $ 558 $ 1529 $ 331 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 71571 
6 $ 10511 $ 616 $ 1616 $ 0 $ e $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 84506 
7 $ 10511 :$ 691 .$ 1 708 $ 0 :$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 :$ 97606 
8 :$ 10511 :$ 776 $ 1806 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 :$ 191 :$ 110890 
9 :$ 10511 i as.; $ 1909 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 124357 
10 i 10511 $ 940 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 .$ 0 $ +0 i 191 $ 140297 
11 $ 10511 i 940 $ 2132 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 :$ 191 :$ 154071 
12 $ 10511 $ 940 $ 2254 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 :$ 191 $ 167967 
13 :$ 10511 $ 940 $ 2383 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 :$ 191 :$ 181992 
14 $ 10511 $ 940 $ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 196152 
**'** 
$ 10511 $ 940 $ ? .- -? -t-b ... $ 576 $ a $ 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 218800 
16 $ 10511 $ 940 .$ 2814 i 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 2:33065 
17 $ 10511 $ 940 i 2974 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 247490 
18 $ 10511 $ 940 i 3143 i 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 i 0 i 262084 
19 $ 10511 i 940 $ 3323 i 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 276858 
20 $ 10511 $ 940 $ 3512 $ 760 .$ :::211 $ 0 $ +0 $ e i 295792 
21 $ 10511 $ 940 $ 3712 .$ 0 $ e $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 3Hi955 
22 $ 10511 $ 940 $ :3924 $ e $ 0 $ e $ +0 $ 0 $ 326:330 
23 $ 10511 $ 940 $ 4147 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 341928 
24 $ 10511 $ 940 .$ 4384 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 357763 
25 $ 10511 $ 940 $ 4634 $ 1002 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 374850 
2t5 i 10511 $ 940 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 i 0 $ 391199 
27 $ 10511 i 940 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 i 0 :$ 407827 
28 $ 10511 $ 940 $ 5472 $ 0 $ e i 0 $ +0 i 0 i 424750 
29 $ 10511 $ 940 $ 5784 .$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 441985 
30 $ 10511 $ 940 $ 6114 $ 1.323 .$ 5590 $17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 484305 
-
**** = BREAKEVEU YEAR N 
0 
0'1 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE tlUNBER: 20 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS E~<TERIOR HVAC RUHNitlG 
VEAR COST IHSURAtlCE PAIHTIHG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 21724 
1 $ 10278 :$ 423 • 950 :$ 0 
.. 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 33375 
2 $ 10278 $ 455 $ 1004 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 45112 
3 $ 10278 $ 495 $ 1061 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 569415 
4 $ 10278 $ 546 .$ 1122 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 68893 
5 $ 10278 $ 60:3 $ 1186 $ 59 $ ~::; $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 81019 
6 $ 10278 $ 677 $ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 93227 
7 $ 10278 $ 760 $ 1325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 105591 
8 $ 10278 :$ 856 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 118125 
9 $ 10278 $ 940 $ 1480 $ 0 .. 0 :$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 130823 
10 $ 10278 $1040 $ 1565 $ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 :$ 0 $ 144524 
11 :$ 10278 $1040 $ 1654 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 1574:il6 
12 $ 10278 UO·W $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 178562 
13 $ 10278 $1040 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 :$ 0 $ 183728 
14 $ 10278 $1040 $ 195:3 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 :$ +0 $ 0 $ 196':il99 
ltildHf $ 10278 $1040 ~ 2064 $ 102 $ 0 t 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 212048 
16 $ 10278 $1040 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 .$ 225548 
17 $ 10278 $1040 $ 2306 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 239172 
18 $ 10278 $1040 $ 2438 $ 0 .. (1 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 252928 
19 $ 10278 $1040 $ 2577 $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ 0 $ 266823 
20 $ 10278 $1040 $ 2724 $ 135 $ 1290 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 282290 
21 $ 10278 $1040 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 296487 
22 $ 10278 $1040 $ :3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :310848 
23 $ 10278 $1040 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 325382 
24 $ 10278 $1040 $ 34a0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 .f +0 $ 0 $ 340100 
25 $ 10278 $1040 $ 3594 $ 178 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f 355190 
26 :f 10278 $1040 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 3703015 
27 :f 10278 $1040 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 385639 
28 $ 10278 $1040 $ 4244 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 401201 
29 $ 10278 $1040 $ 4486 $ 0 :f (1 $ a $ +0 $ 0 :f 417005 
30 $ 10278 $1040 $ 4741 $ 235 $ 2246 $ :3593 :f +0 $ 0 $ 439138 
**** = BREAKEVEH YEAR N C) 
-I 
CASE NUMBER: 21 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
13.50% 
1 • 50~: 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION ~ATE: 
11.40% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR',' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E.-'S 
0 $ 11563 $ 21724 
1 $ 23290 $ 33375 
2 $ 35089 $ 45102 
3 $ 46980 $ 56907 
4 $ 58981 $ 68805 
5 $ 71504 $ 80877 
6 $ 84350 $ 92982 
7 $· 97327 $105199 
8 $110441 $117535 
9 $123690 $129993 
10 $140740 $143887 
11 $154246 $156557 
12 $167874 $169321 
13 $181631 $182185 
14 $195523 $195154 
15 $226966 $211711 
BREAK EVEN YEAR = l4 
''!"EAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$ '33500 
$ 950 
80.00% 
13.50% 
2. 00~~ 
0.00% 
$ 18700 
$ 748 
$ 0 
$ 41'3 
$ 1496 
$ 361 
$ 21724 
AHT 'tEAR 
A/G 
$240963 
$255120 
$269446 
$283952 
$309418 
= 
$324313' 
$339420 
$354750 
$370317 
$389670 
$405751 
$422111 
$4387615 
$455733 
$586570 
BREAI<-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
208 
E/S 
$224909 
$238231 
$251685 
$265278 
$282884 
$296779 
$310838 
$325070 
$339486 
$354723 
$369537 
$384568 
$399828 
$415330 
$458946 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHHUAL COSTS: COtlVEIH I ONAL HONE: CASE ~lUt·1BER: 21 
MORTGAGE HONEOWHERS E)<TERIOR HVAC RUI-IUIIlG 
\'EAR COST I HSUF<:AUCE PAitHWG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 23290 
2 $ 10511 $ 412 $ 1295 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 35089 
3 $ 10511 $ 430 $ 1369 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 46980 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 58981 
5 :f 10511 $ 494 $ 1529 $ 408 $ 0 :f 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 71504 
6 :f 10511 $ 528 $ 1616 :f 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 84350 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 $ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 97327 
8 $ 10511 $ 606 $ 1806 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 110441 
9 $ 10511 $ 638 $ 1909 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 123690 
10 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 700 $ 2959 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 140740 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2132 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 154246 
12 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 167874 
13 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2383 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 181631 
**** 
$ 10511 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 195523 
15 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 1201 $ 0 $16206 $ +0 $ 191 $ 226966 
16 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 240963 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 255120 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 269446 
19 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3323 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 28:3'352 
20 :f 10511 $ 672 $ 3512 $ 2061 $ 8710 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 309418 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3712 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 :f 0 :f 324313 
22 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 339420 
23 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 .f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 354750 
24 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 8 $ 370:317 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4634 :f 3536 $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 389670 
26 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 405751 
27 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 422111 
28 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 :f +0 $ 0 $ 438766 
29 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ 0_ $ 0 $ +€1 $ 0 $ 455733 
30 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 6114 $ 6066 $25638 $81836 $ +0 $ 0 $ 586570 
**** = BREAKEYEH YEAR N 
0 
1.0 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHHUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE HUNBER: 21 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUtmii-lG 
'•'EAR I COST l~lSURAI-lCE PAII-lTII-lG REPLACE. TOTAL 
13 $ 21724 
1 $ 10278 $ 42:3 .$ 950 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 33375 
2 $ 10278 $ 445 $ 1004 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 45102 
3 $ 10278 $ 466 $ 1061 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 56907 
4 .f 10278 $ 4':;1':;1 .f 1122 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 68805 
5 $ 10278 $ 536 $ 1186 $ 72 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 80877 
6 $ 10278 $ 574 $ 1253 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 92':;182 
7 $ 10278 $ 613 $ 1:325 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 105199 
8 $ 10278 $ 658 $ 1400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 117535 
9 $ 10278 $ 700 $ 1480 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 129993 
10 $ 10278 $ 738 f 1565 $ 124 $ 1189 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 143887 
11 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1654 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 156557 
12 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1748 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 169321 
1.3 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 1848 $ 0 $ 0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 182185 
'**** 
$ 10278 $ 738 $ 1953 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +a $ a t 195154 
15 $ 10278 $ 73:3 $ 2064 $ 213 $ 0 $ 32t54 $ +a $ 0 $ 211711 
16 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +a $ a t 224909 
17 $ 10278 $ 73:3 $ 2306 $ a .$ 0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 238231 
18 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2438 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 251685 
19 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2577 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 265278 
20 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2724 $ 366 $ 3500 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 282884 
21 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2879 $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ 0 $ 296779 
22 $ 10278 $ 738 .t 3043 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 310838 
23 $ 10278 $ 73:3 $ 3216 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 325070 
24 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 34130 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 339486 
25 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3594 $ 627 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 354723 
26 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3798 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ a $ 369537 
27 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4015 $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ 0 $ 384568 
28 $ ta278 $ 738 $ 4244 $ e $ 0 $ 0 $ +a $ 0 $ 399828 
29 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4486 $ a $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ e * 415330 
30 .f 10278 $ 738 $ 4741 $ 1076 $10'301 Ht5482 $ +0 $ 0 $ 458946 
HH :: BREAKEVEII YEAR N I-' 
0 
CASE NUMBER: 22 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90. 00~: 
13.50% 
1.50% 
0.130% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
11. 40% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWN PAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RU~lN I NG TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 11563 $ 21724 
1 $ 23290 $ 33375 
2 $ 35159 $ 45156 
3 $ 47201 $ 57079 
4 $ 59449 $ 69168 
5 $ 72253 $ 81504 
6 :$ 85585 $ 93986 
7 $ 99195 $106694 
8 $113111. $119653 
9 $127356 $132884 
10 $144248 $147228 
11 $159228 $161040 
12 $174619 $175171 
13 $190468 $189657 
14 $206827 $204539 
15 $232098 $221528 
BREAKEVEN 'tEAR = l 3 
YEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
........ 
.:::. ... 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2'3 
30 
$ 93500 
$ 950 
80. 00~: 
13.50% 
2.00% 
0.00% 
$ 18700 
$ 748 
_$ 0 
$ 419 
$ 1496 
$ 361 
$ 21724 
AHT 'r'EAR 
A/G 
$249467 
$267541 
$286401 
$306136 
$330817 
= 
:$352613· 
$375619 
$399973 
:$425828 
$454358 
$483749 
$515216 
$548995 
$585350 
$649330 
BREAK-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
211 
E/S 
$237341 
$253701 
$270670 
$288318 
$308147 
.$327394 
$347579 
$368809 
$391203 
$415073 
$440210 
$466956 
$495496 
$526033 
.$564870 
SUimARY OF ALL AtlHUAL COSTS: COUVEIH I OUAL HONE: CASE HUNBER: 22 
~ I'IORTGAGE HOMEOI.JtlERS I AHtlUAL I EXTERIOR I HVAC I ~:OOF 
COST IHSURAUCE EHERGY PAII-lTIHG REPLACE. NAitlT. 
I OPP. I AH. 
COST Pt•l I 
IRutmiNG 
TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
1 $ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 .f 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 23290 
2 $ 10511 $ 412 $ 1365 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 35159 
3 $ 10511 $ 430 $ 1520 .f 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 47201 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 $ 1694 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 59449 
5 $ 10511 :$ 494 $ 1887 $ 331 :$ 0 $ 0 $ -610 $ 191 $ 72253 
6 $ 10511 $ 528 $ 2102 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 :$ +0 $ 191 $ 85585 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 $ 2.341 $ 0 .f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 991'~5 
8 $ 10511 $ 606 $ 2608 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 :$ 113111 
9 $ 10511 $ 638 $ 2905 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 127356 
10 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3237 $ 436 $ 1845 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 144248 
11 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3606 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 159228 
12 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4017 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 174619 
**** 
$ 10511 $ 672 $ 4475 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 190468 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4985 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 206827 
15 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5553 $ 576 $ 0 $ 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 232098 
16 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 6186 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 249467 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 15891 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 267541 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 7677 .t 0 .t 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 2864J1 
19 $ 10511 $ 6:72 $ 8552 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 3061:36 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 9527 $ 760 $ :3211 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 330817 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $10613 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :352613 
?·-, 
-"'-
$ 10511 :$ 672 $11823 $ 0 :$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 375619 
2.-. 
•J :$ 10511 $ 672 $13171 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 399973 
24 .f 10511 $ 672 .f14672 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 425828 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $16345 $ 1002 $ a $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 454358 
26 $ 10511 $ 672 $18208 $ a $ a $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 483749 
27 $ 10511 $ b72 .f~:0284 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ e :f 515216 
28 $ 10511 $ 672 $~:2596 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 :$ 0 $ 548995 
29 :.f 10511 $ 672 $~:5172 $ 0 $ 0 $ a :.f +0 $ 0 $ 585350 
30 $ 10511 $ 672 $~:8042 $ 1323 $ 55'30 $17842 $ +a $ 0 $ 6493:30 
**** = BREAKEVEH Y~AR N I-' 
N 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHHUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE tlllt·lBER: 22 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUHHIHG 
'!'EAR COST INSURANCE PAIHTIHG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 21724 
1 $ 10278 $ 42-3 $ 950 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 33375 
2 $ 10278 $ 445 $ 1058 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 45156 
3 $ 10278 $ 466 $ 1.179 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 57079 
4 $ 10278 $ 499 $ 1313 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 69168 
5 $ 10278 $ S3o:5 $ 1463 $ 59 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 81504 
6 $ 10278 $ 574 $ 1630 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ a i 93986 
7 $ 10278 $ 613 $ 1816 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 106694 
8 $ 10278 $ 658 $ 2023 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 119653 
9 $ 10278 $ 700 $ 2253 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 132884 
10 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2510 $ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 147228 
11 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 2796 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 161040 
12 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3115 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 175171 
*ill-** $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3470 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 189657 
14 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 3866 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 204539 
15 .f. 10278 $ 738 $ 4306 .f. 102 $ 0 $ 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 221528 
16 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 4797 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 237341 
17 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 5344 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 253701 
18 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 5953 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 270670 
19 $ 10278 $ 7:38 $ 6632 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 288318 
20 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 7388 $ 1:35 $ 1290 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 308147 
21 $ 10278 $ 738 $ 8231 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 327394 
22 $ 10278 $ 738 $ '3169 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 347579 
23 $ 10278 $ 738 $10214 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 368809 
24 $ 10278 $ 738 $11378 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 391203 
25 $ 10278 $ 738 $12676 $ 178 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 415073 
26 $ 10278 $ 738 $14121 $ e $ 0 $ e $ +0 $ 0 :$ 440210 
27 $ 10278 $ 738 $1573£1 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 t 0 $ 466956 
28 :$ 10278 $ 738 $17524 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 495496 
29 $ 10278 $ 738 :$19521 $ 0 :$ 0. $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 52603:3 
:30 :$ 10278 $ 738 $~:1747 :$ 2:35 $ 2246 $ 3593 $ +0 :$ 0 $ 564870 
**** = BREAKEVEil \'EAR N I-' 
w 
APPENDIX E 
DETAILED SUJ'.lMARIES FROM LCCA 
214 
CASE NUMBER: M~l PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCT! ON 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 94960 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
13.50% 
1 • 50% 
a. ae:·~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
11.40:~ 
6. eo:~ REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 9496 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 855 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 427 
PREPAID INS. $ 423 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1282 
GEN.CLOSING COSiS $ 361 
TOTAL UP FRONT COST .$ 12844 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RU~lNING TOTALS 
~'EAR A/G E,....S 
0 $ 12844 $ 14005 
1 $ 26383 $ 27695 
2 $ 40083 $ 41474 
3 $ 53960 $ 55353 
4 $ 68047 $ 69346 
5 $ 82691 $ 83473 
6 $ 97332 $ 97740 
7 $112251 $112168 
8 $127484 $126777 
9 $143056 $141570 
10 $16128:3 $156571 
11 $177598 $171753 
12 $194324 $18713:3 
13 $211508 $202749 
14 $229202 $218612 
15 $255808 $234756 
BREAKEIIEN 'I' EAR = (' 
'r'EAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2'3 
30 
$100720 
$ 605 
90.00% 
13.50% 
2.00% 
10.00% 
$ 10072 
$ 906 
$ 453 
$ 4013 
$ 1813 
$ 361 
$ 14005 
AHT \'EAR 
A/G 
$274489 
$293875 
$314047 
$335094 
$361087 
= 
$384195 . 
$408513 
$43417'~ 
$461346 
$491188 
$521891 
$554670 
$589761 
$627428 
$692720 
BREAK-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
''( 
215 
E/S 
$251212 
$268016 
$284981 
$3132379 
$320259 
$338675 
$357688 
$377367 
$397787 
$419033 
$441200 
$464392 
$488726 
$514332 
$541356 
CASE t-JUMBER: MX PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
t10RTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT 
LOAN OR I G. FEE. 
PRIVATE MORT. HIS. 
PREPAID INS. 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
GEN. CLOSING COSTS 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
:$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
73040 
1225 
90.00% 
13.50~: 
1. 50% 
0.00% 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00~: 
7304 
657 
:329 
348 
986 
361 
9985 
COMPARATIVE SUt1MAR'l' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 9985 :$ 26805 
1 :$ 19748 $ 35948 
2 $ 29597 $ 45172 
3 .. 39542 $ 54459 
4 $ 49596 $ 63834 
5 $ 60081 $ 73468 
6 :$ 71359 :$ 830413 
7 $ 82763 $ 92721 
8 $ 94299 $102517 
9 $105966 $112421 
10 $1200513 $12413:3 
11 $131968 $134248 
12 $144008 $144452 
13 $156177 .$1547515 
14 $168481 $165165 
15 $189273 $179878 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = l3 
'1'EAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
.... C' 
~·-' 
26 
.27' 
28 
29 
30 
$ 81200 
$ 950 
70. e0::.: 
13.50% 
2. 00~~ 
0.00% 
$ 24360 
$ 568 
$ a 
$ 379 
$ 11:37 
.$ 361 
$ 26805 
AHT '·t'EAR 
A/G 
$201709 
$214305 
$227070 
$2413015 
$257120 
= 
$270454 ' 
$284000 
$297769 
$311775 
$327033 
$341553 
$356352 
$371446 
$386852 
$427343 
BREAK-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
216 
E...-S 
$1'310516 
.$201278 
$212172 
$223205 
$237338 
$24867:3 
.$260172 
$271844 
$283700 
.$296242 
$308496 
$:320';167 
$333667 
$346609 
$373'3131 
'l 
CASE HUMBER: 1 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 94960 $160720 
$ 1225 $ 605 
90.00% 80.00% 
13.50~ 13.50% 
1.50% 2.00% 
0.00% 10.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
11.40% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RRTE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWN PAYMENT $ 9496 $ 20144 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 855 $ 806 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 427 $ a 
PREPAID INS. $ 423 $ 400 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1282 $ 1612 
GEN. CLOSING COSTS $ 361 $ 361 
TOTAL UP FRONT COST $ 12844 $ 23323 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUNNING TOTALS AHT '1'EAR = 
~'EAR A/G E/S YEAR A-'G 
0 $ 12844 $ 23323 
1 $ 25824 $ 35402 16 $271694 
2 $ 38965 $ 47570 17 $291080 
3 $ 52283 $ 59838 18 $311252 
4 $ 65811 $ 72220 19 $332299 
5 $ 79896 $ 84795 20 $358292 
6 $ 94537 $ 97451 21 $381400 . 
7 $109456 $110268 22 $405718 
8 $124689 $123266 23 $431384 
9 $140261 $136448 24 $458551 
10 $158488 $150656 25 $488393 
11 $174803 $164227 26 $519096 
12 $1'31529 $178001 27 $551875 
13 $208713 $192001 28 $586966 
14 $226407 $206253 29 $624533 
15 $253013 $22245:3 30 $689925 
BREAKEVEN 'tEAR = ~f BREAk-EVEt·l. AT AHT: 
:3 
'r' 
217 
E~"':3 
$237298 
$252491 
$268072 
$284086 
$302007 
:$319039 
$336668 
$354963 
$373999 
$394039 
$414822 
$436630 
$459580 
$483802 
$515516 
CASE t~UMBER: 2 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
F I NA~lC I ~IG RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 94960 
$ 1225 
90. 00~: 
13. 50~~ 
1.50% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 9496 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 855 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 427 
PREPAID INS. $ 423 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1282 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 12844 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR't' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 12844 $ 2332:3 
1 $ 25824 $ 35402 
2 $ :38895 :$ 47535 
3 $ 52062 $ 59728 
4 $ 65343 $ 7198:3 
5 $ 790713 $ 84386 
6 $ '33225 $ 96802 
7 $107511 $109307 
8 $121942 $121909 
9 $136518 $134599 
Hl $153525 $148204 
11 $168:366 $161047 
12 $183329 $173950 
13 $1 '3:3421 $186917 
14 $213648 $199951 
15 $237363 $214723 
BREAK EVEN YEAR = ~: 
YEAR 
lb 
17 
18 
1 ., 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3(1 
$100720 
:$ 605 
80. 00:.-~ 
13.50% 
2.00% 
10.00~~ 
$ 20144 
$ 806 
$ 0 
$ 400 
$ 1612 
$ 361 
$ 23323 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$252672 
$268141 
$283779 
$299597 
$319575 
$335782 
$352201 
$368843 
$385722 
$403853 
$421246 
$438918 
$456885 
$475164 
$518528 
= 
BREA~.:- E'·/Eri AT AHT: 
8 
y 
218 
E.·'S 
$227'~03 
$241162 
$254504 
$267935 
$282886 
$296509 
$310237 
:$324075 
$338030 
$352287 
$366496 
$38084:3 
$395336 
$409983 
$430867 
CASE NUMBER: 3 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 94960 
$ 1225 
90. 00~~ 
13.50% 
1.50% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION ~ATE: 
5.70% 
11. 40% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT .$ 9496 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 855 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 427 
PREPAID INS. $ 423 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1282 
GEN. CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 12844 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
'(EAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 12844 $ 23367 
1 $ 25822 $ :35491 
2 $ 38961 $ 47706 
3 $ 52277 $ 60023 
4 $ 65803 $ 72458 
5 $ 79886 $ 85090 
6 $ 94527 $ 97807 
7 $109446 $110689 
8 $124679 $123758 
9 $140251 $137016 
Hl $158478 $151303 
11 $174793 $164954 
12 $191519 $178808 
13 $208703 $192888 
14 $226:397 $207220 
15 $253003 $223500 
BREAKE'·/EN YEAR = E: 
'(EAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
:$100720 
$ 605 
80.00% 
13.50% 
2.00% 
0.00% 
$ 20144 
$ 806 
$ 0 
$ 444 
$ 1612 
$ 361 
$ 23367 
AHT 'tEAR 
A/G 
.$271684 
$291070 
$311242 
$332289 
$358282 
= 
$381390' 
$495708 
$431374 
$458541 
$488383 
$519986 
.$551865 
$586956 
$624623 
$689915 
BREAK-EVEt-l AT AHT: 
8 
'r' 
219 
E/S 
$2:38425 
$253698 
$269359 
$285453 
$303453 
$320565 
$338274 
$356649 
$375765 
$395885 
$416748 
$438636 
$461666 
$485968 
$517761 
CASE NUMBER: 4 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ '34'360 
$ 1225 
'30.00~ 
13. 50~~ 
1.50~ 
0. 00:~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION ~ATE: 
5.70~ 
5.70~ 
6.004 REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 94'36 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 855 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 427 
PREPAID INS. $ 423 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1282 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 12844 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUNNING TOTAL:3 
'rEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 12844 $ 23367 
1 $ 25822 $ 35491 
2 $ 388'31 $ 47671 
3 $ 52056 $ 59913 
4 $ 65335 $ 72226 
5 $ 79060 $ 84681 
6 $ 93215 $ 97158 
7 $107501 $10972:3 
8 $121932 $122401 
9 $136508 $135167 
10 $153515 $148851 
11 $168356 $161774 
12 $1:33319 $174757 
13 $198411 $187804 
14 $213638 $20091:3 
15 $237353 $215770 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = ·:· 
YEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$100720 
$ 605 
80.00~ 
13.50:, 
2.00~ 
0. 00!, 
$ 20144 
$ 806 
$ 0 
$ 444 
$ 1612 
$ 361 
$ 23367 
AHT 'lEAR 
A/t:; 
$252662 
$268131 
$283769 
$2'39587 
$319565 
= 
$335772 -
$:352191 
$368833 
$385712 
$40:3843 
$421236 
$438908 
$456875 
$4751'54 
.$51851:3 
BREAk-EVEN AT AHT: 
:3 
y 
220 
E....-·; 
.$229030 
$24236'3 
$255791 
$269302 
$284332 
$298035 
$31184:3 
$325761 
$339796 
$354133 
$368422 
$382849 
$397422 
$412149 
$43:3112 
CASE NUMBER: 5 
COST FACTOR 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS, REDUCT! ON 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
PARAMETERS ARE AS 
ABOVE GROUND 
$ 94960 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
13.50% 
1. 50% 
a. 00~~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
11.40% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 9496 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 855 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 427 
PREPAID INS. $ 423 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1282 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 12844 
COMPARATIVE SU~lMAR'1' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 'r'EAR 
a $ 12844 $ 2332:3 
1 $ 25824 $ 35747 16 
2 $ 38965 $ 48299 17 
3 $ 52283 $ 60995 18 
4 $ 65811 $ 73854 19 
5 $ 79896 $ 86960 ~0 
6 $ 94537 $100208 21 
7 $11394515 $113685 22 
8 $124689 $127418 23 
9 $140261 $141418 24 
113 $158488 $156537 25 
11 $174803 $1711~3 ~b 
12 $1'31529 $186028 27 
13 $208713 $201288 28 
14 $226407 $216944 2•3 
15 $253013 $234707' 30 
FOLLOWS: 
EARTH SHELTER 
$'100720 
$ 950 
80. 00~~ 
13.50% 
2. 00:.-; 
10.a0% 
$ 20144 
$ 806 
$ a 
$ 400 
$ 1612 
.$ 361 
$ 23323 
AHT 'lEAR 
A/G 
$271694 
$291a8a 
$311252 
$332299 
$358292 
$3814013 
$405718 
$431384 
$458551 
$488393 
$519096 
$551875 
$586966 
$624633 
$68'3925 
= 8 
BREAI<'EVEN 'tEAR = l 0 BREAK-E'·iEt~ AT AHT: 
221 
E/S 
$251294 
$268428 
$286171 
$304593 
$325197 
$345218 
$366177 
$388181 
$411349 
$4:35993 
$461904 
.$489424 
.!:518738 
$5513049 
$58'3661 
'1' 
CASE t~UMBER: 6 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABCII/E GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 94960 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
13.50% 
1.50% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5. 70~~ 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 9496 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 855 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 427 
PREPAID INS. $ 423 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1282 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 12844 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUI'JN I NG TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E.-·s 
0 $ 12844 $ 2332:3 
1 $ 25824 $ 35747 
2 $ 38895 $ 48245 
3 $ 52062 $ 60823 
4 $ 65343 $ 73491 
5 $ 79070 $ 86320 
6 $ 93225 $ 99191 
7 $107511 $112177 
8 $121942 $125287 
9 $136518 $138514 
10 $153525 $152688 
11 $168366 $1136132 
12 $183329 $179670 
13 $198421 $193308 
14 $213648 $;;;07051 
15 $237363 $222572 
BREAKEVEN '1'EAR -· Hl 
YEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$100720 
$ 950 
80. 00~~ 
13.50% 
$ ~0144 
$ 806 
$ 0 
$ 400 
$ 1612 
$ :361 
$ 23323 
AHT 'r'EAR 
A/G 
$252672 
$268141 
$283779 
$299597 
$31 '3575 
= 
$:335782 . 
$352201 
$368843 
$385722 
$403853 
$421246 
$438918 
$456885 
$475164 
$518528 
BREAK -EVEt·J AT AHT: 
8 
222 
E/S 
$236544 
$250640 
$264868 
$279235 
$295175 
$309844 
$324677 
$:33'3683 
$354873 
$370435 
$386023 
$401828 
$417862 
$434138 
$456744 
'I' 
CASE NUMBER: 7 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
I NFL AT! ON RATE: 
$ 94'360 
$ 1225 
9a.00% 
13.50~: 
1. 5e~: 
0.130% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
11.4a% 
6.a0% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWN PAYMENT $ 9496 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 855 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 427 
PREPAID INS. $ 423 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1282 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFROHT COST $ 12844 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR',' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
a $ 12844 $ 23367 
1 $ 25822 $ 35836 
2 $ 38961 $ 48435 
3 $ 52277 $ 61180 
4 $ 65803 $ 74092 
5 $ 79886 $ 87255 
6 $ '34527 Ua0564 
7 $109446 $114106 
8 $124679 $127911:3 
9 $140251 $141986 
10 $158478 $157184 
11 $174793 $171850 
12 $191519 $186835 
13 $20871:3:3 $202175 
14 $226397 $217911 
15 $253003 $235754 
BREAKEVEN ·,'EAR = 10 
'r'EAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2'3 
.3>.3 
U0a72a 
$ 95a 
sa.0e% 
13.5a% 
2.00% 
a. a a}: 
$ 2a144 
$ 8136 
$ a 
$ 444 
.$ 1612 
$ 361 
$ 23367 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$271684 
$291070 
$311242 
$332289 
$358282 
= 
$381390. 
$405708 
$431374 
$458541 
$488383 
$51 '3086 
$551865 
$586956 
.$6241523 
$689915 
BREAI<-EVEH AT AHT: 
8 
223 
E/S 
$252421 
$269635 
$287458 
$3135960 
$326643 
.$346744 
$367783 
$389867 
$413115 
$437839 
$463830 
$491430 
$520824 
$552215 
$591906 
'I' 
CASE NU~1BER: 8 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCHlG RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 94968 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
13.50% 
1.50% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION ~ATE: 
5. 713~: 
5.713% 
6.013% REAL ESTATE.APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 9496 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $· 855 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 427 
PREPAID INS. $ 423 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1282 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 12844 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR'i OF RmlNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E....-S 
0 $ 12844 $ 23367 
1 $ 25822 $ 35836 
2 $ 38891 $ 48381 
3 $ 52056 $ 610138 
4 $ 65335 $ 73729 
5 $ 79060 $ 86615 
6 $ 93215 $ 99547 
7 $107501 :U 12598 
8 $121932 $125779 
9 $136508 $139082 
10 $153515 $153335 
11 $168356 $16685'3 
12 $1:33319 $1804;"7 
13 $198411 $1'H1'35 
14 $213638 $208018 
15 $237353 $223619 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = lO 
YEAR 
11:) 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
;;::3 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2 ·;. 
30 
$100720 
$ 950 
80.013% 
13.513% 
2.00% 
0.130% 
$ 20144 
$ 806 
$ 13 
$ 444 
$ 1612 
$ 361 
$ 23367 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$2526b2 
$268131 
$283769 
$299587 
$319565 
= 
$335772 . 
$352191 
$368833 
$385712 
$403:343 
$421236 
$438908 
$456875 
$475154 
$518518 
BREAt<-E\·'EH AT AHT: 
8 
224 
E/S 
$237671 
$251847 
$266155 
$280602 
$296621 
$311370 
$326283 
$341369 
$356639 
$3722:31 
$387949 
$403834 
$41 '3948 
$436304 
$458'389 
··,·' 
CASE NUMBER: 9 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 84000 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
13.50% 
1.50% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION ~ATE: 
5. 70:~ 
11.40% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8400 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 756 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ :378 
PREPAID INS. $ 400 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1134 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11429 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RU~lN I t4G TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 11429 $ 21104 
1 $ 23052 $ 32078 
2 $ 34824 $ 43140 
3 $ 46765 $ 54299 
4 $ 58912 $ 6!5572 
5 $ 71616 $ 77030 
6 $ :34818 $ 88569 
7 $ '38298 $100264 
8 $112084 $112128 
9 $126195 $124170 
10 $142952 $137232 
11 $157797 $149658 
12 $173053 $162288 
13 $188767 $175143 
14 $204991 $188250 
15 $2:30127 $203305 
BREAKEVEN 'tEAR = ~· 
YEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$ 90960 
$ 605 
80.00% 
13. 50~~ 
2. 00:~ 
10.00:-: 
$ 18192 
$ 728 
$ 0 
$ 368 
$ 1455 
$ 361 
$ 21104 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$247363 
$265304 
$284031 
$303633 
$328181 
= 
$349844 -
$372717 
$396338 
$4226150 
$451057 
$480315 
$511649 
$545295 
$581517 
$645364 
BREAk-E'/EN AT AHT: 
8 
'( 
225 
E/S 
$217005 
$231053 
$245489 
$260358 
$277133 
$293020 
$309505 
$326655 
$344546 
$363441 
$383079 
$403742 
$425547 
S448o24 
$479192 
CASE NUMBER: 10 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS, REDUCT! ON 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
I 84000 $ 90960 
$ 1225 $ 1505 
90.00% 80.00% 
13.50% 13.50% 
1.50% 2.00% 
0.00% 10.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5. 70~-: 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8400 $ 18192 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 756 $ 728 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. I 378 $ a 
PREPAID INS. $ 400 $ 368 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1134 $ 1455 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11429 $ 21104 
COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF RUNNHlG TOTALS AHT \'EAR = 
YEAR A/G E/S YEAR A/G 
a $ 11429 $ 21104 
1 $ 23052 $ :32078 16 $228:341 
2 $ 34754 $ 43105 17 $242365 
3 $ 46544 $ 54189 18 $256558 
4 $ 58444 $ 65340 19 $270931 
5 $ 70790 $ 76621 20 $289464 
6 $ :33506 $ 87920 21 $304226. 
7 $ '36353 $ 99303 22 $319200 
8 $109337 $110771 23 $334397 
9 $122452 $122321 24 $349831 
10 $137989 $134780 25 $366517 
11 $151360 $146478 26 $382465 
12 $164853 $158237 27 $398692 
13 $178475 $170059 28 $415214 
14 $192232 $181948 2'3 $432048 
15 $214477 $195575 30 $473967 
BREAKEVEN \'EAR = !I E:PEAf::-EVEtl AT AHT: 
:3 
y 
226 
E/S 
$207610 
121·n24 
$231921 
$244207 
$258012 
$270490 
$283074 
$295767 
$308577 
$321689 
$334753 
$347955 
$361303 
$374805 
$394543 
CASE HUMBER: 11 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROU~JD EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
I HS. REDUCT! ON 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 840130 
$ 1225 
913. 0f1~; 
13.50% 
1. 50% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION ~ATE: 
5. 70:~ 
11.40% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 84130 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. .$ 756 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 378 
PREPAID INS. $ 4130 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1134 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11.429 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR'1' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
'(EAR A/G E/S 
13 $ 11429 $ 21145 
1 $ 23050 $ :3216~3 
2 $ 34820 $ 43266 
3 $ 46759 $ 54470 
4 $ 58904 $ 65792 
5 $ 71606 $ 77302 
6 $ 84808 $ 88896 
7 $ 98288 $100652 
8 $112074 $112580 
9 $126185 $124690 
10 $142942 $137824 
11 $157787 $150322 
12 $173043 $16302:3 
13 $188757 $175950 
14 $204981 $189129 
15 $230117 $204256 
BREAKEVEH 'lEAR = ~I 
\'EAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
.-,~.-.. 
<....:. 
23 
24 
25 
26 
.,, 
-· 28 
2'31 
:30 
$ 90960 
$ 6135 
813.00% 
13.59% 
2. 130~: 
0.130% 
$ 18192 
$ 728 
$ 0 
$ 409 
$ 1455 
$ 361 
$ 21145 
AHT 'iEAR 
A/G 
$247353 
.$265294 
$2841321 
$303623 
$328171 
$349834 
$372707 
$396928 
$422650 
$451047 
$4803135 
$511639 
$545285 
$581507 
$645354 
= 
BREAK-EVHl AT AHT: 
:3 
't' 
227 
E/S 
$218028 
$232148 
$246656 
$261597 
$278444 
.$294403 
$310959 
$328181 
$346144 
$365111 
$384821 
$405556 
$427433 
$450582 
$481222 
CASE NU~1BER: 12 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 84000 
$ 1225 
90.00~ 
13. 50~~ 
1.50~ 
a. 00~·: 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70~ 
5.70~ 
6.00~ REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8400 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 756 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 378 
PREPAID INS. $ 400 
MORTGAGE POINTS .$ 1134 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST t 11429 
COMPARATIVE SUM~1AR''I' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
'r'EAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 11429 $ 21145 
1 $ 23050 $ 32160 
2 $ 34750 $ 43231 
3 $ 46538 $ 54360 
4 $ 58436 $ 65560 
5 $ 70780 $ 76893 
6 $ 83496 $ 88247 
7 $ 96343 $ 99691 
8 $109327 $111223 
9 $122442 $122841 
10 $137979 $135372 
11 $151350 $147142 
12 $164843 $158972 
13 $178465 $170866 
14 $192222 $182827 
15 $214467 $196526 
BREAKEYEN YEAR = 1 a 
''!'EAR 
1.:: 
17 
18 
1 '3 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$ 90'360 
$ 6135 
80. 00~; 
13. 50~~ 
2.013~ 
0.00~ 
:$ 18192 
$ 728 
$ a 
$ 409 
:$ 1455 
$ 361 
:$ 21145 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$228331 
$242355 
$256548 
$270921 
$289454 
$304216 
$31'3190 
$334387 
$349821 
$366507 
$382455 
$398682 
$415204 
$432038 
$473957 
= 
BREAk-EVE~l AT AHT: 
8 
228 
E/S 
$208633 
$220819 
$233088 
$245446 
$259323 
$271873 
$284528 
$297293 
$310175 
$323359 
$336495 
$349769 
$363189 
$376763 
$396573 
'(' 
CASE NUMBER: 13 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH :SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE PO HITS 
INS. REDUCT I 0~4 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 84000 
$ 1225 
90. oo:-: 
13.50% 
1. 50% 
a.a0::-: 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5. 70:~ 
11.40% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8400 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 756 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 378 
PREPAID INS. $ 400 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1134 
GEN.CLOSIHG COSTS :$ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11429 
COMPARAT I 'v'E SUMMAR'!' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
a $ 11429 $ 21104 
1 $ 23052 $ :32423 
2 $ 34824 $ 43869 
3 :$ 46765 $ 55456 
4 $ 58912 $ 672136 
5 $ 71616 $ 79195 
6 $ 84818 $ 91326 
7 $ 98298 $103681 
8 $112084 $116280 
9 $126195 $129140 
10 $142952 $143113 
11 $1577'37 $156554 
12 $173053 $170315 
13 $188767 $184430 
14 $204991 $198941 
15 $230127 $215559 
BREAKEVEI-l 'r'EAR = l 1 
'r'EAR 
16 
17 
1:3 
19 
213 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
.-.-~~ 
28 
29 
30 
$ 90960 
$ 950 
80. eo:--; 
13.50% 
2.00% 
10.00% 
$ 18192 
$ 728 
$ 0 
$ 368 
$ 1455 
$ 361 
$ 21104 
AHT 'lEAR 
A/G 
$247363 
$265304 
:$2841331 
$:303633 
$328181 
= 
$349844-
$372717 
:$396938 
$422660 
$451057 
$480315 
$51164'3 
$545295 
$581517 
$645364 
BREAI<.-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
229 
E/S 
$2310131 
.$2469913 
$263588 
$2813865 
$300323 
$319199 
$339014 
$359873 
$381896 
$405395 
$430161 
$4515536 
$484705 
$514:371 
$553337 
·~ 
CASE t~UMBER: 14 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROU~lD EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
A"HNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 84000 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
13.50% 
1.50% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8400 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 756 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 378 
PREPAID INS. $ 400 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1134 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11429 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUmHNG TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 11429 $ 21104 
1 $ 23052 $ 32423 
2 $ :34754 $ 43815 
3 $ 46544 $ 55284 
4 $ 58444 $ 66843 
5 $ 70790 $ 78555 
6 $ 83506 $ 90309 
7 $ '516353 $102173 
8 $109337 $114149 
9 $122452 $126236 
10 $137989 $139264 
11 $151360 $151563 
12 $164853 $163957 
13 $178475 $17645>3 
14 $1'32232 $18904:3 
15 $214477 $203424 
BREAKEVEN ~'EAR = 12 
'lEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$ 90960 
$ 950 
80.00% 
13.50% 
2.00% 
10. 00~~ 
$ 18192 
.$ 728 
$ 0 
$ 368 
$ 1455 
$ 361 
$ 21104 
AHT 'tEAR 
A/G 
$228341 
$242365 
$256558-
$270':;131 
$289464 
= 
$304226-
$319200 
$334397 
$349831 
$366517 
$382465 
$398692 
$415214 
$432048 
$473967 
BREAK-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
230 
E/8 
$216251 
$229202 
$242285 
$255507 
$270301 
$283825 
$297514 
$311375 
$325420 
$339837 
$354280 
$368940 
$383829 
$3989150 
$420420 
y. 
CASE t·lUMBER: 15 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 84000 
$ 1225 
90. 00~: 
13. 50~~ 
1.50% 
e.0e~:. 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
11. 40% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8400 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 756 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 378 
PREPAID INS. $ 400 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1134 
GEN. CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11429 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
e $ 11429 $ 21145 
1 $ 23050 $ 32505 
2 $ 34820 $ 43995 
3 $ 46759 $ 55627 
4 $ 58904 .$ 67426 
5 $ 71606 $ 79467 
6 $ 84808 $ 91653 
7 $ '318288 $104069 
8 $112074 $116732 
9 $126185 $129660 
10 $142942 $143705 
11 $157787 $15721::3 
12 $173043 $171050 
13 $188757 $185237 
14 $204'3181 $19982~3 
15 $230117 $216510 
BREAKE'·lEt~ '1'EAR = l 1 
\'EAR 
16 
17 
18 
1'51 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$ 90960 
$ 950 
se. 00:.-; 
13.50% 
$ 18192 
$ 728 
$ 0 
$ 409 
$ 1455 
$ 361 
$ 211-+5 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$247:353 
$265294 
$284021 
$303623 
$328171 
= 
$349834 . 
$372707 
$396928 
$422650 
$451047 
$480305 
$511639 
$545285 
$581507 
$645354 
BREAf.: -EVEt~ AT AHT: 
:3 
231 
E....-s 
$232024 
$248085 
$264755 
$282104 
$301634 
$320582 
$340468 
$361399 
$383494 
$407065 
$431'?03 
$458:350 
$486591 
$516829 
$555367 
'(' 
CASE ~lUMBER: 16 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 84000 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
13.50~ 
1.50~ 
0.013~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00~ REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOW~lPAYMENT $ 8400 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 756 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 378 
PREPAID INS. $ 400 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1134 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11429 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUt·lN I NG TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 11429 $ 21145 
1 $ 23050 $ 32505 
2 $ :34750 $ 43941 
3 $ 46538 $ 55455 
4 $ 58436 $ 67063 
5 $ 70780 $ 78827 
6 $ 83496 $ 90636 
7 $ 9634:3 $102561 
8 $109327 $114601 
9 $122442 $126756 
10 $137979 $139856 
11 $151350 $152227 
12 $164843 $164692 
13 $178465 $177257 
14 $1 ';>12222 $189927 
15 $214467 $204375 
BREAKEVEtl YEAR = 12 
'1'EAP 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
.... 1 .... 
.::..:: 
2:3 
24 
25 
26 
,., 
-· 28 
29 
'30 
$ 90';>1~0 
$ 950 
80.00~ 
~3.50:.: 
2.00% 
0.00% 
$ 18192 
$ 728 
$ 0 
$ 409 
$ 1455 
$ 361 
$ 21145 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$228331 
$242355 
$256548 
$270921 
$289454 
= 
$304216 ' 
$3191'~0 
$3:34387 
$349821 
$366507 
$382455 
$3'?8682 
$415204 
$432038 
$473'357 
BREA~. -EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
232 
E .. ~ 
' .:;. 
$217274 
$230297 
$243452 
$256746 
$271612 
$285208 
$298968 
$312901 
$327018 
$341507 
$356022 
$370754 
$385715 
$400918 
$422450 
'( 
CASE NUMBER: 17 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE PO I ~lTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 73040 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
13.50~: 
1.50% 
0.80% 
ENERGY ESCALATION F~ATE: 
5.70% 
11 • 40~: 
6. 00~~ REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 7304 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 657 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 329 
PREPAID INS. $ 348 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 986 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 9985 
COMPARATIVE SUt1MAR1' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 9985 $ 18891 
1 $ 20223 $ 28766 
2 $ 30617 $ 38736 
3 $ 41188 $ 48787 
4 $ 51964 $ 58948 
5 $ 63282 $ 69293 
6 $ 75046 $ 79715 
7 $ 87083 $ 90289 
8 $ 99421 $101030 
9 $112084 $111944 
10 $127388 $123868 
11 $140780 $135157 
12 $154583 $14664:3 
13 $168844 $158:366 
14 $183615 $170335 
15 $207298 $184252 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = Sl 
'\"'EAR 
16 
17 
1:3 
19 
20 
21 
22 
, .... 
.::...;> 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
:30 
$ 81200 
$ 605 
80.130% 
13.50!~ 
2.00% 
10.013% 
$ 16240 
$ 650 
$ 0 
$ 341 
$ 1299 
$ 361 
$ 18891 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$223106 
$23961'3 
$256918 
$275092 
$298212 
= 
$318447 . 
$339892 
$362685 
$386979 
$413948 
$441778 
$471684 
$503902 
$538696 
$601115 
BF:EAK-EVEt-1 AT AHT: 
:3 
'(' 
233 
E/S 
$1'36815 
$209725 
$223824 
$236755 
$252392 
$267142 
$282488 
$298501 
$315254 
$333011 
$351512 
$371037 
$391;"'05 
$413644 
$44:3074 
CASE NUMBER: 18 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 73040 
$ 1225 
90. 00/: 
13.50~ 
1. 50~ 
0.00/; 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70~ 
5.70~ 
6.00~ REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 7304 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. .$ 657 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. .$ 329 
PREPAID INS. $ 348 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 986 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFROHT COST $ 9985 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUN~HNG TOTALS 
'!'EAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 9985 $ 18891 
1 $ 20223 $ 28766 
2 $ 30547 $ 38701 
3 $ 40967 $ 48677 
4 $ 51496 $ 58716 
5 $ 62456 $ 68884 
6 $ 73734 $ 79066 
7 $ 85138 $ 89328 
8 $ '36674 $ 99673 
9 $1138341 $110095 
10 $12242'5 $121416 
11 $134343 $131977 
12 $146383 $142597 
13 $158552 $153282 
14 $170856 $164033 
15 $1 '511648 $176522 
BREAK EVEN YEAR = l 0 
'r'EAR 
- 16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
2'"' .:;.
23 
24 
25 
26 
.27 
28 
2'? 
30 
$ 81200 
$ 605 
80.00~ 
13.50~ 
2.00~ 
10.00~ 
$ 16240 
$ 650 
$ 0 
$ 341 
$ 1299 
$ 361 
.$ 18891 
AHT '·tEAR 
A/G 
$204084 
$216680 
$229445 
$242390 
$259495 
= 
$272829 . 
$286375 
$300144 
$314150 
$329408 
$343928 
$:358727 
$373821 
$389227 
$42':,.718 
BREAK-EVEt-i AT AHT: 
8 
234 
E/S 
$187420 
$198396 
$209456 
$220604 
$233271 
$244612 
$256057 
$267613 
$279285 
$291259 
$303186 
$315250 
$327461 
$339825 
$358425 
'y' 
CASE NUMBER: 19 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GRamm EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 73040 
$ 1225 
90.00~ 
13.50~ 
1. 50~ 
0. 00~~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
11.40~·~ 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 7304 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 657 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 329 
PREPAID INS. $ 348 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 986 
.GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 9985 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
'fEAR A....-G E/S 
a $ 9985 $ 18929 
1 $ 20220 $ 28843 
2 $ 30611 $ :38853 
3 $ 41179 $ 489415 
4 $ 51952 $ 59151 
5 $ 63267 $ 69544 
6 $ 75031 $ 80017 
7 $ 87068 $ 90645 
8 $ '39406 $101445 
9 $11206'3 $112420 
10 $127373 $124409 
11 $140765 $13576.;: 
12 $1'54568 $147318 
13 $168829 $159100 
14 $183600 $17"1134 
15 $207283 $185116 
13REAKEVEN YEAR = 1 0 
VEAP. 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2:3 
29 
30 
.$ :31200 
$ 605 
80. 00~·~ 
13. 50~·~ 
2. 00~~ 
0. 00~~ 
$ 16240 
$ 650 
$ 0 
$ 379 
$ 1299 
$ 361 
$ 1:3929 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$223091 
$239604 
$256903 
$275077 
$298197 
= 
$318432 . 
$339877 
$362670 
$386964 
$413933 
$441763 
$471669 
$503887 
$538681 
$601100 
BREAK-E'·/EN AT nHT: 
8 
235 
E/S 
$197743 
$210718 
$224081 
$237877 
$253579 
$268393 
$283804 
$299881 
$316699 
$334521 
$3530815 
$372676 
$3'33408 
$415412 
$444907 
'r' 
CASE NUMBER: 20 
COST FACTOR 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
1•10RTGAGE PO I NTS 
INS. REDUCT! ON 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
PARAMETERS ARE AS 
ABOVE GROUND 
$ 73040 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
13.50:: 
1.50% 
0.00:: 
ENERGY ESCALATION ~ATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.0121% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWHPAYMENT $ 7304 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 657 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 329 
PREPAID INS. $ 348 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 986 
GEN. CLOSING COST:3 $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 9985 
C0~1PARAT I liE SUMMAR'l' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
YEAR A.I'G E.I'S \'EAR 
a $ 9985 $ 18929 
1 $ 20220 $ 2884:3 16 
2 $ 30541 $ 38818 17 
3 $ 40958 $ 48836 18 
4 $ 51484 $ 58919 19 
5 $ 62441 $ 69135 20 
6 $ 73719 $ 79368 21 
7 $ 85123 $ 89684 .,-:-_ ... 
8 $ 96659 $100088 2:3 
9 $108326 $110571 24 
10 $122410 $121957 25 
11 $1:34328 $132582 26 
12 $146368 $143267 27 
13 $158537 $154016 28 
14 $170841 .$164832 ;;::9 
15 $191633 $177386 30 
FOLLOWS: 
EARTH SHELTER 
$ 81200 
$ t505 
80.130% 
13.50~: 
2.130% 
13.130% 
$ 16240 
$ 650 
$ 0 
$ 379 
$ 12'39 
$ 361 
$ 18929 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$204069 
$216665 
$229430 
$242375 
$259480 
$272814 
$286360 
$300129 
$314135 
$:329393 
$343913 
$358712 
.$37'3806 
$:38'3212 
$429703 
= 8 
BREAKE'v'EN '!'EAR = 10 BREAK-EVEt·l AT AHT: 
236 
E/S 
$188348 
$199389 
$210513 
$221726 
$234458 
$2458153 
$257373 
$268993 
$280730 
.$292769 
$304760 
$316:389 
$329164 
$341593 
$360258 
'a' 
CASE NUMBER: 21 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROU~lD EARTH 8HELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
F I NA~lC I NG RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
.$ 73040 
$ 1225 
90. 00:~ 
13.50~-: 
1.50" 
0.00" 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70" 
11. 40" 
6.00" REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 7304 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 657 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 329 
PREPAID INS. $ 348 
t10RTGAGE POINTS $ 986 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 9985 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR'i OF RU~lN I rlG TOTALS 
'tEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ "9985 $ 18891 
1 $ 20223 $ 29111 
2 $ 30617 $ 39465 
3 $ 41188 $ 49944 
4 $ 51964 $ 60582 
5 $ 63282 $ 71458 
6 $ 75046 $ 82472 
7 $ 87083 $ 93706 
8 $ 99421 $105182 
9 $112084 $116914 
10 $127388 $129749 
11 $140780 $142053 
12 $154583 .t-154675 
..... 
~.;) $168844 $167653 
14 $183615 :SU31026 
15 $207298 $196506 
BREAKEVEH YEAR = l3 
'lEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$ 81200 
$ 950 
80. 00~-: 
13.50" 
2.00" 
10.00" 
$ 16240 
$ 650 
$ 0 
$ 341 
$ 1299 
$ 361 
$ 18891 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$223106 
$239619 
$256918 
$275092 
$298212 
= 
$318447. 
$339892 
$362685 
$386'379 
$413948 
$441778 
$471684 
$503'302 
$538696 
$601115 
Bf':EAK-EVEi-l AT AHT: 
8 
237 
E/S 
$210811 
$225662 
$241123 
$257262 
$275582 
$293321 
$311997 
$331719 
$:352604 
$374965 
$398594 
$423831 
$450863 
$479891 
$517219 
'r' 
CASE NUMBER: 22 
COST FACTOR 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
PARAMETERS ARE AS 
ABOVE GROUND 
.$ 73040 
$ 1225 
90. 00~: 
13.50% 
1.50% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAV~1ENT $ 7304 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 657 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 329 
PREPAID INS. $ 348 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 986 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 9985 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR'1' OF RUNN I t·lG TOTALS 
'~EAR A/G E>S 'r'EAR 
0 $ 9985 .$ 18891 
1 $ 20223 $ 29111 115 
2 $ 30547 $ 39411 17 
3 $ 40967 $ 49772 18 
4 $ 51496 $ 60219 19 
5 $ 62456 $ 7081:3 20 
6 $ 73734 $ 81455 21 
.., $ 85138 $ 921'38 22 r 
8 $ '36674 $103051 23 
9 $108341 $114010 24 
10 $122425 $125900 25 
11 $134343 $137062 26 
12 $146383 $148317 .-.-.::.r 
13 $158552 $159673 28 
14 $170856 $1711'33 29 
15 $191648 $184371 :30 
FOLLOWS: 
EARTH SHELTER 
$ 81200 
$ 950 
80.00% 
13. 50~: 
2.00% 
10.00% 
$ 16240 
$ 650 
$ 0 
$ 341 
$ 1299 
$ 361 
.$ 18891 
AHT 'tEAR 
A/G 
$204084 
$216680 
$229445 
$242390 
$259495 
= 
$272829 . 
$286375 
$300144 
$314150 
$329408 
$:343928 
$358727 
$373821 
$389227 
$42'?718 
8 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = l 5 BREAK-E'·/E~I AT AHT: 
238 
E . ...-s 
$196061 
$207874 
$219820 
$231904 
$245560 
$257947 
$270497 
$283221 
$296128 
$309407 
$322713 
$336235 
$349987 
$363980 
$'384:302 
'y' 
CASE NUMBER: 23 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
:$ 73040 
$ 1225 
90.00% 
13.50% 
1.50% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
11.40% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 7304 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 657 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 329 
PREPAID INS. $ 348 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 986 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 9985 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR'•' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 9985 $ 18929 
1 $ 20220 $ 29188 
2 $ 30611 $ 39582 
3 $ 41179 $ 50103 
4 $ 51952 $ 60785 
5 $ 63267 $ 71709 
6 $ 75031 $ 82774 
7 $ 87068 $ 94062 
8 $ 99406 $105597 
9 $112069 $117390 
10 $127373 $130290 
11 $140765 $142658 
12 $154568 $155345 
13 $168829 $168387 
14 $183600 $181825 
15 $207283 $1973713 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = l3 
'(EAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$ 81200 
$ 950 
80.00% 
13.50% 
2.00% 
0.00% 
$ 16240 
$ 650 
$ 0 
$ 379 
$ 1~99 
$ 361 
$ 18929 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$223091 
$239604 
$256903 
$275077 
$298197 
= 
$318432 . 
$339877 
$362670 
$386964 
$413933 
$441763 
$471669 
$'503887 
$538681 
$601100 
BREAK-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
239 
E.'S 
$211739 
$226655 
$242180 
$258384 
$276769 
$20:.•4572 
$313313 
$333099 
$354049 
$376475 
$400168 
$425470 
$452566 
$481659 
$519052 
y 
CASE NUMBER: 24 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 73040 
$ 1225 
90.00~ 
13.50% 
1.50% 
0. 00:~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
5.70~ 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 7304 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 657 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 329 
PREPAID INS. $ 348 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 986 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UP FRONT COST $ 9985 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUNNI r1G TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 9985 $ 18929 
1 $ 20220 $ 2918:3 
2 $ :30541 $ 39528 
3 $ 40958 $ 49931 
4 $ 51484 $ 60422 
5 $ 62441 $ 71069 
6 $ 73719 $ 81757 
7 $ 85123 $ 92554 
8 $ 96659 $103466 
9 $108326 $114486 
10 $122410 $126441 
11 $134328 $137667 
12' $146368 $148987 
13 $158537 $1150407 
14 $170841 $171932 
15 $1'31633 $185235 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = l5 
'r'EAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$ 81200 
$ 950 
80.00% 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
13.50!~ 
2.00~ 
0. 00:~ 
16240 
650 
0 
379 
1299 
361 
18'?29 
AHT '('EAR 
A/G 
$204069 
$216665 
$229430 
$242375 
$259480 
= 
$272814· 
$286360 
$300129 
$314135 
$329393 
$343913 
$358712 
$373806 
$389212 
$429703 
BREAK-EVEr! AT AHT: 
8 
240 
E/S 
$196989 
$208867 
$220877 
$233026 
$246747 
$259198 
$271813 
$284601 
$297573 
$310917 
$324287 
$337874 
$351690 
$365748 
$386135 
y 
APPENDIX F 
DETAILED SUMMARIES FROM EXAMPLE CASE STUDIES 
241 
CASE NUMBER: X1 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCT! ON 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 80000 
$ 1200 
90. 00~: 
13.50~: 
1.50% 
0. 00~: 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
8.00% 
14.00% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8000 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 720 
PRIVATE MORT. H~S. $ 360 
PREPAID INS. $ 372 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1080 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 10893 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR',' OF RUN~li NG TOTALS 
'(EAR A/G E...-S 
0 $ 1089:3 $ 19477 
1 $ 22026 $ 29412 
2 $ 33356 $ :39410 
3 $ 44885 $ 49483 
4 $ 56661 $ 59652 
5 $ 68986 $ 69929 
6 $ 81874 $ 80326 
7 $ 95120 $ 90858 
8 $108774 $101544 
9 $122876 $112390 
10 $139888 $124921 
11 $155048 $136134 
12 $170830 $147554 
13 $187322 $159211 
14 $204624 $17113'3 
15 $233716 $183374 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = t: 
YEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
:30 
$ 84000 
$ 400 
80.00% 
13.50% 
2. 00~: 
25. 00~: 
$ 16800 
$ 672 
$ 0 
$ 300 
$ 1344 
$ 361 
$ 19477 
AHT \'EAR 
A...-G 
$252813 
$273109 
$294772 
$317993 
$348170 
$375193 
$404525 
$436489 
$471454 
$511108 
$553393 
$600124 
$651923 
$709499 
$817452 
= 
BREAf',-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
'( 
242 
E/S 
$195'359 
$208944 
$222386 
$236346 
$254135 
$269362 
$285360 
$302234 
$320109 
$339124 
$35'3440 
$:381237 
$404723 
$430135 
$464731 
SU1'11·1ARY OF ALL At·HlUAL COSTS: COtlVEIH I Ot·lAL HOI'IE: CASE NUMBER: X1 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUHNIUG 
VEAR COST INSURA~lCE PA lilTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 :$ 10893 
1 :$ 9893 :$ 375 :$ 1200 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -515 $ 180 $ 22026 
2 $ 9893 :$ 403 $ 1368 $ 0 :$ 0 $ 0 $ -515 $ 180 :$ 33356 
'3 $ 9893 $ 411 :$ 1560 $ 0 :$ 0 $ 0 $ -515 :$ 180 $ 44885 
4 $ 98'~3 :$ 440 $ 1778 $ 0 .f 0 $ 0 $ -515 $ 180 $ 56661 
5 :$ 9893 :$ 468 $ 2027 $ 272 $ 0 $ 0 $ -515 :$ 180 $ 68986 
**11-* :$ 9893 :$ 505 $ 2:310 :$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 :$ +0 :$ 180 $ 81874 
7 :$ 9893 :$ 5:39 $ 2634 $ 0 $ (1 $ 0 :$ +0 :$ 180 $ 95120 
8 $ 98'~3 $ 578 $ 3003 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 :$ 180 $ 108774 
9 $ 9893 $ 606 $ :3423 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 180 $ 122876 
10 $ 9893 :$ 63:3 $ 3902 $ 400 $ 1999 $ 0 $ +0 $ 180 $ 139888 
11 :$ 9893 $ 638 $ 4449 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 180 $ 155048 
12 :$ 98'~3 :$ 6:38 $ 5071 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 180 $ 170830 
13 $ 9893 $ 638 .f: 5781 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 180 $ 187322 
14 $ 9893 $ 638 $ 6591 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 180 $ 204624 
15 $ 9893 $ 638 $ 7514 $ 587 $ 0 $10280 $ +0 $ 180 $ 233716 
16 $ 9893 $ 638 $ 8566 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :$ 252813 
17 $ 9893 $ 638 $ 9765 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f 273109 
18 $ 9893 $ 6.38 $ l 11 32 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 294772 
19 $ 9893 $ 638 .t12690 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 317993 
20 $ 9893 $ 638 $14467 $ 863 :$ 4316 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 348170 
21 $ 98'~3 $ 638 $16492 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 375193 
22 :$ 9893 :$ 638 $18801 .f 0 $ 0 $ 0 :$ +0 $ 0 $ 404525 
23 $ 9893 $ 638 $~: 1433 :$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 436489 
24 $ 98'~3 $ 638 $~:4434 $ 0 $ 0 :t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 471454 
25 $ 989:3 $ 638 fna55 $ 1268 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 511108 
26 $ 9893 $ 638 $~: 1 754 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 553393 
27 $ 989,:3 $ 638 $~:6200 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 600124 
28 .f.: 9893 $ 638 $~·1268 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 651923 
2'3 $ 9893 $ 638 $~·7045 $ 0 $ 0 l 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 709499 
30 $ 9893 $ 638 $~·2:632 $ 1863 $ 9317 $32610 $ +0 $ 0 $ 817452 
**** = BREAKEVEN YEAR N 
.J:>. 
w 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE HIJI'1BER: X1 
1'10RTGAGE HOI'1EOWNERS EXTER lOR HVAC Rllt-lH lNG 
'•'EAR COST IUSURANCE PAINTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 19477 
1 $ 9233 $ 302 $ 4~W $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 29412 
2 $ 92:33 $ 308 $ 456 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 39410 
3 $ 9233 $ 320 $ 520 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 49483 
4 $ 92:33 $ 344 $ 593 $ 0 $ (I $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 59652 
5 $ 92:33 $ 368 $ 676 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 69929 
'*1:** $ 9233 $ 393 $ 770 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 80326 
7 $ 9233 $ 422 $ 878 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 90858 
8 $ 9233 $ 452 $ 1001 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 101544 
9 $ 9233 $ 47:3 $ 1141 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 112390 
10 $ 9233 $ 497 $ 1301 $ 0 $ 14'39 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 124921 
11 $ 9233 $ 4'37 $ 1483 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +f:t $ 0 $ 136134 
12 $ 9233 $ 497 $ 1690 $ 0 $ 0 $ e $ +0 $ 0 $ 147554 
1'3 $ 92:33 $ 497 $ 1927 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 159211 
14 $ 92:33 $ 497 $ 2197 $ 0 $ 0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 171139 
15 $ 9233 $ 497 $ 2505 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 183374 
16 $ 9233 $ 497 $ 2855 ;f" 0 $ 0 ;f" 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 195959 
17 $ 9233 $ 497 $ 3255 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 208944 
18 $ 9233 $ 497 $ :3711 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 222386 
19 $ 9233 $ 497 $ 4230 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 236346 
20 $ 9233 $ 497 $ 4822 $ 0 $ 3237 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 254135 
21 $ 92:33 $ 4'37 $ 5497 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 269362 
22 $ 9233 $ 497 $ 6267 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 285360 
2:3 $ 9233 $ 497 $ 7144 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 302234 
24 $ '3233 $ 497 $ 8145 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 320109 
25 $ 9233 $ 497 $ 9285 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 339124 
.-. -
.:::.b $ 9233 $ 497 $10585 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 359440 
27 $ 9233 $ 497 :t-12067 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 381237 
28 $ 92:33 $ 497 $1:3756 $ 0 $ 0 ;f" 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 404723 
2'3 $ 9233 $ 4'37 $15682 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 430135 
30 $ '3233 $ 497 $17877 $ 0 $ 6988 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :f 464731 
N 
***• = BREAKEVEN YEAR 
""' 
""' 
CASE ~lUMBER: X2 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 90000 
$ 1000 
90.00~ 
13.50% 
1 • 50~~ 
0.130~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70% 
s. 00:.-; 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPA'r'MENT $ 9000 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. :$ 810 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 405 
PREPAID INS. :$ 409 
MORTGAGE POINTS :$ 1215 
GEN. CLOSING. COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST :$ 12200 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
'rEAR A/G E....-S 
0 $ 12200 $ 2331:3 
1 $ 24277 $ 35229 
2 :$ 36422 $ 47181 
3 :$ 48642 $ 59178 
4 $ 60949 $ 71231 
5 $ 74096 $ 83841 
6 :$ :37259 $ 96013 
7 :$100525 $108252 
8 :$113902 $120569 
9 $127383 $132953 
10 $143945 $147716 
11 $157621 $16020:3 
12 $171378 $172737 
13 $185221 $185304 
14 $199154 $197912 
15 $223177 $217951 
BREAK EVEN '!'EAR = l 4 
'rEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2'3 
30 
.$100800 
$ 450 
80. 00!--; 
13.50% 
2. 00~~ 
15.00% 
$ 20160 
$ 806 
:$ 0 
$ 378 
$ 1613 
$ 361 
$ 23318 
AHT 't'EAR 
A---·G 
$2371130 
$251127 
$265263 
$279514 
$2'~9045 
$313542 
$328172 
$342941 
$357857 
$375196 
$390426 
$405826 
$421403 
$437167 
$482074 
= 
BREAK -E \·' Et·l AT AHT: 
8 
245 
E/S 
$230646 
$243387 
$256177 
$269019 
$285929 
$298883 
$311896 
$324971 
$338112 
$352835 
$36611:3 
$:3794 77 
$392917 
$406440 
$442011 
'r' 
SUNNARV OF ALL ANtiUAL COSTS: CONVEtH I ONAL HONE: CASE t·lUNBER: X2 
NORTGAGEIHONEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUtmiNG 
~'EAR I COST HlSURAtlCE PA I tH WG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 12200 
1 $ 11129 $ 412 $ 1000 $ e $ 0 $ e $ -667 $ 203 $ 24277 
2 $ 11129 $ 430 $ 1050 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -667 $ 203 $ 36422 
.3 $ 11129 $ 452 $ 1103 $ e $ 0 $ 0 $ -667 $ 203 $ 48642 
4 $ 11129 $ 484 $ 1158 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -667 $ 203 $ 60949 
5 $ 11129 $ 517 $ 1216 $ 749 $ 0 $ 0 $ -667 $ 203 $ 740915 
15 $ 11129 $ 555 $ 1276 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 203 $ 87259 
7 $ 11129 $ 594 $ 1340 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 203 $ 100525 
8 $ 11129 $ 6:3:3 $ 1407 $ 0 $ 0 :t 0 $ +0 $ 203 $ 113902 
9 $ 11129 $ 672 $ 1477 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 203 $ 127383 
10 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 1551 $ 988 $ 19715 :t 0 $ +0 $ 203 $ 143945 
11 $ 1112'~ $ 715 $ 16.29 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 203 $ 157621 
12 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 1710 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 203 $ 171378 
13 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 1796 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 203 $ 185221 
**** 
$ 11129 $ 715 $ 1886 $ 0 $ 0 $ e $ +0 $ 203 $ 199154 
15 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 1980 $ 1304 $ 0 $ 8692 $ +0 $ 203 $ 223177 
16 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 2079 $ 0 $ ~j $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 237100 
17 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 2183 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 251127 
18 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 2292 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 2155263 
19 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 2407 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 279514 
20 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 2527 $ 1720 $ 3440 :t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 299045 
21 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 2653 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 31:3542 
22 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 2786 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 328172 
,... .-. 
..:;.:;, $ 11129 $ 715 $ 2925 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 342941 
24 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 3072 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 357857 
•)I:" 
-'J $ 11129 $ 715 $ 3225 $ 2270 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 3751'~6 
26 $ 1112'~ $ 715 $ 3386 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 390426 
27 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 3556 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 405826 
28 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 3733 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 421403 
29 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 3920 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 437167 
30 $ 11129 $ 715 $ 4116 $ 2995 $ 5989 $19'~63 $ +0 $ 0 $ 482074 
**•* = BREAKEVEN YEAR N 
*"' ())
SUMMARY OF ALL AH~UAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE HUt-1BER: X2 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS E)(TERIOR HVAC RUI-n! lUG 
'!'EAR COST IHSURAI~CE PA lilT I HG REPLACE. TOTAL 
" 
$ 23318 
1 $ 11080 $ 381 .$ 450 $ 0 $ 0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 35229 
2 $ 11080 $ 39'3 $ 473 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 47181 
3 $ 11080 $ 421 $ 496 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 59178 
4 $ 11080 $ 452 $ 521 $ 0 $ a $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 71231 
5 $ 11080 $ 484 $ 547 $ 49'3 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 83841 
6 $ 11080 $ 517 $ 574 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 96013 
7 $ 1108a $ 5515 $ 603 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 108252 
8 $ 11080 $ 6a4 $ 633 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 120569 
9 .$ 1108a $ 639 $ 665 .$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 132953 
10 $ 11080 $ 679 $ 698 $ 659 $ 11547 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 147716 
11 $ 11080 $ 679 $ 733 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 160208 
12 $ 11080 $ 67'j $ 770 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 172737 
1 :3 $ 11080 $ 679 $ 808 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ a i 185304 
'**** 
$ 1108a $ 679 $ 849 $ 0 ... 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 197912 
15 $ 11080 $ 67'3 $ 891 $ 869 $ 0 $ 651 '3 $ +0 $ 0 $ 217951 
16 $ 11080 $ 679 $ '3:36 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 230646 
17 $ 11080 $ 67'3 .$ 982 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 .$ +0 .$ 0 $ 243:387 
18 $ 11080 $ 679 .$ 1031 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 256177 
1 '3 $ 11080 $ 679 $ 1083 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 269019 
20 $ 11080 $ 67'j $ 1137 $ 1147 $ 2867 $ 0 $ +0 .$ 0 i 285·n9 
21 $ 11080 $ 679 $ 1194 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 29888:3 
22 $ 11080 $ 67'3 $ 1254 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 311896 
2:3 $ 111380 $ 679 $ 1316 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 324971 
24 $ 11080 $ 679 $ 1382 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 .$ 0 $ 338112 
25 .f 11080 $ 679 $ 1451 $ 1513 $ o· $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 352835 
26 $ 11080 $ 67'3 $ 1524 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 366118 
27 .$ 11080 $ 1579 $ 1600 $ 0 $ 0 ... 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 379477 
28 $ 11080 $ 67'3 $ 1680 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 392917 
29 
* 
11080 $ 679 $ 1764 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 406440 
30 $ 11080 $ 679 $ 1852 $ 1996 $ 4991 $14973 $ +0 $ 0 $ 442011 
** ** "' BREAKEVEU VEAR N 
""' -.1 
CASE NUMBER: X3 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
HIFLATI ON RATE: 
$ 850130 
$ 1225 
90. 00:.-; 
13.50~ 
1.50~ 
0.00~ 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
5.70~ 
5.70~ 
6. 00~~ REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOW~IPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR~' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
')'EAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 1156.3 $ 19807 
1 $ 23405 $ 30165 
2 $ 35319 $ 40559 
3 $ 47325 $ 51008 
4 $ 59441 $ 61527 
5 $ 72002 
I 
$ 72178 
6 $ 84848 $ 82847 
7 $ 97825 $ 93601 
8 $110939 $104442 
9 $124188 $115366 
10 $139860 $127195 
11 $153366 $138263 
12 $166994 $149391 
13 $180751 $160583 
14 $194643 $171842 
15 $21702:3 $184839 
BREAKEVEN '(EAR = E; 
'f'EAR 
16 
17 
18 
1'3 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
:30 
$ 85000 
$ 605 
80.00~ 
13.50% 
2.013~ 
0.00% 
$ 17000 
$ 680 
$ 0 
$ 406 
$ 1360 
$ 361 
$ 19807 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$231020 
$245177 
$259503 
$274009 
$292675 
= 
$307570· 
$322677 
$338007 
$:353574 
$370393 
$386474 
$402834 
$41'3489 
$436456 
$478508 
BI''EAf:.:-EVEt·~ AT AHT: 
8 
y 
248 
E/S 
$196244 
$207728 
$219295 
$230951 
$244126 
$255974 
$267927 
$279990 
$292170 
$304652 
$317086 
$329658 
$342376 
$355248 
$374356 
SUt·ll'lAR'i' OF ALL AtHWAL COSTS: CotlVENTIOHAL HONE: CASE HUfolBER: X3 
t10RTGAGE HOt•1EOI·lUERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUUHING 
'l'EAR I COST INSURANCE PA I llT I NG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
$ 10511 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ -495 $ 191 $ 23405 
.-, 
.:.. $ 10511 $ 412 .$ 1295 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -495 $ 191 $ 35319 
3 $ 10511 $ 430 $ 1369 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -495 $ 191 $ 47325 
4 $ 10511 $ 462 $ 1447 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -495 $ 191 $ 59441 
5 $ 10511 $ 494 $ 1529 $ 331 $ 0 $ 0 $ -495 $ 191 $ 72002 
"1:*** $ 10511 $ 528 $ 1616 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 84848 
7 $ 10511 $ 566 .$ 1708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 97825 
8 $ 10511 $ 606 $ 1806 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 110939 
9 $ 10511 $ 638 * 190·;. $ 0 $ 0 .$ (:1 $ +0 $ 191 $ 124188 
10 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2017 $ 436 $ 1845 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 139860 
11 $ 10511 $ b72 $ 2132 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 .$ 153366 
12 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2254 $ 0 $ 0 f 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 166994 
1 :3 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2383 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 180751 
14 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2518 $ 0 .$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 194643 
15 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2662 $ 576 .f: 0 $ 7768 $ +0 $ 191 $ 217023 
16 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2814 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 231020 
17 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 2974 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 .$ 0 $ 245177 
18 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3143 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 259503 
19 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3323 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 274009 
20 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3512 $ 760 $ 3211 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 292675 
21 $ 10511 $ 672 $ :3712 $ 0 $ 0 f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 307570 
22 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 3924 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 322677 
23 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4147 $ 0 $ 0 .r (:1 $ +0 $ 0 $ 338007 
24 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4384 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 353574 
25 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4634 $ 1002 $ 0 .r 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 370:393 
., .-
-b $ 10511 $ 672 $ 4898 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 386474 
27 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 402834 
28 .$ 10511 $ 672 $ 5472 $ 0 .$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 419489 
29 $ 10511 $ 672 $ 5784 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 436456 
30 $ 10511 $ 67.2 $ 6114 $ 1.323 $ 5590 $17842 $ +0 $ 0 $ 478508 
**** = BREAKEVEH 'l'EAR N 
""' <.a 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE 1-llll'lBER: X3 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS E)nERIOR HVAC RUI·HHNG 
'!'EAR COST INSURANCE PAINTING REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 19807 
1 $ 9343 $ 410 $ 605 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 30165 
2 $ 9343 $ 412 .!: 63'3 $ 0 $ a $ 0 $ +a $ 0 $ 40559 
3 $ 9343 $ 430 $ 676 $ 0 $ (1 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 51008 
4 $ 9343 $ 462 .. 714 $ 0 $ a f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 61527 
5 $ 9343 $ 494 $ 755 .$ 59 $ (1 f. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 72178 
**** 
$ 9343 $ 528 $ 798 $ 0 .!: 0 .. 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 82847 
7 $ 9343 $ 566 $ 844 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 93601 
8 $ 9343 $ 606 $ 892 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 104442 
9 $ 9343 $ 638 $ 94:3 $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ 0 $ 115366 
1a $ 9343 $ 672 $ 996 $ 77 $ 741 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 127195 
11 $ 9343 $ 672 .. 1053 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 138263 
12 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 1113 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 149391 
13 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 1177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 160583 
14 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 1244 $ IZ1 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 171842 
15 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 1315 $ 102 $ 0 $ 1565 $ +0 $ 0 $ 184839 
16 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 1390 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 196244 
17 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 1469 $ 0 .$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 207728 
18 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 1552 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 219295 
19 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 1641 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 .$ 230951 
20 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 1735 $ 135 $ 1290 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 244126 
21 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 183:3 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 255974 
22 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 1938 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 267927 
2:3 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 2048 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 279990 
24 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 2165 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 292170 
25 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 228';it $ 178 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 304652 
26 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 2419 $ 0 $ 0 $ a $ +0 $ a :t 317086 
27 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 2557 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 329658 
28 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 270:3 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 342376 
29 $ 9343 $ 672 $ 2857 $ 0 $ 0. $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 355248 
30 .. 9343 $ 672 $ 301'3 $ 235 $ 2246 $ :3593 $ +0 $ 0 $ 374356 
**** = BREAI<"EVEII YEAR !'-) 1.11 
0 
CASE NUMBER: X4 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EAF.:TH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
$ 85000 
$ 1225 
90.1313~~ 
15.00% 
1.50% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
12.00% 
12.00% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ 383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS $ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SU~1MAR~' OF RUNNING TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 11563 $ 192013 
1 $ 24535 $ 29389 
2 $ 37656 $ 39624 
3 $ 50960 $ 49891 
4 $ 64480 $ 613210 
5 $ 78656 $ 70584 
6 $ 93138 $ 81023 
7 $107918 $ 91530 
8 $123027 $102114 
9 $138493 $112771 
Hl $158198 $124761 
11 $174470 $135568 
12 $191198 $146451 
13 $208438 $157411:) 
14 $226250 $16847t; 
15 $263470 $181105 
BREAKEVEt-1 'tEAR = ~: 
YEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
2:3 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$ 80000 
$ 200 
80.00% 
15.00% 
3.00% 
25.00% 
$ 16000 
$ 640 
$ 0 
$ 279 
$ .1920 
$ 361 
$ 19200 
AHT YEAR 
A/G 
$282642 
$302428 
$323115 
$344811 
$379566 
$403659 
$429170 
$456269 
$485147 
$520039 
$553140 
$588740 
$627139 
$668673 
$846398 
= 
BREAK-EVEt-l AT AHT: 
8 
·• 
251 
E-·'8 
$192387 
$203799 
$215359 
$227083 
$242869 
$254984 
$267332 
$279938 
$292835 
$306057 
$319644 
$333638 
$348090 
$363053 
$398652 
SUMMARY OF ALL A~HUAL COSTS: COUVEHT I OUAL HOI'1E: CASE HUMBER: X4 
t10RTGAGE 1 Hm1EOlmERS EXTERIOR H'v'AC RUtmiNG 
','ERR I COST IHSURAUCE PAINTIHG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
1 $ 11604 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 :t 0 $ -458 $ 191 $ 24535 
2 $ 116~4 $ 412 $ 1372 $ 0 .$ 0 :t 0 $ -458 $ 191 $ 37t:56 
'*'*** 
$ 11604 $ 430 $ 1537 $ 0 $ 0 ... 0 $ -458 $ 191 $ 50960 
4 
* 
11604 $ 462 $ 1721 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ -458 $ 191 $ 64480 
5 $ 11604 $ 494 $ 1928 $ 417 $ 0 $ 0 $ -458 $ 191 $ 78656 
6 .f; 11604 $ 528 $ 2159 $ a $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 931:38 
7 $ 11604 $ 566 $ 2418 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 107918 
8 $ 11604 $ 606 $ 2708 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 .f; 191 $ 123027 
9 $ 11604 $ 6:38 $ 3033 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 138493 
10 $ 11604 $ 672 $ :3397 $ 7.35 $ 3106 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 158198 
11 $ 11604 $ 672 $ 3805 $ 0 $ 0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 174470 
1 ~. ~ $ 11604 $ 672 $ 4261 $ a .$ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 191198 
13 $ 11604 $ 672 $ 4773 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 208438 
14 $ 11604 $ 672 $ 5345 $ 0 $ 0 .f 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 226250 
15 $ 11604 $ 672 $ 5987 $ 1295 $ 0 $17471 $ +0 $ 191 $ 263470 
16 $ 11604 $ 672 $ 6705 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 282642 
17 $ 11604 $ 672 $ 7510 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 302428 
18 $ 11604 $ 672 $ 8411 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 32:3115 
19 $ 11604 $ 672 $ 9420 $ 0 $ 0 ,f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 344811 
20 $ 11604 $ 672 $10551 $ 2282 $ 9646 
* 
13 $ +0 $ 0 $ 379566 
21 $ 11604 $ 672 $11817 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ e $ 403659 
•"")"") 
.:..t:.. $ 11604 $ 672 $J3235 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 429170 
23 $ 11604 $ 672 $!4823 $ 0 $ 0 :t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 456269 
24 $ 11604 $ 672 $16602 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 485147 
25 $ 11604 $ 672 $]8594 $ 4022 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 520039 
26 $ 11604 $ 672 .$~:0825 $ 0 $ (1 ... 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 553140 
27 $ 11604 $ 672 $~:3324 $ 0 $ ~j $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 588740 
28 $ 11604 $ 672 $~:6123 $ 0 .$ 0 ... 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 627139 
29 i 11604 $ 672 $~:9258 $ 0 $ 0 .f; 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 6681573 
30 $ 11604 $ 672 $~12769 $ 7089 $29960 :t956:31 $ +0 $ e $ 846398 
**** = BREAKEVEN YEAR N U1 
N 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE t·lUt·lBER: X4 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUt-JN I t·lG 
'l"'EAR I COST INSURANCE PA ItlT I NG I':EPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 19200 
$ 9708 $ 281 .$ 200 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 29389 
2 $ 9708 $ 302 $ 224 $ 0 $ 0 * 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :39624 
**** 
.$ ·nee $ 308 $ 251 $ 0 $ 0 :t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 4'3891 
4 $ 9708 :$ 3:30 $ 281 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 60210 
5 $ 9708 $ 351 .$ 315 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 70584 
6 $ 9708 $ 379 $ :352 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 ~ +0 $ 0 $ 81023 
7 $ 9708 $ 404 $ 395 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 91530 
8 $ 9708 $ 434 $ 442 $ 0 $ 0 :f 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 102114 
9 $ 9708 $ 455 $ 495 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 112771 
10 $ 9708 $ 479 $ 555 $ 0 $ 1248 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 124761 
11 $ 9708 $ 479 $ 621 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 135568 
12 $ 9708 $ 479 $ 696 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 146451 
13 $ 9708 $ 47'3 $ 779 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 157416 
14 $ 9708 $ 47'3 $ 873 :f 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 168476 
15 $ 9708 $ 479 $ 9"""""" i ( $ 0 $ 0 ... 1466 $ +0 $ 0 $ 181105 
115 $ 9708 $ 479 $ 1095 .f 0 $ 0 ... 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 192387 
17 $ 9708 $ 479 $ 1226 $ 0 .f 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 20379'3 
18 $ 9708 $ 479 :f 137:3 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 215:359 
19 $ 9708 $ 479 .f 1538 $ 0 .f. 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 227083 
20 $ 9708 $ 47'3 $ 1723 $ 0 $ :3876 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 242869 
21 $ 9708 $ 47'3 $ 1929 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 254984 
22 $ 9708 $ 479 $ 2161 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 267332 
23 $ 9708 $ 479 .f 2420 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 279938 
24 $ 9708 $ 47'3 $ 2710 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 292835 
~,s:-
O:..•J $ 9708 $ 47'3 .$ 3036 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 306057 
26 $ 9708 $ 479 $ 3400 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 319644 
27 $ 97et8 $ 479 $ :3808 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ :33:3638 
28 $ 9708 $ 47'3 $ 42155 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 348090 
29 $ 9708 $ 47'3 $ 4777 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 363053 
30 $ 9708 $ 479 $ 5350 $ 0 $120.37 ;f 8025 $ +0 $ 0 $ 398652 
**** ; BREAKEVEH YEAR N (J1 
w 
CASE NUMBER: X5 PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
COST FACTOR ABOVE GROUND EARTH SHELTER 
FIRST COST 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST 
FINANCING RATE 
MORTGAGE RATE 
MORTGAGE POINTS 
INS. REDUCTION 
COMMON PARAMETERS: 
INFLATION RATE: 
.$ 85001il 
$ 1225 
90.1il0% 
14.013% 
1.51il% 
0.00% 
ENERGY ESCALATION RATE: 
10.00% 
10.00% 
6.00% REAL ESTATE APP. RATE: 
BREAKDOWN OF FIRST COSTS: 
DOWNPAYMENT $ 8500 
·LOAN ORIG. FEE. $ 765 
PRIVATE MORT. INS. $ "383 
PREPAID INS. $ 406 
MORTGAGE POINTS .$ 1148 
GEN.CLOSING COSTS $ 361 
TOTAL UPFRONT COST $ 11563 
COMPARATIVE SUMMAR',' OF RUNN I ~JG TOTALS 
YEAR A/G E/S 
0 $ 11563 $ 1802';. 
1 $ 23879 $ 26982 
2 $ 36320 $ 35957 
3 $ 48913 :$ 44974 
4 $ 61686 $ 54021 
5 $ 75043 $ 63107 
6 $ :38613 :$ 72240 
7 :$102419 .$ 81422 
8 $11>5481 $ 90655 
9 $131:3814 .$ 99940 
10 $148709 $1 U3338 
11 $163627 $119711 
12 $17886:3 $12":1122 
13 $194449 $138577 
14 $210419 $148078 
15 :$241394 $157632 
BREAKEVEN YEAR = ~. ~-
YEAR 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
2t; 
27 
28 
29 
313 
$ 75000 
$ 150 
80.00% 
14.1:30% 
3.00% 
25.00% 
$ 15000 
$ 600 
$ 0 
$ 268 
$ 1800 
$ 361 
.$ 1802'3 
AHT \'EAR 
A/G 
$258061 
$275240 
$292982 
$311343 
:$338856 
$358647 
$379262 
$400784 
$423303 
$44952'3 
$474352 
$500502 
$528112 
$557328 
$666992 
= 
BREAK-EVEN AT AHT: 
8 
254 
E/S 
$167242 
$176915 
$186656 
$196474 
$209126 
$219119 
$229212 
$239417 
$249743 
.$260204 
$270812 
$281584 
$292533 
$303680 
:$3221813 
SUMMARY OF ALL AHHUAL COSTS: COtlVEtlT I OHAL HOME: CASE tlUt·1BER: X5 
MORTGAGE HOMEOWtlERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUt-H~ I tlG 
''!'EAR COST JI~SURAt-lCE PAIHTIHG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 11563 
1 $ 10878 $ 410 $ 1225 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -388 $ 191 $ 23879 
**** 
$ 10878 $ 412 $ 1348 .f: 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -388 $ 191 $ 36320 
3 $ 10878 $ 430 $ 1482 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -388 $ 191 $ 48913 
4 $ 10878 $ 462 .f: 1630 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ -388 $ 191 $ 61686 
5 $ 10878 $ 494 $ 1794 $ :388 $ 0 $ e $ -388 $ 191 $ 75043 
6 $ 10878 $ 528 $ 1973 $ e $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 88613 
7 $ 10878 $ 566 $ 2170 .f: 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 102419 
8 $ 10878 $ 606 $ 2387 $ 0 $ 0 .f: 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 116481 
9 $ 10878 $ 638 $ 2626 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 130814 
10 $ 10878 $ 672 $ 2888 $ 625 $ 2641 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 148709 
11 $ 10878 $ 672 $ 3177 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 163627 
1 .--, 
.;. $ 10878 $ 672 $ 3495 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 178863 
1 :3 $ 10878 $ 672 $ 3845 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 191 $ 194449 
14 $ 10878 :$ 672 $ 4229 :$ 0 $ 0 $ 0 :$ +0 $ 191 $ 210419 
15 $ 10878 $ 672 $ 4652 $ 1006 $ 0 $13576 $ +0 $ 191 $ 241394 
16 $ 10878 $ 672 .f: 5117 $ 0 $ 0 .f: 0 $ +0 $ 0 :$ 258061 
17 $ 10878 $ 672 $ 5629 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 275240 
18 $ 10878 $ 672 $ 6192 $ 0 
* 
0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 292982 
19 $ 10878 $ 672 $ 6811 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 311:343 
20 $ 10878 $ 672 $ 7492 $ 1621 :$ 6850 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 338856 
21 $ 10878 $ 672 $ 8241 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 358647 
22 $ 10878 :$ 672 $ 9065 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 379262 
2:3 .f 10878 $ -:;72 $ 9972 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 :$ 400784 
24 $ 10878 $ 672 $10969 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 423303 
25 $ 10878 $ 672 $12066 $ 2610 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 449529 
26 $ 10878 $ 672 $13273 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 474352 
27 $ 10878 $ 672 $14600 $ 0 $ 0 
* 
0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 500502 
28 $ 108?8 $ 672 $!6060 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 528112 
29 $ 10878 $ 672 $17666 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 557328 
30 $ 10878 $ 672 $1 94:32 $ 421H $17767 $56711 $ +0 $ 0 $ 666992 
**•• ; BREAKEVEH YEAR N U1 
U1 
SUMMARY OF ALL ANNUAL COSTS: EARTH SHELTER: CASE tiUNBER: XS 
MORTGAGE I HOMEOWNERS EXTERIOR HVAC RUUNIUG 
i·'EAR I COST IHSURAtlCE PA ItH IIIG REPLACE. TOTAL 
0 $ 18029 
1 $ 85:32 $ 271 .$ 150 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 26982 
***;. $ 85:32 $ 279 $ 165 $ 0 ~ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 35957 
3 $ 8532 $ 302 
* 
182 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ :3 $ 44974 
4 $ 85:32 $ 315 $ 200 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 "$ 0 $ 54021 
5 $ 85:32 $ 3:34 $ 220 $ 0 $ 0 :r 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 63107 
~ $ 8532 $ 359 $ 242 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 72240 
7 $ 8532 $ 384 $ 266 $ 0 $ 0 .$ 0 $ +13 $ 0 $ 81422 
8 $ 8532 $ 410 $ 292 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 90~55 
9 $ 85:32 $ 4:31 $ 322 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 99940 
10 $ 85:32 $ 452 $ 354 $ 0 $ 1061 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 110338 
11 $ 8532 $ 452 $ 389 $ 0 $ 0 $ (1 $ +0 $ 0 $ 119711 
12 $ 8532 $ 452 $ 428 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 1291.22 
1 ~. 
.:, $ 8532 $ 452 $ 471 $ 0 $ 0 .t e $ +0 $ 0 $ 138577 
14 $ 85:32 $ 452 $ 518 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 148078 
15 $ 8532 $ 452 $ 570 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 157632 
1~ $ 8532 $ 452 $ 627 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 167242 
17 $ 8532 $ 452 $ 689 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 176915 
18 $ 85:32 $ 452 $ 758 $ 0 $ e $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 186656 
19 $ 8532 $ 452 $ 834 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 196474 
20 $ 8532 $ 452 $ 917 $ 0 $ 2752 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 209126 
21 $ 8532 $ 452 $ 1009 $ e $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 219119 
22 $ 8532 $ 452 $ 1110 $ 0 t 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 229212 
2:3 $ 8532 $ 452 $ 1221 $ 0 :r 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 239417 
24 $ 8532 $ 452 $ 1343 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 249743 
25 $ 8532 $ 452 $ 1477 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 260204 
2~ $ 8532 $ 452 $ 1625 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 270812 
27 $ 8532 $ 452 $ 1788 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 281584 
28 $ 8532 $ 452 $ 1'366 $ 0 $ 0 .t 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 292533 
29 $ 8532 $ 452 .f 2163 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 303680 
30 $ 8532 $ 452 $ 2379 $ 0 $ 7138 $ 0 $ +0 $ 0 $ 322180 
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